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Setting Up Your Sacred Space and Altar

Let us begin by creating a sacred space for your Temple Body Arts journey!

Reflect on your sacred space in your home...

What are the seeds you want to see flourish in your life?

For this journey together, I invite you to
❖ Create a Sacred Space for your birthing process and a space to attend our LIVE calls and be with

your Temple Body Practices.

❖ Create a new altar to represent your Sacred Why and deepest intentions for this journey.

❖ Gather your precious stones and sacred items.

❖ Intentionally choose each item to support you in holding space as you dive deep.

❖ In each cycle, you are invited to continue listening and seeing if any other sacred objects desire

to be part of your altar and sacred space.

To prepare your Temple Body as a sacred space, remember these simple
ways to shift your state into ritual space

❖ Light candles, burn sage or

incense, take a cleansing shower, and

more!

❖ When taking time for your

practice and self-reflection in a shared

living space, ask those around you for

what you need to support you in

creating a sacred and ritual space.

❖ Work with your sacred blood.

Have a special vessel or jar with a lid

to contain your blood for rituals. Keep

this vessel on your altar or in a special

place just for you. If you are not

bleeding, you can also use red paint

or red wine to symbolize your blood.

When we create a sacred space and altar in our home, it creates our connection

with divine creative spirit in tangible form—recognizing that all of life is sacred,

the mundane, and the extraordinary.
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Temple Body Arts Leadership Path

- INTRODUCTION -

Temple Body Arts Guiding Compass

We spend so much time looking outside ourselves for the answers and guidance. It is

time for you to be governed from within your very Temple Body, to know, trust, and remember the profound

wisdom that lives within. As you strengthen your primary relationship, with yourSelf, your inner compass

becomes clearer and guides you on your path. This is the way of the embodied feminine leader..

The temple body arts guiding compass is a resource for this path. The Compass has 6

points: a central point, Intention, surrounded by four points representing Vertical Alignment {Sacred

Embodiment and Creative Power} and Horizontal Alignment {Sexual Sovereignty and Expressive Arts}. The entire

compass is encircled by the Feminine Mysteries.

The Temple Body Arts (TBA) Guiding Compass supports you in aligning with your
highest YES. Through this journey of birthing your gifts and reclaiming your sexual sovereignty, you ultimately

connect with and define your own inner guiding compass and discover what these concepts mean for you and

how you live them.

Your Intention is where you begin. Intention invites you to align your mindset, thoughts, beliefs, and

actions with your highest desire, deepest dream, and greatest YES.

This Journey is about embodying, birthing, and monetizing your gifts through the
journey of reclaiming your sexual sovereignty.
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TEMPLE BODY ARTS GUIDING COMPASS

What is Sexual Sovereignty?

you are your own authority and can choose your path aligned with your divine purpose. Temple
Body Arts empower you to harness your sword of discernment, speak your truth, and pave your way.

You have the choice to be sovereign in all aspects of your life, including your
sexuality. Temple Body Arts is about reclaiming and awakening your sexual sovereignty through the
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journey of honoring your cycles, diving into blood mysteries, rewriting old stories, and giving yourself
permission to live from empowered pleasure.

You are the master of your pleasure and temple body. You have an opportunity to create a

positive, loving relationship with your yoni and womb, as you value and trust yourself. As a sovereign woman,
you get to choose how you show up and say YES to your sacred why and all that desires to birth through you at

this time.

When you connect with your sexual sovereignty, you learn to move through life

and create from a place of empowered pleasure.

Phases of the Moon & Our Menstrual Cycle
We are here in sisterhood to celebrate one another's unique gifts, to come together in

collaboration instead of competition. I am honored to weave the my dear womb sister, Phoenix Na Gig, through

this journey. Phoenix is a channeler for a new earth and brings her deep wisdom and experience of the four

lunar archetypes into the Leadership Path. We offer this womb wisdom to support you in understanding your

own personal unique rhythm with the moon, your womb and the gifts that come with each phase.

As you learn to understand yourself as a changing woman, and how your innate power

and wisdom shifts with your moon cycle, you can reclaim what is rightfully yours. Phoenix shares, “All women

with a physical or energetic womb, are experiencing four phases of hormonal, physical, spiritual changes in a

lunar cycle, every 29.5 days. Even though each of our cycles is different, we can still align with the moon.”

We will be working with 4 Archetypes, which are aligned with the current lunar
cycle:

Sacred Dreamer (New Moon)        | Graceful Warrior (Waxing Moon)
Mother/Lover (Full Moon)          | Wild Woman (Waning Moon)

Each archetype that lives within you is here to guide, teach, and show you the way,
you just have to give her space and permission to be fully felt and expressed. We invite you to map your cycle

with the moon, and notice where you cycle coincides with the moon phases.
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TEMPLE BODY ARTS MOON COMPASS
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Understanding the Shadow

It is important to explore both the shadow and the light aspect of each archetype
as you birth your sexual sovereignty and gifts into the world. You will see the shadow of

each archetype reflected by the words in the center of the inner gem of the Moon Compass.

"The Cave You Fear to Enter Holds the Treasure You Seek."

~ Joseph Campbell

Through these different phases, the invitation is to get to know yourself, your
innate rhythm, and how to create from each phase. By honoring your innate wisdom within

these phases, you receive clarity and inner guidance. However, this is only possible if you give yourself the time

and space to go within and commit to this journey of self-discovery. If you are not honoring yourself through

these different phases, the shadow part may come into play.

As you learn to align with these different archetypes within your own cycle, you tap

into your feminine power to intuit, create, connect, give birth to, let go of, and surrender.

Collecting & Working with Blood

In this journey, I invite you to use a moon cup, or reusable pads to collect your
sacred blood to offer to the earth, and keep some on your altar (in a special vessel or jar with a lid) to begin

working with your menses in ritual form, to release, amplify, and birth what it is you are desiring.

Working with ‘your blood’ and its power is possible in every life cycle, whether you
are bleeding or noT, you can always connect with the power of your intention.
When I refer to ‘your blood,’ I invite you to enter into the same process and connect with symbolic

representations of blood in your own creative way, this could be red paint, clay, wine or any other form you feel

inspired to work with.
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Prosperity Star map
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Path to Prosperity and Birthing your Gifts

With each feminine archetype and cycle, we will explore different aspects of the Prosperity star
aligned with the themes and phases of the moon Compass and points of the TBA Guiding
Compass. Each point of the star and cycle builds upon the other. We are here to create, refine, and

uplevel each aspect of the Path to Prosperity.

We are here to birth a new paradigm collectively.

Sacred Dreamer

Reflect and Receive with the New Moon and your Sacred Dreamer time. This is about dreaming into your

soul's purpose, why you are here, and who you will serve as your divine client. This is a potent time to

tune into your Sacred Why and recognize ‘what turns you on’ as a guide to revealing your unique gifts.

❖ Sacred Why (Center Gem) - Your purpose and sacred mission in life.
What are you most passionate about? What lights you up, ignites you, gets you fired up? Why do

you do what you do? How do you desire to serve? What is your sacred mission in life? When do

you feel on purpose and what is inspiring you to take action?

❖ Unique Gifts - Your innate gifts you are here to share.
What are your natural inherent gifts you here to offer? Reflect on your journey including your

initiations, what has brought you to say YES to Temple Body Arts? When you think back to the

times in your life, when you have felt most alive, turned on, plugged in, present, fulfilled,

grateful, on purpose, and inspired? What do you truly value?

❖ Divine Clients - a person whom you have a soul contract to serve.
Who is your divine client? Who can relate to your story, your experience, and your offering?

Who are you here to serve and reach with your message? What are the common challenges they

experience? You will learn about defining your niche and its importance in reaching your divine

client.

Graceful Warrior
Under the Waxing Moon with the Graceful Warrior, align and take action to bring your sacred dreams

into the world. You will be guided to bring your gifts into form through creating and refining your

Magnetic Message. Speak to your niche. Complete your Desire MAP. Organize your time. Create your
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calendar and schedule as well as discern where to direct your energy. Cultivating strong boundaries and

structures will support your focused attention.

❖ Magnetic Message - speak to the results you promise to deliver.
Speak directly to your divine client with what your divine client most desires. What are you

inspired to offer? Find the sweet spot between your passions and what people are willing to

invest in. Reach your divine clients with a solution for their problem or struggle. Your offering is

here to fill the gap of where your client currently is and where they desire to be.

Mother/Lover

Share your gifts and birth yourself into the world with the full moon and Mother/Lover. Define your

signature essence brand, up-level your relationship with sacred technology, embody your wealth

frequency, and know your value. With a generous spirit, you will become more visible. Learn about and

offer discovery sessions to connect with your potential clients. It’s time to be seen and build community.

❖ Signature soul Essence - Your Brand essence.
What makes you unique and stand out from all the noise? You will discover and embody your

unique signature essence that holds the frequency your divine clients desire and wish to awaken

within themselves.

❖ Sacred Technology - explore your relationship with sacred
technology. Learn how to share your essence and messaging with the world through online

marketing and social media. You will learn about social media platforms (Facebook & Instagram),

developing your website and growing your mailing list. Build community and the online

platforms that will support you in sharing your message and magnetizing your divine clients.

❖ Wealth Frequency - Embody your value and know the worth of your
gifts. Recognize your value, rewrite old limiting stories around money and wealth. Make love

to numbers. Understand the dance of reciprocation; giving and receiving. Learn how the

frequency of gratitude can shift your relationship to the world, money and prosperity.

Wild woman

Under the waning moon, work with the Wild Woman to support you to refine your offering by seeing and

feeling what is, and what is not in alignment. Take this time to integrate the cycles, and give yourself

permission to go into any shadow work that might be present. Use Expressive Arts to move through any

stuckness or release what you no longer need to step into embodied leadership. It is time to refine, map

out, and express your offering through writing and other mediums.
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Womb Initiation

Journey through all archetypes as you harness the gifts of each cycle and the blood mysteries in support

of your birthing. Dive into the stories held in your womb. Reflect on your womb timeline and the

initiations you have moved through in your life. What is your personal signature story that will become

part of your magnetic messaging to bring your divine clients towards you? It's time to release any shame

held in your body, so that you can prepare to birth your gifts into the world.

Temple Body Priestess

Embody, empower, and express your signature essence as you birth your gifts into the world. Connect to

your devotion! You have been preparing to birth from a place of pleasure and power. Whether you are

birthing the next evolution of yourself, a project, or a program, the Temple Body Priestess Archetype will

guide you to birth and create from a place of empowered pleasure.

Divine Impact
Create a Map to Support You in Birthing Your Gifts into the World as a Soulpreneur. Feel the structures in

place to support the implementation of your Soul Aligned Business with ease and grace. Stop Struggling

and trust the structures that support your next phase of growth!

❖ Birth Plan - Birth your signature soul offering into the world
You are ready to map out the path to create the income and impact you desire through being of

service. It is time to bring into form and implement all the points of the monetizing star

alongside the feminine mysteries. Build your tribe to support and cross-pollinate your magic.

Create a clear path and funnel to attract and nourish your divine clients. An essential aspect of

birthing and monetizing your gifts is building trust through relationships and your actions.
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Embodied Feminine Leadership
Understand the Gifts and Superpowers of each Lunar Archetype to support the Sustainable Growth of

your Soul Aligned Business. Know and value your unique role in this movement of the Rise of the Divine

Feminine. Claim Your Place in the World as the Leader You Were Born to Be, Share Your Gifts & Message

on the Temple Body Arts Global Platform when You are ready to bloom!

❖ Embodied Leadership (Encompassing Circle) - You are the embodiment
of what you stand for. After moving through the different points of the Prosperity Star

and journeying through the feminine archetypes, you recognize how your essence self is your

brand. Your embodied expression and life is a divine reflection of your signature soul essence,

you are a living example of all you stand for. You know, and trust that as you continue to say YES

to your sacred mission and yourSelf, filling your cup and living on purpose, your magnetism

attracts true prosperity on all levels.
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AWAKENING WITH THE YONI EGG

Within Temple Body arts, the yoni egg represents a powerful tool and symbol
to affirm your sexual sovereignty, explore your body and pleasure, and reclaim your body for yourself.

The yoni egg is used to re-pattern, awaken and cultivate sexual creative energy. It can strengthen the

yoni’s intricate muscles and creates increased sensitivity, sensation, articulation, and flexibility, all of

which are factors of heightened sexual pleasure.

Using the yoni egg is an invitation and is not mandatory. Trust your innate wisdom

and listen to your inner knowing to support you using the egg in your own time and rhythm. There are

many ways of connecting with a yoni egg, whether or not it is inside your Temple Body.
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essential words and meanings on this path of awakening

Sexual Sovereignty: You have the choice to be sovereign in all aspects of your life, including your

sexuality. As a sexually sovereign being, you get to choose how you show up in the world and what you

say YES to. To live your YES, you must learn to express your NO, which requires listening to and acting

upon your discernment. You are the master of your pleasure and Temple Body. You have an opportunity

to create a positive, loving relationship with your yoni and womb, as you value and trust yourself and say

YES to your highest desires. You reclaim your sexuality by following your kinesthetic bliss, allowing your

emotions and sexual creative energy to flow through you, and moving through life in ways that turn your

soul on.

Sexual Creative Energy: Also referred to as Shakti, Life Force Energy, Chi depending on the

context and tradition.

Yoni: Sanskrit word for vagina and vulva, the origin of the word means source or spring. There are

many temples across the world devoted to Yoni and Lingam Worship. (Lingam is the Sanskrit word for

penis).

Lotus Flower Yoni Portal: A TBA concept which views your yoni as the portal into your Temple
Body. Within TBA, Mula Bandha is also the location of the lotus flower yoni portal. You can access this
bandha by pulling the petals of your lotus flower yoni portal up your hollow bamboo core. Mula means
'root, source, origin.' The Sanskrit word bandha means to ‘hold,' ‘tighten' or ‘lock.' The Mula Bandha is
used to engage your root and pull the energy upward.

Kundalini: The flow of awakened sexual energy through your body. It can be depicted as feminine

serpent energy. Kundalini starts at your root, the base of your body, and lotus flower yoni portal, and

when your channels are open, it runs up your body through your Bamboo Flute (also referred to as

Sushumna Channel).

Taoism: An ancient Chinese tantric arts tradition with practices for cultivating sexual energy for

longevity and vitality. Yoni Egg practices as well as other TBA practices have some roots in Taoism.

Jade Egg: A piece of natural Nephrite Jade that is carved into the shape of an egg and then drilled

from top to bottom. It harmonizes our yin and yang energies. We use the egg to re-pattern, awaken and

cultivate our sexual creative energy.

Saida Desilets in Emergence of the Sensual Woman describes the Jade Egg, “The Green Jade Egg is our

preferred egg of choice when starting with Yoni Egg practices for the following reasons: Jade is

considered the health, wealth and longevity stone. It is used for increasing our courage, wisdom,

emotional balance, stamina, love, humility, generosity, peace and harmony. Jade is also known as being

androgynous, therefore: it is considered to have a gentle steady pulse of healing energy and helps us get
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rid of negative thoughts and energy. It is also very beneficial to our heart in both the physical and

spiritual sense and is a very protective stone. Green Jade is the most common of all jade and is

particularly calming for our nervous system, helping us channel our passion in a constructive way, making

our expressions of love easier.” (P.134)

Amethyst Yoni Egg: This beautiful purple crystal vibrates at a high frequency and helps us open up

our third eye and crown chakras to connect with celestial energies and our higher consciousness.

Working with Amethyst supports in opening up our bamboo flute and feeling the connection from our

root to our crown as we open for divine creative spirit to flow through.

Obsidian Yoni Egg: This volcanic rock can get hot, so be careful after cleaning it in a hot salt water

bath. Working with this powerful stone can bring up a lot of emotion and intensity. You will know when

you are called to work with this tool to transform the old through absorbing, detoxing, clearing the

womb from old ways of being, and old memories stored within. Obsidian is also a strong psychic cleanser

and protector.

You may also choose to work with a Rose Quartz to connect with more self love or other stones for their

healing properties.  In TBA we suggest Jade as a powerful place to start with this practice.

Awakening With The Yoni Egg  | 3
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Yoni Egg Invitations

❖ Work with a yoni Egg only when you feel a full YES from your Yoni and Womb. Ensure you are

aroused and lubricated before inserting the egg.

❖ Depending on where you are at in your menstrual cycle, you may or may not want to practice

with a yoni egg inside your Yoni. We naturally build energy after we bleed, and the yoni egg can

enhance this process in the follicular phase of your cycle and your creative energy. It's not

recommended to practice with the egg inside your yoni when you are on your moon.

❖ The Nephrite Jade Egg is a commonly used yoni egg and a beautiful place to begin. Jade offers

many healing properties, including harmonizing our feminine and masculine energies.

❖ You can do all of the practices with or without the egg inside of you.

❖ Discomfort is possible at the start of using a yoni egg (it is working out new muscles) if you feel

any pain stop the practice and rest.

❖ It is natural to not actually feel the egg inside of you, especially as you begin the practices.

❖ Physical benefits of using a yoni egg: strengthens the intricate muscles within the yoni, creating

increased sensitivity, sensation, articulation, and flexibility – these are all factors of heightened

pleasure.

❖ Be gentle with yourself and what you experience, you have a whole lifetime to explore and go

deeper. This is just the beginning of your relationship with a yoni egg within Temple Body Arts.

❖ Store the energy at the end of each practice. With your hands below your navel create 9

counter-clockwise spirals to gather and store the energy from all parts of your body, then 9

clockwise circles to gather and store the energy in your body.

Most importantly, I invite you to let go of any expectations and bring
playfulness, breath, and curiosity to your practice.

Cleaning your yoni Egg: When you first receive your yoni egg or if you need to disinfect the

egg, place it in hot water (jade you can boil) and sea salt for 10 minutes. Energetic Clearing and Charging:

I like to take my yoni eggs to clean moving sources of water whenever I can - waterfalls, rivers. As well as

cleansing and charging under the full moonlight.

Awakening With The Yoni Egg  | 4
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Self-Love Practice with your yoni Egg

Be gentle, create a sacred space, one where there are no distractions. With or without the egg, you

can still do the practices in this workbook and video.

Connect with the yoni egg each day this week, even if it is just seeing her on your altar,

holding the egg in between your palms or placing it on your heart or womb and breathing with the egg.

Use the video to guide you through the entire process of inviting the yoni egg into your body and

connecting with her. Infuse your yoni egg with your sankalpa and personal mantra.

When you are building your sexual creative energy with these practices, you

are cultivating and circulating a lot of energy through your Temple Body. Having the tongue on the roof

of your mouth will act as a grounding wire and helps to circulate and contain your energy.

When completing your practice with or without the egg, having a deeper

awareness of your yoni and womb, seal in the practice and store the creative energy with this following

mudra. With your hands below your navel, create 9 counter-clockwise spirals to gather and store the Chi

energy from all parts of your body, then 9 clockwise circles to contain the Chi energy into a small ball of

light or pearl. Complete the practice resting in the Womb Cradle Mudra (as the photo below). Storing the

energy is a crucial part of the practice and can be done with or without the jade egg.

Chi- Energy Spirals Inspired by, Saida Desilets, Emergence of the Sensual Woman, P.102.
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Self-pleasure practices

Explore self-pleasure with this module and your yoni egg. Set up a sacred space

(perhaps in the shower or bath) play and explore with some yummy coconut oil or other preferred

lubricants and your yoni egg. Use the egg to massage and explore your yoni for connection and arousal,

whether or not you insert the egg in your yoni. Follow your YES and highest desires!

Reflection Questions

1. What is your intention in working with your yoni egg? If you are not ready to work with an egg, write

about what is alive for you in working with the yoni egg.

2. What relationships, states of being, ancestral stories do you desire to re-pattern around your

sexuality? What is your current relationship with your yoni and sexual sovereignty?

3. What does the full NO of your Yoni feel and sound like? (Write from the voice of your Yoni).
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4. What does the full YES of your Yoni feel and sound like? (Write from the voice of your Yoni).

5. What would you like to embody as a sensually empowered being?

6. What new stories and energies are you ready to bring into your body?

Daily Practices

❖ Be with Yoni Awakening. Create space for Self-Pleasure practices, even if that is

simply massaging your breasts and yoni and taking time to love your body.

❖ Complete the Yoni Awakening Video with or without a yoni egg.

❖ Connect with the yoni egg each day for a week - even if it is just placing your

egg on your altar, holding the egg in between your palms, or placing it on your heart or womb

and breathing with the egg.

❖ Infuse your yoni egg with your Sankalpa and personal mantra.
❖ Connecting with the TBA Guiding Compass Point, Sexual Sovereignty, repeat the mantra, "I am a

sexually sovereign being. I honor my sacred yes and sacred no."

❖ Reflect and write in your journal on your current relationship with your sexuality, your yoni, and

your womb.
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Awakening the Goddess
“The most powerful and immediate way to unlock the energies of the sacred

feminine is through the technologies of Deity practice.”
~ Sally Kempton

Various Teachers inspired Temple Body Arts’ lineage in Awakening the Goddess,
including Sally Kempton and her work with the Hindu Goddesses, Ariel Spilsbury and her 13 Moon
Mystery School, and professors at Buddhist Liberal Arts School Naropa University.

Sally Kempton's teachings are anchored in the view that Goddess practice is
a form of sacred feminism. The 13 Moon Mystery School is a Priestess Path exploring 13

archetypal Goddesses. These teachings share that each Goddess Archetype holds a frequency and has
many faces. Most importantly, all these Goddess archetypal energies hold keys to understanding
ourselves and our unique gifts more deeply. For example, the Goddess of Love is part of various
traditions and cultures and has many faces and names, such as Lakshmi (Hindu Goddess), Aphrodite
(Greek Goddess), Venus (Roman Goddess), Freyja (Norse and Germanic Goddess).

Temple Body Arts' Awakening the Goddess offers a map to building
relationships with specific archetypal frequencies. I have chosen specific Goddess

Archetypes from building personal relationships with them over the years. The Goddesses include
Bhuvaneshwari, Quan Yin, Lakshmi, Durga, Kali, Lalita, and Saraswati. Each Goddess archetype holds a
frequency to support your evolution as you navigate life.

Remember, this path is embedded in the Tantric belief that your body is an instrument of

the divine and awakening. What you cultivate internally within your body and mind informs what you
will create externally in your waking life. Throughout Awakening the Goddess, you will learn more tools
to help guide you on your path. Through embodiment, empowerment, and expression of your inner
Goddess, you will come alive in ways you have been waiting for as you say YES to a creative path of
freedom.

Along with exploring Awakening the Goddess, you can tune into the specific Goddess

archetypal energies resonating with you at this time. Notice if certain Goddesses show up in your life
desiring to work with you. You may also magnetize specific Goddess archetypal energies that you desire
to cultivate within your Temple Body. Be open to discovering relationships with other Goddess
archetypes, including those from your lineage and culture.

As you Awaken the Goddesses and learn to embody them in your life, you will

discover how you are part of this living tapestry, weaving the wisdom and power of each archetypal
energy through your life, supporting you in becoming a conscious co-creator.
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Bhuvaneshwari
Hindu Goddess of Infinite Space and Potentiality

An archetype of the Great Mother

Photo by Melissa Robin

Mantra: “Aum Aim Hrim Shreem Bhuvaneshwari Namaha”

Bija (Seed) Sound: Hrim (HREEM)
Translation: the power of manifestation.

Themes: Womb, Space, Stillness, Void, Infinite Potential.
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Meet The Goddess

Through the Lens of Temple Body Arts, The Hindu goddess Bhuvaneshwari is
considered the womb of all creation, as she births the world from her very Temple Body.

She is the cosmic womb and mother of this earth, planet, and stars. As you embark on this journey with
the Goddesses, call upon Bhuvaneshwari’s presence to hold you in her womb and remind you of your
infinite power and potential.

You can find Bhuvaneshwari in the space between breaths, where pure potentiality

lives. She is the gestating seed within the dark and fertile womb waiting to be birthed. Each of us holds
the power of creation, and Bhuvaneshwari helps you connect with that power and see that you can bring
the unmanifest into form.  Your essence is pure potentiality waiting to express itself in form.

Photo by Melissa Robin

Connect with Bhuvaneshwari’s maternal nurturing essence to wrap you in her love

when things feel overwhelming. As we journey through this path, old stories, traumas, and situations
may arise. Remember, you are not alone, you belong here in this sisterhood, and Bhuvaneswari is your
ally holding you.
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Practices Invoking Bhuvaneshwari

Make space in and around you. You can ask for Bhuvaneshwari’s support at any moment to

carve out more space and time in your daily life to support your Awakening and highest YES.

Womb Cradle Mudra to Connect with Bhuvaneshwari
Place your left hand on top of your right, thumbs touching. Take your hands to

envelop and cradle your womb. Close your eyes. Bring your awareness inside. Connect to your breath. As

you inhale, feel the space you create inside your body. At the top of your inhale, feel the pause before

exhaling everything out. Inhale filling up, expanding, feeling the pause at the top of the inhale before

exhaling and emptying out completely. Expand into the space between breaths, experience the

frequency of pure potentiality where anything is possible. Invite yourself to return home to this

remembrance, to this sacred space of your body, of your breath. Repeat the bija sound Hrim or the

Mudra Mantra below.

Mudra Mantra: “I open to my infinite potentiality.”
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Reflection Questions to Go Deeper

1. You have the capacity to birth life, to birth your dreams, to birth creation herself. What do you desire

to embody and birth through this journey of Awakening?

2. What can you do to create space in your body and life for all you want to birth?

3. What support do you need (from yourself, others, and your environment) to create your sacred space

and carve out time? Write a list of what you need at this time, including any requests you may have and

conversations you need to have. Do one thing on the list each day for the next week.
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QUAN YIN
Buddhist Goddess of Compassion

An Archetype of the Goddess of Healing & Compassion

Photo by Melissa Robin

Mantra: "Om Mani Padme Hum.”  Translation: praise to the jewel in the lotus.

Bija Sound: “Hum” - The sound for compassion helps clear suffering across
all time and space.

Themes: Forgiveness, Acceptance, Compassion, Mercy, Self-Love.
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Meet The Goddess

On this path of Temple Body Arts, you are invited to work with the Buddhist
goddess Quan Yin (Kuan Yin), who teaches us about self-compassion and the
importance of forgiveness. Quan Yin holds the frequency of the Divine Mother, all nurturing as

she envelops you in her unconditional love and mercy to be free from suffering and recognize yourself as

the jewel in the lotus.

Quan Yin shows us our Suffering and trauma can be two of our greatest
teachers. There are many experiences of suffering, subtle or overt, including traumatic experiences of

grief, loss, terror, places where you feel blame, shame, guilt, pain, and resentment. Suffering is a

universal experience and is different for each person.

When you consciously acknowledge your relationship to suffering and see
it as a teacher on your path, you create the space for healing. You can transmute your

relationship with your personal suffering and the suffering of the world. You have a choice to welcome

and befriend any and all experiences of suffering and trauma, accepting what is, as you make space for

compassion.

Call upon Quan Yin to strengthen your capacity to enter the uncomfortable rather

than push it away. Through sitting with your discomfort and pain and allowing the wisdom of the

experience to come forth, you create the space for divine love. Through this alchemical process of

bringing the shadow into the light, you recognize your pure divine innocence and value.

Invoke Quan Yin when holding space for deep healing and self-love.

One of the greatest loving and nourishing acts you can do for your Temple Body

is to bring more compassion, acceptance, patience, and forgiveness to your life. “Your willingness to be

vulnerable especially to painful experiences that stimulate personal growth deserves your utmost

self-respect, self-compassion, and unconditional love“ (The Sophia Code by Kaia Ra, Ch.11, Key Code 6).

Connect with Quan Yin as an ally to move through the essential process of
forgiveness and letting go. Healing from grief and loss takes time. Allow yourself the space to

be with and integrate the experience. “Call upon Quan Yin to soothe your suffering with patience and

refrain from pressuring yourself to move beyond unresolved pain.” (The Sophia Code by Kaia Ra, Ch.11,

Keycode 6).

In the process of being with unresolved pain, your inner child may also require

nurturance and safety. Quan Yin is here to hold you, your inner child, and her needs in her embrace. It is

never too late to love your inner little girl and let her know she belongs here and is safe to be fully

expressed just as she is. “When you are authentically present to your healing journey, the innocence of
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the inner child will assert when it feels acknowledged and safe enough to release the suffering that no

longer serves you” (The Sophia Code by Kaia Ra, Ch.11, Keycode 6).

Whatever you have experienced in your life can never take away your pure
divine innocence. As you heal and integrate all parts of yourself, you come home to the knowing

that your essence is the precious jewel in the lotus.

As feminine leaders here to be of
service and birth a new paradigm,
we must get out of our own way, release the

past, and recognize whatever pain is present

can be integrated into our lives as a teacher. We

are presented with the lessons and initiations

that we are here to embody and teach. Our

suffering shapes who we are and can inspire a

more significant purpose beyond ourselves.

To be of service, we need to do our
own work. Ultimately, holding onto the past

and pain prevents us from being completely

free. It is essential to your sovereignty to forgive

yourself and others. As you connect to Quan

Yin’s mercy, you can find compassion for all

beings and situations.

“As I walked out the door toward the gate that

would lead to my freedom, I knew if I didn't

leave my bitterness and hatred behind, I'd still

be in prison.”

-Nelson Mandela

Photo by Melissa Robin

It is vital to go deep into the dark cave of your experiences and recognize the gems

held in the darkness. For the greatest gems of wisdom to share on your path come from these deep

places of transformation. And as you learn to surrender and trust the process and open to the Divine

Mother herself, healing and transmutation will occur. As Quan Yin speaks,

“Your heart has become a living vase of compassion for this entire planet. For every moment that you

surrender into the darkness of your suffering, you now embody the light of wisdom for teaching others

how to walk the way back home to their hearts” (The Sophia Code by Kaia Ra, Ch.11, Keycode 6).
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Practices invoking Quan Yin
ROSE QUARTZ

Quan Yin’s frequency of unconditional love lives within the Rose Quartz
crystal - the same crystal we wrap our roots around in the Earth’s center. Work with a rose quartz

crystal on your altar, as a yoni egg, or under your pillow when sleeping.

WATER PRAYER

Water carries a frequency. In his book, The Message

from Water, Dr. Masaru Emoto shows how human vibrational

thoughts, words, prayer, ideas, and music affect water’s

molecular structure.

Connect with Quan Yin through water. Each time

you drink a glass of water, infuse the water with your

compassionate prayers of forgiveness and understanding, feel

the water entering your Temple Body and cleansing any pain,

resentment, memories, and stories that are not serving you any

longer. Allow the water to go into the deepest places of your

Temple Body. Open yourself to experience the cleansing.

Create a ritual prayer by a body of water,
releasing and purifying the old to create space for the new.

Photo by Melissa Robin

LETTER OF FORGIVENESS

Write a letter of forgiveness to yourself or another. Perhaps even send it to the

other if you feel a YES. The act of simply writing the letter can often be enough to release the pain or

stories you are holding within your own Temple Body. Create a ritual of release by burning the letter.

You could even share your letter of forgiveness inside our FB Group to feel the

potency of the frequency of forgiveness you are sending out into the world.
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Mudra to Connect With Quan Yin
Triple Flame of Transmutation Mudra

from 13 Moon Mystery School (created by Ariel Spilsbury)

Igniting the violet flame. Use this

mudra for connecting to Compassion. The ring

finger and thumbs touching and overlapped in

a single ‘O’ signifying only love. The remaining

six fingers form triangles in an

upward-pointing triangle made with hands in

the heart while visualizing the triple flame of

transmutation burning at the heart.”

Close your eyes. Connect to your breath.

And bring your awareness to your beating

heart. In every heartbeat, feel compassion as

an offering of pure love and acceptance. Feel

the forgiveness and love flowing from your

heart through your blood, all over your body.

Feel the warmth filling you up.

Allow your body to relax into
this deep sense of mercy and pure
love. Repeat the mantra "Om Mani Padme

Hum” or the mantra below.

Mudra Mantra: “I love and accept myself exactly as I am. I am pure love”.
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Reflection Questions to Go Deeper

1. What is your relationship with Quan Yin and compassion?

2. What painful experiences, if any, may be getting in the way of feeling free and fully present here

and now?

3. How can you love yourself more on your journey?

4. How can you nurture your inner child? When have you experienced your divine Innocence?
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Lakshmi
Hindu Goddess of Abundance, Beauty, and Love

An Archetype of the Goddess of Love

Photo by Melissa Robin

Mantra: "Om Shreem Lakshmiyai Namaha.” Meaning I bow to the essence of
Lakshmi within myself.

Bija Sound: Shrim. (Shreem). Translation: beauty.
Themes: Abundance, Generosity, Beauty, Love, Wealth, Fertility.
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Meet The Goddess

On this path of Temple Body Arts, you are invited to work with the power and
the energy of the Hindu Goddess Laksmi. As an archetypal energy within Temple Body Arts,

Lakshmi teaches us about the sweetness of life and experiencing our fullness, which occurs when we

generously give ourselves that which fills us up. She embodies the magnetic frequency of beauty, love,

and abundance.

Through this journey, you develop your ability to create and receive more time, space, money,

resources, love, and to feel full and radiant. You can call upon the archetypal energy of Lakshmi to help

you let go of any stories or feelings of lack, scarcity, and ‘not-enoughness.’ After all, Lakshmi represents

the overflowing fruits of our gifts and offerings.

Lakshmi teaches about sustainability in its truest form. You are invited to prioritize

and take care of your Temple Body, your life, and resources within. When you are full of yourself and

make time for the things you love and find beautiful, you will send out a magnetic frequency of fullness,

love, and radiance. By broadcasting this Lakshmi frequency, you naturally attract more of what you

desire aligned with your highest YES.

Lakshmi teaches us about reciprocity; the more you give, the more you
receive, and the more you receive, the more you have to give.

A key aspect of Lakshmi is the art of generosity. By nourishing yourself and filling your

cup, you create more blessings and the ability to share these blessings generously. The essence of

Lakshmi is parallel with the mother archetype and lover archetype. She is present, available, loving,

giving, and open to connecting. As women, we possess an innate desire to connect with others, sharing

our gifts, love, and attention with our family, tribe, and loved ones.

As a lover, Lakshmi reminds us of fertility and sensuality. She is fully embodied and

rooted in herself and the earth. She is connected to her infinite potentiality and knows who she is.

Lakshmi's power nourishes life on earth; she is the fertile garden and abundance of the natural world.

She knows her presence is precious and valuable. When she gives her energy and attention to

something, it grows.

Lakshmi is devoted to the beauty in everything and invites you to expand

your perception to recognize the beauty that lives in all things and all

aspects of life.
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       Notice where you invest your time, presence, money, and love. Much like a garden,

the seeds you water with your attention will blossom. Ask yourself, what do you value? Lakshmi teaches

us how to value our time, our presence, and our precious Temple Body. The more you recognize your

precious value and invest in yourself, the more space you create to receive more.

According to Sally Kempton’s Teachings, Money is the material manifestation
of Lakshmi. Working with her can transform your relationship with money, helping you see it as a

resource to create a life of generosity and abundance.

“Money is the visible sign of a universal force, and this force in its manifestation on earth works on the

vital and physical planes and is indispensable to the fullness of the outer life. In its origin and true action,

it belongs to the divine.” (Awakening Shakti, Sally Kempton, P. 92)

We are redefining what it means to be a woman blessed with good fortune
and wealth. We are in a new era as women where we value and discover more of our unique gifts to

create wealth and abundance beyond our childbearing gifts, family, beauty, and other traditionally

valued aspects.

We all carry a story around money that has been passed on from our ancestors and

upbringing and then shaped and reinforced in our lives. Reflect on your current relationship and belief

system with money and wealth.

Invite Lakshmi to support you in empowering yourself around money. Money is

energy and is sacred. Working with money can be a spiritual path, enabling great transformation in your

outer life as you invest in the areas you desire to grow.

Connecting with all you are grateful for and tuning into the frequency of
gratitude can expand your capacity to embody more of your Lakshmi and your wealth frequency.

Lakshmi lives in the frequency of fullness and gratitude for all that is, as she creates more space for even

more beauty and abundance.  Remember, whatever you focus your attention on grows.

Self-love, gratitude, and anchoring into your practices are the three keys

to embodying your wealth frequency.
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Practices Invoking Lakshmi

Photo by Melissa Robin

Your presence is a gift. Offer your radiance and inner beauty through your eyes,

gestures, and body.

    Connect with Gratitude
Upon waking in your bed, immediately connect to what you are grateful for in your life, allow the feeling

of gratitude to infuse your body and mind. With one hand on your heart and one hand on your womb,

feel into all the ways you are already rich and abundant. Celebrate all the beauty you have already

created in your life. Feel the frequency of gratitude radiating through your Temple Body. Reflect on what

you are celebrating and grateful for in your journal.
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Connect with Your Fullness.      What lights

you up and connects you to your radiance? Spend

at least 15 minutes a day doing something that fills

your cup. The more you fill your cup, the more

magnetic you become.

Celebrate Beauty.   Dress and adorn yourself in

a way that makes you feel more beautiful and

radiant with clothes, jewelry, and yummy oils.

Lakshmi's colors are pink, gold, rose, and red.

Think rich temple colors!

Spend as much time as possible in beautiful

spaces, reflect on what you find aesthetically

delightful and what brings you joy.

       Create more beauty in your home, buy yourself

flowers, or gift somebody else flowers.

Bless Money.        Money loves attention and

energy flows where attention goes.
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Keep a money diary. Bring your attention to the flow of money coming in and going out. Reflect on

what you value and where you spend money effortlessly, and where you might contract and resist

spending money. Give attention to budgeting as you act with care and at the same time practice

generosity.

Create a money ritual by blessing up your money, credit cards, and checkbook. Bless all the ways

money and abundance come to you. Invite yourself to see the beauty and transformative power that

money can hold. Notice where you are spending and your state of being as you make the transactions.

Reflect on where do you invest in yourself and your growth? Have you given back or supported a cause

that you believe in?

Give back, find a cause that you support, and write a check or donate online. It doesn't have to be a

lot. Every bit counts; your generosity counts! A percentage of Temple Body Arts tuition is donated to an

amazing Not for Profit called World Pulse, Amplifying Women’s Voices for Change.

Write your new money story. Your money, presence, and action are valuable, and when you

give back and tap into the feeling of generosity, you become more connected to the essence of Lakshmi.
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Mudra to Connect With Lakshmi
Lotus Flower at the Heart

Mudra: Place your hands into a lotus AT YOUR HEART, a gesture of giving and
receiving.

Mantra: “My presence is enough. I magnetically attract all that I desire
towards me".

Practice this Mudra Mantra as you eye-gaze with yourself in a mirror.
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Reflection Questions to Go Deeper

1. What is your relationship with filling your cup? Is it easier for you to give or receive? Where in your life

would you like to cultivate giving or receiving more?

2. What do you desire to magnetically attract from a place of fullness?

3. Notice and reflect on your current relationship with money. What is your relationship to money and

wealth? What did you discover in the practices with money? What aspect of your relationship with

money are you ready to be done with? What new relationship with money are you calling in?

4. What are three qualities that you find beautiful within the world and yourself?
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Durga
Hindu Goddess of Strength, Discernment & Protection

An archetype of the Creator/Destroyer | Face of The Graceful Warrior

Photo by Melissa Robin

Mantra: “Aum dum durgaye namaha” - Meaning, Om, I bow to the one who
overcomes all difficulties.

Bija Sound: “Ram” - Bija Sound to ignite solar plexus and divine wilL.
Themes: Discernment, Protection, Graceful Warrior, Inner Strength.
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Meet The Goddess

On this path of Temple Body Arts, you are invited to work with the power and
the energy of the Hindu Goddess Durga. As an archetypal energy within Temple Body Arts,

she is a warrior Goddess, a queen, and a world protectress. She teaches us how to embody courage and

strength as she cuts away what no longer serves. Durga is another name and face of the Graceful Warrior

archetype, embodying feminine power with refined grace and beauty.

In Hindu Mythology, Durga rides a tiger or lion, symbolizing unlimited
power, ready and armed for battle whenever called to the occasion. Durga is here to protect and fight

for justice. She will show up to assist in facing challenges and supporting profound inner and outer

spiritual shifts. As you evolve on your path of self-empowerment and spiritual growth, Durga’s strength is

developed within you.

Connecting with Durga is about owning your power and being sovereign and

having the courage to use your voice to create change. The voice can be a powerful tool in which to

embody your authority. When your voice comes from the diaphragm, and you speak your truth with

eloquence, it becomes like a sword that cuts with precision. As you embody Durga and use your voice,

you will recognize the divine power you hold to co-create the change you desire to see in the world.

Durga inspires action aligned with divine will, as she invites you to stop playing small

and claim your power as a leader. Being aligned with her truth, Durga can do anything she sets out to

conquer with grace. Durga is the ultimate multi-tasker with her eight arms, fully embodying her potential

as she stands in her greatness. She wants you to shine in your brilliance and power and do whatever it

takes to cut away that which tries to keep you small or stuck.

To step forward in leadership and service, it is essential to embody the warrior, rewrite

your self-limiting stories and slay your inner demons. Creating change and finding peace within your

Inner landscape allows you to embody the humble warrior and be of service in your outer landscape.

Through self-mastery, Durga invites you to reflect on how you can use your power and voice to create

change in the world and leave a legacy.

Stand as Durga in service to something greater than yourself.

Embody Your Fierce NO to Live Your YES. On this path of Temple Body Arts, you are learning

how to Live Your YES, and Durga is a critical ally in teaching the importance of speaking your NO to live

your YES. Working with Durga supports you in finding a clear, refined NO through your voice and posture

to create the space for what you are saying YES to. When you embody your fierce NO, you are saying YES

to yourself and your spiritual evolution.
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“Durga’s battle cry is “Yes!” She manifests as a surge of courage, a “Yes you can!” that forces me

to stop and inspires me to take a new path” (Awakening Shakti, Sally Kempton. P. 65).

The Sword of Discernment

Durga invites you to strengthen your inner sword of discernment. The sword is

Durga’s tool to support you in aligning with your truth and integrity. Your sword allows you to focus,

penetrate, discern and move forward with grace while at the same time knowing when to let go into love

and surrender fully to the unknown.

Durga is poised and present with her sword. Her movements are deliberate
and refined. When learning to wield your body as the sword, you can penetrate and focus through

your eyes. When your eyes are open, they become another endpoint in which to direct your energy and

attention.

Photo by Melissa Robin
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Call Upon Durga for Support

It is important to know that Durga is always with you but waiting patiently to be

called forward. You need to ASK her for help and protection. As you receive her presence and support,

you can rest in the knowing that you are not alone in the divine mystery.

No matter how formidable your problems appear, Durga is there to offer you support

and free you from what no longer serves. She is the one to call upon and consciously work with if you

desire to break old karmic patterns, habits, or addictions that create inertia and prevent you from

moving forward with willpower and grace. She can also support you in making life decisions and through

challenges, especially when dealing with justice, matters in court, legal arenas, or social affairs. Just

remember, you must surrender yourself and acknowledge that you need her divine support, and only

then will she be with you in love.

Working with Durga strengthens your capacity to ask for help.

The Inner Cross

In two of Durga’s eight arms, she

holds the sword and the lotus, representing the

inner cross. The vertical axis and masculine

principle and the horizontal axis and feminine

principle.

Metaphorically, everyone embodies
an inner cross. The cross’s vertical axis

represents the masculine principle, the sturdy

sword of discernment and integrity able to cut

away with precision and penetrate with clarity.

This axis gives you a direct connection with the

divine. The cross’s horizontal axis represents

the feminine principle as an extension of your

heart, blossoming like the lotus. It is

enveloping, nurturing, and opening to receive

divine grace and inner guidance.

Photo by Melissa Robin

Durga wields her sword of truth with integrity and grace.
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Boundaries

Like the Graceful Warrior, Durga can support you in creating strong
boundaries for yourself and others. Notice the boundaries you hold when you feel

confident, centered, and present in your Temple Body, no matter what is going on around you.

Boundaries can come in the form of expression through your voice, posture, and energetic frequency

from the inside out.

As mentioned in the Graceful Warrior, setting and honoring your boundaries is essential.

As you strengthen your sword of discernment and honor your sacred time and space, you will naturally

be able to stand firm in your power and boundaries. Boundaries can be energetic, mental, emotional,

physical, and more. You can strengthen your boundaries in many ways. If you struggle with boundaries,

get support, learn more about boundaries, consent, and power dynamics. Understand why it may be

hard for you to say NO or hear NO in certain situations. You can also connect to protection practices and

notice how you hold yourself and how you voice your truth at any given moment.

Photo by Melissa Robin
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Mudra: Sword of Discernment

Mudra: Place your first fingers and thumbs together and bring both hands
into the centerline to connect with your strong unwavering midline.

Mantra: “ I am powerFULL and lead my life with courage.”
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Reflection Questions to Go Deeper

1. What do you stand for? What are you ready to say NO to in order to Live Your YES? Practice saying NO

and YES every day.  What is easier to say no to? What is easier to say yes to?

2. Reflect on where in your life you need to hold stronger boundaries. How do you hold yourself in

relationship to others? Where do you give your power away? Where do you need to speak your truth?

Where in your life do you need to strengthen your NO?

3. Where in your life have you felt Durga’s strength or the Graceful Warrior when facing and transforming

a major obstacle?
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Kali Ma
Hindu Goddess of Revolution

Archetype of the Creator/Destroyer I Face of the Wild Woman

Photo by Melissa Robin

Mantra: Kali-e Swaha. Translation: I invoke Kali to offer up what no longer
serves to the fire of transformation.

Bija Sound: Krim (Kreem) - Ignite the power of Kali within.

Themes:  Liberation, Shadow work, Wild Woman, Ego Slayer, Revolution,
Destruction & Creation.
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Meet the Goddess

On this path of Temple Body Arts, you are invited to work with the power and
the energy of the Hindu Goddess Kali. As archetypal energy within Temple Body Arts, Kali

teaches us about transformation through the power of destruction. She invites us to find liberation

through surrendering control. She is known as the Dark Primal Goddess and Dark Mother. Kali is another

name and face of the Wild Woman archetype, representing raw, unrefined power and our primal aspect.

In Hindu Mythology, Kali is adorned with skulls in her hands, around her
waist and neck. Her nakedness represents her liberated spirit and the freedom from casting away

illusion. She embodies the entire life cycle of creation, preservation, and death. Kali’s sword is the force

that slices through illusion, ignorance, false hope, and lies. Standing on top of Shiva, her position can be

interpreted as divine feminine power breaking down the patriarchy. In her relationship with Shiva and

the masculine, she is also the power that churns the stillness of the void and actively brings

consciousness to life, creating radical change.

Kali embodies the Wild Woman Archetype and Dark Goddess; she connects you with

your deep instinctual self as well as the shadow parts that you may keep hidden. On this path, you must
be willing to meet your darkness and allow things to fall apart as you embrace aspects of who you are,
including parts of yourself you thought were unlovable. Kali invites you to explore your edges and
express your raw and unfiltered side, which can look messy at times. When you own your shadow, you
can truly step into your full power.

Kali is wildly misunderstood and feared as she is associated with intense emotions such as

rage, anger, grief, sadness, and symbols of destruction and death. When you suppress these emotions
and ignore your innate wisdom, Kali will find ways to get your attention, which can sometimes hurt, sting
or burn. Additionally, when Kali’s fierce energy goes unacknowledged and unexpressed within your life,
her power can be misdirected and create havoc. You may find yourself at her mercy when you play small,
let your ego get in the way, or live out of integrity of who you are., Kali is an ally to work with
consciously. If you need a radical innovation and shake-up in your life, you can reign in her power to
successfully navigate the chaos of life.

Kali invites you to go into the darkest caves of your psyche and face her head on to see

the source of love that lives beneath the pain. The most beautiful lessons and gems are

found deep in the darkest cave within your Temple Body and psyche.

She can support you in transforming fear into love.
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According to Sally
Kempton, Kali teaches
us that something must
die for something new
to be born. Old structures

must be destroyed, whether in
our person, nature, or society.
Durga gives you the strength to
begin the process of change,
but it is Kali who has the
immeasurable power to break
down old structures with the
blink of an eye. Her energy is
behind any political revolution,
in forest fires, the eruption of
volcanoes, an earthquake, or in
the crash of economic markets
that happen so quickly that
everyone is left stunned in her
wake. Kali is also one of the
fundamental forces necessary
to break down the patriarchy
and bring more structural
balance to society.

There are times in our own lives
where we need to allow parts
of ourselves to die, and Kali can
support us in this process. If we
hold on to our identities, roles,

and masks and resist change, Kali may come in disruptive ways to destroy any old conditioning. This
dissolving and breaking down process requires us to let go and surrender any old sense of self. The
invitation is to trust in the process and embrace whatever arises as divine. When previous external and
internal structures are broken down and dissolved, there is more space for freedom and new life.

There has to be destruction and death in order for new life to come;

This is part of the creation process.

That which Kali burns away, she does with the intention to make space for
something new, more authentic, and more beautiful to birth. Kali is also present in the birthing

process of a child. She holds the same raw, innate power that, as women, we need to harness to birth a
child. And just like Kali’s presence in our lives, birth can be painful and ecstatic as we open to new realms
of what is possible.
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We can foster this same innate power to support us in creating and birthing
not only a child but a new path, project, business, or vision. Part of this process is that it is raw and
perfect with its imperfections, just like Kali!

When you fully surrender to her intensity, whether the experience is ecstatic or painful,

you will receive her boons, the gifts that come through her fierce love.

Kali Ma by Penny Slinger

Liberation and freedom come through releasing control and surrendering
to Kali’s presence. Her force teaches you how to channel your power and connect with your

indestructible essence. Her sword cuts away conditioned beliefs of who you think you should be. She
invites you to recognize your authentic nature here to leave revolutionary ripples in your wake.

Kali is your ally in reclaiming your sexual sovereignty. Her wild, primal nature is

uninhibited, and she is sexually free and fully expressed. You can call on Kali for support and courage in
moving towards sexual liberation and healing sexual trauma that may be present within your Temple
Body or lineage.

Kali faces any challenge and exhales only love.
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Practices invoking Kali

Reach out for support. Kali is an intense Goddess and can invoke challenging experiences.

Remember, if things get overwhelming, reach out to your Sisterhood, Mentors, and Guides. Call upon

Bhuvaneshwari and Quan Yin to hold you in all that arises with the most profound compassion.

Remember, you are supported; you are not alone.

Create a fire ritual to release any masks, negative tendencies, attachments, relationships, or

egoic behavior into the fire. What are you ready to burn away? Notice if anything in your home

represents a part of you that you are ready to release and be done with. Invoke Kali to co-create this

ritual. With the item or writing what you are ready to release on paper, create a fire and burn away what

you are ready to release. Perhaps paint your face, or wear black or red to adorn yourself as her. Stay

connected with your intention in the process. Share your ritual on FB to be witnessed and inspire others.
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Explore the rhythm chaos. Kali is present

in the rhythm of chaos. When we learn to dance

and trust this rhythm, we can more easily surrender

to Kali’s medicine in our lives. Chaos invites you to

dance your confusion, release baggage, and

surrender into the unknown. Your dance invites wild

expression; it doesn't have to make any sense. It

opens you to the mystery as you learn to trust and

let go. When you allow yourself to surrender to the

chaos fully, you can discover true liberation and

create space for something new to be experienced.

You are invited to dance with chaos
through The 5Rhythms practice created by Gabrielle

Roth. Many Temple Body Arts movement journeys

and playlists honor and are inspired by the

5Rhythms. This movement meditation map and

journey guides you through different musical

rhythms within a container.

Photo by Melissa Robin

Staying with the rhythm of chaos, reflect on any unexpressed emotions you may have

noticed arising recently. Come to the dance of chaos intending to dance these emotions: the unlovable,
the darkness, the shame, the guilt, the ecstatic, the despair, the rage, whatever is present and needs
space to be seen and acknowledged by you is welcome here. Create a ritual with this dance. Know you
are safe to feel and express in the container of this dance.

Call on Kali to hold you in this dance of transformation.
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Mudra: Dispelling Fear

Mudra: right palm facing forward and up, fingers together, left palm facing
forward and down.

The right hand symbolizes dispelling fear.

The left hand symbolizes what you are ready to offer up, as well as the gifts
offered through her love.

Tongue sticking out fiercely towards the ground.

Mantra: “I burn away what no longer serves.”
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Mudra Mantra

Mudra: Pointer fingers united, thumbs crossing, palms together, and fingers
interlacing. Raise your arms overhead and lower to slice through space

from above your head to your below your pelvis.

Mantra: Kali-e Swaha. Meaning, I invoke Kali to offer up what no longer
serves to the fire of transformation.

Repeat the mantra with each movement.
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Reflection Questions to Go Deeper

1. How does Kali want to be expressed through your Temple Body? Where in your life do you desire

Kali’s energy, particularly the energy of the destroyer?

2. After completing the fire ritual and offering up to Kali what no longer serves, what do you want

to give birth to? As you write, practice the mantra "I focus, I create.”
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Lalita Tripura Sundari
Hindu Goddess of Erotic Spirituality

An Archetype of the Goddess of Love I Face of the Sexual Priestess

Photo by Melissa Robin

Mantra: I am the embodiment of that which I desire.

Bija Sound: Hrim (Hreem). Translation:  the power of manifestation.

Themes: spiritual eroticism and magnetism, Senses, Sensuality, Sexual
Sovereignty, Highest Desires, Divine Play, Sacred Marriage.
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Meet The Goddess

On this path of Temple Body Arts, you are invited to work with the power and
the energy of the Hindu Goddess Lalita. As archetypal energy within Temple Body Arts,

Lalita, which means ‘she who plays,’ teaches us divine play in the space where erotic pleasure meets

spiritual awakening. Sally Kempton refers to Lalita as the Goddess of Spiritual Eroticism. She is fully

embodied, awake in her senses, moving through life with Queenly confidence, alluring beauty, and

grace. She stands for our highest desires aligned with our spiritual evolution.

Lalita represents true sexual sovereignty. Invoke her as an inner muse of delight and

explore what turns you on as you give yourself permission to follow your YES. On this path, you cultivate

the capacity to open up your sexual creative power and allow it to flow freely through your Temple Body.

Lalita invites you into your body and senses as you reclaim your sexuality. She is another name and face

of the Sexual Priestess archetype, creating a bridge between sexuality and spirit.

Lalita helps us recognize the importance of filling our cup. Her focus lies in the

spiritual and sexual realms. When you turn your nurturing presence towards yourself and connect with

the wellspring of your regenerative power, you fill your cup. She inspires you to value and invest in

yourself by carving out time and energy to engage in what fills you up and turns you on. Through Lalita,

you uncover what feels good in your Temple Body and open up to receive more pleasure and delight. You

connect with the abundant wellspring overflowing with divine love. You become full of yourself. As you

become full of yourself, you magnetically attract all that you desire. It is Lalita's regenerative power and

magnetism that brings the intangible into form.

Lalita is radiant and full of herself,  holding the magnetic force that attracts her

highest desires effortless to her.

Lalita holds the tools for navigating your desires with discernment. When

working with desire, if you lack sharp discernment, you can get pulled by endless cravings and desires

that keep you stuck and stagnant. She uses her noose, goad, and bow and arrow to gently prod and

direct you towards your life’s purpose and relationship with the divine creative spirit. As you deepen

your relationship with the divine, you witness the divinity in everything. You see how all of life is

connected, and you are part of this intricate web.
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Sacred Marriage

Lalita is a living embodiment of the Sacred Marriage, where pure consciousness and

erotic bliss meet. She reminds us of our first relationship with the inner beloved, the divine. Within her

Temple Body, she holds a deep level of commitment and devotion to being a vessel for erotic spiritual

love.

Lalita calls your attention inside to tend to your relationship with your inner

beloved.

Within the sacred marriage, it is essential to empty and become an open channel. Through the

practice of awakening Bamboo Spirit, you learn to strengthen your container for sexual creative energy

to flow. Connecting with Lalita can support the awakening of your sexual energy on the deepest level,

also known as kundalini. This snake-like energy rises from the root and the base of your body to the

crown of your head and up to the divine. Whether subtle or explosive, this serpentine energy movement

is part of creating a direct relationship between your sexuality and the divine.

Through deepening the relationship with your sexuality and the divine, you

create a solid foundation of knowing who you are intimately and sexually, independent of another
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human being. Lalita emphasizes the importance of cultivating this inner connection with your erotic

nature before sharing it with others. Through devotion to knowing yourself, your wholeness and

sovereignty frequency develops and attracts relationships with those who desire to play and evolve with

you. To awaken the sacred marriage within, we must first be sexually sovereign.

Sexual Sovereignty
Lalita teaches us how to
move through the world
as a sexually sovereign
being. Lalita invites you to

recognize the power you have to

co-create the life you envision. The

journey of the Sexual Priestess, as

Lalita, requires giving yourself

permission to experience the

pleasure of being in your Temple

Body and living on purpose. It

takes a constant practice of saying

YES and recommitting to yourself,

your highest desires, and your full

body YES.

You are the master of
your pleasure and Temple
Body. With Lalita, you have an

opportunity to create a positive,

loving relationship with your yoni,

womb, and heart. She is always

present in the act of making love,

inviting you to honor your Temple

Body as a sacred portal to the

divine.

Photo by Melissa Robin

Pleasure is your inner compass.
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Kinesthetic Bliss

Lalita supports awakening Kinesthetic Bliss, which is part of reclaiming your sexuality and

sovereignty. By connecting with your sensuality and sensory awareness, you become in tune with your

kinesthetic bliss.

Kinesthetic Bliss requires meeting yourself in each moment, exploring thoughts,

feelings, sensations, and following an impulse from within. Your Kinesthetic Bliss is about turning your

attention inside and permitting yourself to allow your emotions and sexual creative energy to flow

through you. Lalita inspires you to move through the world in a way that feels delicious and turns you on.

Through this exploration, you strengthen the trust in your body. Your Temple Body knows exactly how it

needs to move, heal, release, and play. As you follow kinesthetic bliss within, you discover new ways to

move, nurturing and revitalizing all levels of your being.

When you are in your senses, you are present and able

to see the divine play in all of life.

Through cultivating a relationship with Lalita and following kinesthetic
bliss, you create the possibility to heal any past wounds and traumas around your sexuality. Reclaiming

your sexual sovereignty and coming into a place of pleasure reminds you of the beauty of being in your

body. On this journey of discovering your sexuality, it is essential to meet yourself where you are and be

gentle.

Sri Yantra

The Sri Yantra represents the Sacred
Marriage as well as Lalita in her form. This sacred

symbol of interlocking triangles has many meanings and is

central to the Sri Vidya system of Hindu Worship. The

downward triangles represent Shakti, and the upwards

triangles represent Shiva. The meeting of these upward

and downward triangles represents the union of the

divine feminine and divine masculine. Two rows of petals

enclose the triangles, representing the lotus flower and

sexual creative life force energy.
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Practices Invoking Lalita

Connect with your Pleasure, Senses, and Inner Beloved

It’s time to connect with your
Pleasure, senses, Temple Body, and
inner beloved deeply.

In the spirit of Lalita, create a Date
for Yourself! Write it in your calendar and

connect to what turns you on as you anticipate

and plan the date. Feel your desire build for

yourself and your Temple Body.

Create a sacred space where you
feel comfortable, liberated, and
sensual. Let your senses be your guide. Lalita

carries five arrows made of flowers symbolizing

our five inner senses. Ask yourself, what sounds,

smells, sights, tastes, and touches turn you on?

What makes you feel most naturally erotic? You

are invited to pleasure yourself and your body

in any way that feels good. Follow what turns

you on!

Photo by Melissa Robin

To anchor in this moment, write a sacred sexy love letter to yourself as your inner

beloved and lover within.

Fuel yourself with the gift of saying YES to your pleasure.
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Lalita Tripura Sundari

Mudra: Yoni Mudra & Sovereign Crown

Yoni Mudra: Interlace Fingers, Place your first fingers and thumbs together
to create the yoni shape, hold this Mudra in front of your womb, and yoni.

Sovereign Crown Mudra: connect the tips of your fingers and thumbs of
both hands to create a crown and place the heels of your hands, thumbs,

and pinky fingers on top of your head.

Mantra: “I lead from a place of empowered pleasure.”

Repeat this Mantra with both the Yoni Mudra and the Sovereign Crown
Mudra.
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Reflection Questions to Go Deeper

1. What is your relationship with Lalita and your erotic nature? Reflect and journal on a life experience

when you felt the union of your sexuality and spirituality.

2. Where in your life do you want to experience more joy, more love, more pleasure, more vitality,

and what would you do with all of this creative juice flowing through you?

3. What are three things you want to bring into form or manifest in your life? List them here. It is time to

align with your highest desires!
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Saraswati

Hindu Goddess of Creativity, Insight, Communication & Sound

An Archetype of the Muse

Photo by Melissa Robin

Mantra: Aum aim hrim saraswatyai namaha, meaning ‘Om,’ I bow to the
flowing one whose essence is wisdom and the power to manifest.

Bija Sound: AIM,  Meaning Creative Speech and Inspiration.

Themes: Creativity, Flow, Refinement, Speech, Artistic Expression, Wisdom.
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Meet The Goddess
On this path of Temple Body Arts, you are invited to work with the power and
the energy of the Hindu Goddess Saraswati. As archetypal energy within Temple Body Arts,

Saraswati is the artistic muse, the Goddess we call in to Live Artfully in every breath. She represents the

brilliant artist you are in your full authentic expression. She is the flowing Goddess present as you dance

your dreams across the canvas of your days. The essence of Saraswati and her creative watery flow

connects you with your womb space and feminine, sensual nature.

In Hindu Mythology, Saraswati emerged as the power of the creative word. She is depicted as riding

a white swan and carrying in her four hands a veena (a type of lute instrument), a mala, a book, and a vessel

for water rituals. Saraswati’s skin glows with moonlike radiance. Her creative power is palpable and audible

through the frequency of ‘Om’ vibrating from her Temple Body.

Saraswati is an ally supporting your pure expression through your movements, sound,

music, art, adornment, communication, writing, and all of your creative mediums.

She is the archetype of the muse within the 13 Moon Mystery School. Her mantra is “I play, I

inspire.” Saraswati invites you to be a creative channel of inspiration in every breath, every moment, and

every sense. She is the energy you feel in the moment that inspiration or insight arises. She is the sacred

muse to infuse your life with bold, colorful, and expressive artistry. To connect with her, offer yourself, your

dance, your breath, your words, and your song as art.

The grace of Saraswati manifests as your embodied wisdom. As Sally Kempton mentions

in Awakening Shakti, Saraswati is the mediator between the higher wisdom of the subtle worlds and the

practical wisdom of everyday life. Saraswati invites you to open and experience the living wisdom within

you and your womb. As you listen to your womb, you will learn the subtle ways that she speaks to you

through her flowing divine feminine wisdom.

Saraswati is here to support you in opening up your voice and communication.
She wants you to get out of your head and release any judgments to allow the flow of your song, sound,

and refined speech. Through consciously integrating your authentic voice in your daily life, you connect with

your fullest expression and embodiment. Your voice is a powerful tool in which to bring your embodied

wisdom into the world. Each sound and word holds a frequency. Invoke Saraswati to attune to your words

and sound frequency as you recognize your power to co-create what you desire through your voice.

A beautiful way to open your voice and access Saraswati is by working with the chakras’

bija seed syllables. Invoke her through connecting with the bija sounds: Lam, Vam, Ram, Yam, Hum, Om, Ah,

as well as Aim. By expressing the sounds from the different chakra centers of the body, we recognize where

we need to bring more attention and flow. If you feel drawn to a specific chakra, see the Resources Tab,

Sacred Tools with Chakra Map, for more information on each chakra.
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“At her subtlest, Saraswati lives in that pulsing space at the root of sound,

where silence gives birth to creative possibility.”

~ Awakening Shakti,  Sally Kempton

Photo by Melissa Robin

LIVING ARTFULLY

Saraswati inspires artful living, especially in intellectual life and studies, emotions, creativity,

sexuality, spirituality, and marriage with the divine.

Saraswati helps you navigate the world, opportunities, choices, and decisions with more ease

and grace. She invites you to realign with your intention and focus your creative power in the direction you

desire. In every moment, we face decisions that can alter our path as we know it. The more you stay aligned

with your YES and deepest intention, the more you are tuned to a space of listening to receive inner

guidance from Saraswati.

Saraswati also empowers speech and clear communication. She is here to refine your

language and bridge higher wisdom with the mundane. Consciously work with her to get out of your own

way and trust in your ability to channel inspired thought.

When embodying Saraswati, experience life as the canvas and yourself as the

artist.
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Become empty presence.

Listen to your inner compass.

Know your value.

Discover your YES.

Align with your frequency of YES.

Nurture your passions.

Live with intention.

Be a living prayer of gratitude.
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SACRED TECHNOLOGY

Saraswati is your ally in befriending and deepening your relationship with
Sacred Technology. As we explore throughout Temple Body Arts, Sacred Technology invites you to

create an intentional relationship with technology, recognizing the digital age toolsas mediums to
amplify your message and connect and collaborate on a global level. Through mediums such as video
and audio, actual transmissions can be channeled and received, allowing for greater impact,
transformation, and magic. Part of our global evolution is to embrace and utilize Sacred Technology to
unite together across countries and continents and birth a new paradigm.

Saraswati “dances in the virtual world as the very force that facilitates
connection.” (Awakening Shakti, Sally Kempton, P.182). She is the magic behind those moments

when suddenly, just by chance, you happen upon something or somebody online that aligns with what

you have been calling in. Within Sacred Technology, you can invoke Saraswati in your music and

communication. Music is one of her main channels of expression; call on her when creating

soundscapes, playlists, and music that will support listeners in accessing states of more profound

wisdom. She is also present when you want to find the right words to express your message and inspire

the world.

Mantra: “I call in Saraswati, the flowing goddess of insight, sound, and
creativity to support me in refining my language and sharing my message
and vision through the use of sacred technology.”
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Practices invoking Saraswati

An invitation to explore Expressive Arts

Saraswati lives in your authentic
creative expression. She is present in all

forms of expression, including movement, visual

art, writing, voice, music, and other nurturing

creative processes. Connecting with the arts helps

you get out of the head and into the body, moved

and governed from within.

In your authentic expression, you need to feel

safe and give yourself permission to be a channel

of divine creative spirit. When you express your

essence through different art mediums, you can

uncover deeper layers of the stories held in your

Temple Body. As you connect with your

self-expression, you have more choices in

consciously co-creating your life as an artist.

Paint or draw- How does Saraswati want to flow through you in color and texture in visual art?

Connect to Sound, Music, & Create Playlists - Where does Saraswati flow when you

express yourself through sound?

Write - How do you desire to express yourself fully in words? What insights do you desire to receive?

You never know when Saraswati will show up as the muse. Keep your journal close to

your bed, as she may come to you in a dream or waking you at 3 am with inspiration. Pay attention to

when inspiration arises and allow space to record your inspired thoughts as you honor these moments of

insight.

Invoke Saraswati to be a flowing channel of inspiration, design
playlists, and create a bridge of communication, refined speech, and

guidance in teaching.
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Mudra: Triple Triangle - Womb, Mind, Heart Mudra
from the 13 Moon Mystery School

Mudra: Thumbs and index fingers connected creating a triangle, begin with
hands over womb and fingers pointing downwards, then flip hands upwards

over the third eye, ending with placing hands on heart with fingers
pointing downwards.

Mantra: “I am wisdom embodied.”
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Reflection Questions

1. When have you experienced your inner muse in your life, where your creative expression flowed

effortlessly and with ease?

2. Which Expressive Art mediums inspire you at this time? What channels have you discovered and

opened up in your exploration?

3. In what aspect of your life do you desire to receive insight?
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ROOTING YOUR TEMPLE BODY

- cycle  1  -
Bamboo Spirit

Bamboo Spirit: Bamboo Spirit teaches us that our body is a vessel and a container for Divine
Creative Spirit to flow through. Bamboo Spirit guides us to a place of rootedness, strength, flexibility,
and, most importantly, openness; to being fully present in the body. Bamboo Spirit focuses on the root
chakra, connecting with the earth, and the crown chakra, opening to divine inspiration. When we learn
to empty, we become an open channel.

Bamboo: Bamboo is one of the most dynamic plants on earth. It roots deeply and powerfully into the
earth and possesses tensile strength greater than steel. Bamboo’s strength represents your ability to
hold your boundaries and withstand adversity. Its flexibility represents your ability to be resilient and
re-center.

Hollow Bamboo: Become Empty Presence. When you become a hollow bamboo, you become an

open vessel for divine creative spirit and pure consciousness to move through you. This connection to

spirit allows you to tap into your greatest self-expression and create a life aligned with your highest
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potential. The hollow bamboo is the central energy channel in your Temple Body and is also known as

the inner flute, Sushumna channel, and hollow bamboo core.

”The creative person is one who brings something from the unknown into the world of the known, who

brings something from God into the world, who helps God to utter something- who becomes a hollow

bamboo and allows God to flow through him. How can you become a hollow bamboo? If you are too full

of the mind, you cannot become a hollow bamboo. And creativity is from the creator, creativity is not of

you or from you. You disappear, then creativity is - when the creator takes possession of you."
~ Osho

Sankalpa: Your Intention

Connecting to a Sankalpa is the practice of infusing our life with deeper
meaning and purpose. Sankalpa is a Sanskrit word often used in a yoga context; “san” means to
unite or join, and “kalpa” represents constructs/ideas/feelings. By gathering our ideas and deeper
desires, we create a channel through which our creative power can flow. Your Sankalpa is also your
intention, and these words are used similarly within TBA.

Start by connecting with your highest intention. The Center GEM of the Temple Body
Arts Guiding Compass is Intention. You have the opportunity to start again with each new breath.
Intention invites you to align your mindset, thoughts, beliefs, and actions with your highest desire,
deepest dream, and greatest YES. The aim of your intention gives direction and discernment to each step
and choice along your life’s path.

With your Intention, life is created by your purposeful design.

Reflect on what you desire to learn, gain, and take away from rooting your
temple body as we begin the embodied feminine leadership path. Set this as your
intention for rooting your Temple Body. Be clear and write it down in your journal. You can do this
practice again and again with different intentions and receive something for each present moment.

Setting an intention or Sankalpa each morning and at the beginning of your personal
practice gives directionality and form to your vast creative potential. Throughout your practice and day,
continue to weave your original intention and allow it to flow through your Temple Body. As you create
more space in your body for what you are calling in, you also create more space in your life for what you
want to cultivate.
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Chakras
Bamboo Spirit awakens embodied spirituality, anchoring pure consciousness within your

rooted Temple Body. We will explore and activate the root chakra and crown chakra to experience

yourself rooted in your Temple Body and open to receive divine creative energy.

Root Chakra

Chakra: First | Sanskrit:  Muladhara

Color: Red   | Element: Earth   | Bija Sound Mantra: LAM

Location: Base of the spine, or perineum between the genitals and anus.

Themes: Origin, Belonging, Tribe, Instinct, Security, Survival, Grounding, AND
Stability.

Gifts: A clear and open root chakra makes you feel secure, part of the tribe,
calm, and connected to the earth, joyful and fully alive.

Challenges: fear, stress, feeling alone, addictions, depression, feeling unsafe,
AND finances.

Mantra: “I am rooted. I belong here. I have the right to be here.”
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Crown Chakra

Chakra: Seventh | Sanskrit:  Sahasrara

Color: Violet   | Element: Ether  | Bija Sound Mantra: AH

Location:  The top of the head.

Themes: Wisdom, Knowledge, Divine Alignment, Inner Compass, Spiritual
Connection, Oneness with universal life force, AND Bliss.

Gifts: A clear and open crown chakra allows you to have a direct
connection with divine consciousness. Inspires trust in the universe as you
surrender to the highest divine plan.

Challenges: not allowing time for spiritual reflection and practice,
avoiding stillness.

Mantra: "I am pure divine consciousness embodied."
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- Bandhas & Breath -

Bandhas:

Temple body arts incorporates the bandhas from yoga teachings to harness
prana and awaken the hollow bamboo. Prana is a Sanskrit word meaning 'life force energy.'

The Sanskrit word bandha means to ‘hold,' ‘tighten' or ‘lock.' The bandhas support balancing and

strengthening the Bamboo core, as well as directing sexual creative energy through your Temple Body.

Working with bandhas has many benefits as well as contraindications. Please be mindful when

practicing.

TBA uses four main bandhas: Mula Bandha, Uddiyana Bandha, Jalandhara Bandha and Maha Bandha.

❖ Mula Bandha: Mula means 'root, source, origin.' This bandha is used to engage your root and pull

the energy upward.

❖ Uddiyana Bandha: Uddiyana means 'flying up.' This bandha is used to continue the upward flow

of energy (shakti) through the Sushumna. The belly button is drawn towards the spine and up to lift the

diaphragm and internal organs into or toward the chest. It tones and strengthens the abdominal muscles

and improves the function of the organs of digestion and elimination. Imagine you are hugging around

your bamboo core to engage this bandha.

❖ Jalandhara Bandha: Jalandhara means ‘a net, web, or mesh’. In this bandha, the neck and

throat are contracted, the back of the neck lengthened, and the chin is lowered toward the chest.

Connect your tongue to the roof of the mouth, invite the skull back, and then like you are putting on a

hood, feel your chin tuck slightly. This position contains prana within the container of your Temple Body.

❖Maha Bandha (Triple Lock): Engaging all three bandhas simultaneously is called Maha Bandha.

Sushumna breathing incorporates the bandhas and pranayama to awaken the
hollow bamboo.

Awaken the Hollow Bamboo: Sushumna Breathing Practice

Begin by imagining you have hollow bamboo as your whole central axis, rooting you into the fertile

ground, connecting with your earth star chakra and reaching to the heavens above, connecting you with

your soul star chakra and the great mystery.

Sushumna Breathing:
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❖ Make your mouth into a circle as if you are sipping through a straw.

❖ Breath up from your root, directing the breath and life force energy as you activate Maha Bandha

(triple lock). See details in the section on Bandhas.

❖ Hold your breath at the top of your inhale, resting the tongue on the roof of your mouth while still

engaging the Maha Bandha.

❖ Exhale through the mouth and release the Maha Bandha.

❖ Pause at the bottom of your exhale in empty presence.

❖ Repeat nine times.

Practice Sushumna breathing to empty out and become a hollow bamboo.

The hollow bamboo awakens the chakras and connects you to all of your guiding compass points. You

create a clear channel for your sexual creative energy to flow. As you connect to your hollow bamboo as

a container and vessel, in turn, you will experience your Temple Body as a vessel for Divine Creative

Spirit.

Daily Self-Love Movement Practice with your
Personal Mantra

In the Bamboo Spirit Video, you are guided through the practice of Sushumna breathing and

meditation to create your own unique personal mantra. Once you’ve created your mantra, it’s up to you

to take charge by consciously choosing new thought patterns that support and nourish who you are at

the root level.

If you could not drop in fully the first time you do the Bamboo Spirit video, I

recommend doing it again to unveil a mantra that inspires and feels aligned with what you are calling

into your life. Once you have your mantra, find a time in your day that works for you to practice

Sushumna breathing with your personal mantra. This practice can be a seated or moving meditation. Say

your mantra out loud or within while focusing on being rooted in your intention and opening up to

creative spirit to move through you.

Take some time afterward to free-write in your journal. Write about whatever you

are feeling, thinking, and sensing in your body. This is just for you, so let your pen move spontaneously

across the paper. You must use your willpower to hold yourself accountable to return to and create a

personal practice of connecting into your Temple Body every day.
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Did you know It takes 21 days to create a new habit?

Do not underestimate the power of repetition to create new pathways. Through

repetition, you create new pathways of authentic expression. To develop new pathways of movement

and choices in your life, you have to repeat new steps over and over. You have to keep flowing with the

same repetition. For example, you may connect with your journal practice and personal mantra every

day for a month.

Like a river carving its path, it starts with a trickle, and over time it

carves through the rocks creating a new pathway.

Invitation: Create reminders that pop up with alerts on your phone can be a
handy Reminder - ‘Morning Self-Love Ritual.’

Another way to remind yourself of your Personal Mantra is to write it on a piece of

paper and put it on your wall, bathroom, car, or somewhere you notice it often. Pause to read your

mantra and feel it in your body when every time you see it. You can even write it on your mirror with

dry-erase markers. Get creative with ways you can add this to your day.

On this journey, becoming aware of your thoughts is essential to get to know

yourself more. Our minds are great tools, but they are not in charge. It’s up to us to take charge by

consciously choosing to create new pathways of thinking. Practice returning to your personal mantra

when you find your thoughts going into a negative space. You have the power to change by consciously

creating new habits and ways of being.
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Photo by Brendan Jaffer

Daily Practices

❖ Be with Bamboo Spirit each day. Begin consciously making your life a ritual, from the

moment you wake up to your daily activities.

❖ Watch the Bamboo Spirit Video.
❖ Set aside 15 mins in your schedule for the Daily Self-Love movement

Practice with Your Personal Mantra. Write your mantra on a piece of paper and

post where you will see it multiple times a day.

❖ Create New Habits. Set phone reminders that pop up to remind you of your ‘Morning

Self-Love Practice.’

❖ Connect with the root chakra and crown chakra. Repeat the mantras for

each chakra. Explore these practices at your own pace.
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Reflection Questions

1. What does it mean to live with intention? What is your intention aligned with your highest, YES

you can continue to align with as you journey through Rooting Your Temple Body?

2. What comes up for you when you connect with your foundation through your root chakra? What

aspects of your root chakra do you desire to work on during this Temple Body Arts Journey?

3. What comes up for you when you seek a connection with your higher self through your crown

chakra? When do you feel most open and connected to pure consciousness?

4. Write about the themes that arose in the creation of your personal mantra.

5. How will you commit to showing up for yourself and tuning the instrument of your body daily?
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Rooting Your Temple Body

-  cycle  1  -
INNATE WISDOM

Photo by Melissa Robin

Innate Wisdom

Innate Wisdom is about listening to the wisdom living in the body. Innate Wisdom
focuses on the sacral chakra, connecting with the womb and the heart chakra. When you turn your attention
inside and listen to the wisdom of the womb, you come into a place of being rather than of doing. You can
drop into the divine feminine mysteries living within the body and connect with your capacity to be fluid and
receptive.

Innate Wisdom invites you to slow down your mind and tune into your body,

creating a bridge between mind and body, communicating information through physical sensations, feelings,

and emotions. This communication could include discomfort, butterflies in the stomach, goosebumps, and

more. Your sensations act as a feedback channel, discerning what lies in alignment with your highest self.
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Kinesthetic Bliss
Another aspect of innate wisdom is cultivating kinesthetic bliss, learning
through the experience of movement. Kinesthetic Bliss requires meeting yourself in each

moment, exploring thoughts, feelings, sensations, and following an impulse from within. By noticing all your

feelings about yourself, your sexuality, and more, you can connect with your kinesthetic bliss, discern what

feels right, and choose to move through the world in alignment with your natural rhythm.

Kinesthetic Bliss allows your emotions and sexual creative energy to flow
through you, moving in a way that feels delicious and turns you on. Your body knows exactly how it

needs to move, heal, and release. Find new ways to move that nurture and nourish all levels of your being as

you follow kinesthetic bliss inside your body. It is your birthright to feel alive and well!

As you listen to your innate wisdom and discover kinesthetic bliss, you uncover what

feels good in your Temple Body and open up to receive more pleasure and delight. You connect with the

abundant wellspring overflowing with divine love. You become full of yourself.

Cellular Memory:: Beyond the memory and intelligence of your mind lies your cellular memory. Your

body comprises over 35 trillion cells. These cells hold memories from your time in the womb and before you

were born. Each cell is composed of DNA. Your DNA stores libraries of knowledge and can also hold the

memories and codes of your ancestors. Your cellular memory may even store traumas that your mind has

blocked out. Your innate wisdom remembers through your cellular memory. As you uncover traumas or

limiting beliefs and release them through conscious movement and sound, you have the power to rewrite

any stories.

Muscle of Listening: When you empty out and let go of the chatter of your mind, you are more able

to listen to your inner voice guiding you from within. It takes practice to listen to your intuitive feelings.

When we don’t listen, our bodies will create dis-ease, dis-comfort, misalignments, or injury to get our

attention. However, as you continue to listen to your inner voice, your innate wisdom will begin to create

new pathways in greater alignment with your highest YES.

Womb Wisdom: The sacred womb, physical or energetic, creates and gives birth to all of life. You came

from the sacred womb, where life creates, and your menstrual cycle governs. Your womb holds the power of

creation and acts as the portal to the cosmos. You have the ability to sync up with the moon and her phases

through the wisdom of your womb. As you listen to your womb, you will learn the subtle ways that she

speaks to you through her divine feminine wisdom. We will go deeper into the lunar phases and archetypes

and womb truth and blood mysteries in the following cycles.
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Chakras

Innate Wisdom guides us in every moment. In this module, we will explore and activate the

Sacral Chakra and Heart Chakra, bringing us deeper into our fluid, sensual feeling nature as well as a deep

place of unconditional love.

Sacral Chakra

Chakra: Second | Sanskrit:  Svadhisthana

Color: orange   | Element: water   | Bija Sound Mantra: VAM

Location: Lower abdomen below the belly button, encompassing the sexual
organs and sacred womb.

Themes: Fluidity, Pleasure, Sensuality, Womb Wisdom, Creativity, Feelings, Passion,
emotion, Intimacy, Relationships, Boundaries, sense of self, inner child.

Gifts: A clear and open sacral chakra makes you feel more connected to your
divine feminine, womb wisdom, sensuality, and creative juices. Passion fuels your
creative energy (shakti). When you allow shakti to move through you, it opens
your creative potential and expression.

As you open your awareness to your sacral chakra, you also begin to feel more
connected to your inner child and a feeling of curious play and authentic
expression without inhibitions.
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Challenges: Addictions, craving physical pleasure, fear of pleasure, sexual abuse,
sexuality or fertility issues, resistance to change, out of touch with feelings,
lack of boundaries.

Mantra: “I feel. I am loved. My feelings are healthy. I trust in the wisdom of my
womb.”

Heart Chakra
Chakra: Fourth | Sanskrit:  Anahata

Color: Green   | Element: Air   | Bija Sound Mantra: YAM

Location: The center of the chest.

Themes: Unconditional Love, Compassion, Balance, Acceptance.

Gifts: A clear and open heart chakra connects you to a wellspring of
unconditional love and compassion.

Challenges: Lack of self-love, inability to receive or give love, inability to
forgive.

Mantra: “I am pure love. I lovingly let go of the past and forgive myself and
others.”
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Womb Wisdom Mapping & Tracking Your Moon Cycle

With Innate wisdom, we remember that Within our wombs lies one of the most
incredible connections we have to Mama Gaia, the Moon, the cosmos, and our feminine ancestral

line. Tuning into how your moon cycle aligns with the lunar cycle offers a beautiful way to embrace your

feminine creative essence and your body.

Tracking Your Moon Cycle Practice

Do you keep track of when you bleed and ovulate and how it correlates with the lunar cycle?

I invite you to map your cycle with the moon. Day 1 is the first day of menstruation which is

considered the Sacred Dreamer Archetype aligned with the New Moon in the lunar cycle. Start tracking your

moon cycle. Each day, record where the moon is in its cycle and where your moon cycle is. Become aware of

how you feel when you ovulate and bleed to reconnect with your natural rhythm.

For women who have passed through the threshold of Menopause, know that you can

embody all of the lunar archetypes simultaneously and still track shifts with the lunar cycle.

Through these different phases, the invitation is to know yourself and your
natural rhythm. By honoring your innate wisdom within these phases, you receive clarity and inner
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guidance. However, this is only possible if you give yourself the time and space to go within and commit to this

journey of self-discovery.

Morning Pages Writing Practice
(Inspired from the book The Artist's Way by Julia Cameron)

This potent practice empties the chatter of the mind and connects to your
empty presence within. It is best to do this upon waking, adding it to your morning ritual and before

getting on the computer or into the ‘Doing Mind.’

Commit to writing three pages each morning on how you feel in your body,
mind, emotions, and spirit. If you are feeling something particular, you can even use this as an

opportunity to dialogue with this part of your body or belief. You can dialogue with your innate wisdom and

the thoughts, feelings, or sensations that arise for you. Allow the pen to move across the paper as you empty

your mind onto the paper without judgment.

Read the pages afterward and reflect on the patterns that show up in your mind and

body reflected in your writing. You will begin to learn how to discern between your mind, your emotions,

and your innate wisdom.

Daily Practices

❖ Be with Innate Wisdom each day. Make your life a ritual. Upon waking, place your

hands on your womb and heart and listen to what is alive for you. Learn to listen to the

subtleties of your innate wisdom.

❖ Watch the Innate Wisdom Video.
❖ Free write three Morning Pages. Create a morning practice to write, empty the mind,

and dialogue with different aspects of yourself.

❖ Track where you are in your menstrual cycle and how it coincides with the

lunar cycle.

❖ Connect with the sacral chakra and heart chakra. Repeat the mantras for

each chakra. Explore these practices at your own pace.
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Reflection Questions

1. What does a YES feel like in your body? What does a NO feel like in your body?

2. What are your womb and heart ready to let go of? And what do you desire to make space for?

3. How can you cultivate more awareness of your body’s innate wisdom? What is your relationship with

tracking your cycle?
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ROOTING YOUR TEMPLE BODY

-   Cycle 1  -
Graceful Warrior

Photo by Melissa Robin

Graceful Warrior Archetype: The Graceful Warrior connects us to the qualities of

discernment, strength, and grace. She embodies balance and the union of the masculine and the

feminine: the Sacred Marriage. She is rooted in herself and armed with a sword of discernment,

embodying her inner cross. The Graceful Warrior has an embodied sense of power connected with the

solar plexus chakra. She knows how to surrender and trust in the great mystery as she moves through

life’s transitions with ease.
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The Seven Attributes of the Graceful Warrior

The Seven Attributes of the Graceful Warrior within Temple Body Arts are a
reminder to stay centered in your embodied power:

❖ The Graceful Warrior is grounded in both body and mind.

❖ The Graceful Warrior recognizes her self-worth.

❖ The Graceful Warrior is open and receptive.

❖ The Graceful Warrior realizes embodied wisdom.

❖ The Graceful Warrior is courageous and humble.

❖ The Graceful Warrior embodies the Inner Cross, the balance of creative power (divine

feminine) with discernment (divine masculine) to experience the sacred marriage.

❖ The Graceful Warrior can invoke Kali and Durga’s energy, destroying or changing that which

does not serve and taking action guided with her Innate Wisdom.

The Inner Cross: Metaphorically, everyone embodies an inner cross. Imagine a cross inside your

body. The cross’s vertical axis represents the masculine principle. The sturdy vertical sword of integrity

can cut away with precision and penetrate with clarity. It aligns you with pure consciousness. The cross’s

horizontal axis represents the feminine principles as an extension of your heart, widening out like wings.

It is enveloping, nurturing, and opening to receive grace.

In the center of the cross where the masculine and feminine principles meet in balance lives

your inner diamond/gem, which glows with your pure essence and value. The inner diamond/GEM is

activated when the sacred marriage is alive, and you experience a fullness within. Your inner

diamond/gem radiates the magnetic frequency of your divine essence.

I invite you to commit to yourself within this journey and take action with
your sword of discernment. The more you commit to what you truly desire and show up for

yourself in each moment, the more you create the space for your sacred dreams to be birthed.
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Sword of discernment: The Graceful Warrior invites you to activate your inner Sword of

Discernment. It is imperative to honor your sacred NO and your sacred YES, to know what aligns with

your truth and integrity. She asks you to step forward into the world and take action, say NO, and cut

away what no longer serves to live your highest YES. Your sword allows you to focus, penetrate, discern

and move forward with grace while at the same time knowing when to let go into love and surrender

into the unknown fully.

Bamboo Core: One way to cultivate your Sword of Discernment within your Temple Body is by

activating your bamboo core. In Bamboo Spirit, you learned about your Bamboo Core and Sushumna

Channel. Graceful Warrior is about going deeper in accessing your bamboo core as your center for

cultivating balance, strength, and Integrity. The bamboo core is the central energy channel in your

Temple Body and is also known as the inner flute, Sushumna channel, and hollow bamboo.

As you engage your midline physically and energetically through the
various Temple Body Arts practices, including the Bandhas and Sushumna breathing, you

activate and align with your Bamboo Core. These practices emphasize a strong focus on your midline and

core and how to bring your awareness into each of your endpoints. The awareness of your endpoints

allows you to create more space in your body. The more connected to your foundation and your core,

the more balance you will feel in your body and the more freedom you have to expand, extend and take

flight.

Photo by Melissa Robin
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Chakras

Graceful Warrior awakens innate power and embodied confidence. This module will explore and

activate the solar plexus chakra, connecting you to your power, courage, and divine will.

Solar Plexus Chakra
Chakra: Third | Sanskrit:  Manipura

Color: Yellow   | Element: Fire   | Bija Sound Mantra: RAM

Location: Between the navel and the solar plexus.

Themes: Personal Power, Purpose, Strength, Confidence, Self-Esteem, Divine
Will.

Gifts: A clear and open solar plexus chakra gives you a strong sense of who
you are and allows you to transform your inner fire and turn inertia into
action to move forward.

Challenges: Low self-worth, personal power and control issues, lack of
confidence.

Mantra: “I stand firm in my power and express my truth.”  “I am focused. I am
powerful. I am resilient.”
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Invoking the Graceful Warrior for Protection

As a shining bright light, people can be attracted to you like moths to a
flame. It is up to you to know when to open yourself and allow someone else's energy into your space

and not. Your time and energy are precious, and each moment is sacred, so choose wisely how you

spend your time and energy. If you tend to attract people into your life that drain you emotionally, this

may indicate that you are allowing this to occur on some level. You have the power to choose differently

and create boundaries.

If you are to walk through life empowered, setting and honoring your boundaries is

essential. As you strengthen your Sword of Discernment and honor your sacred time and space, you will

naturally be able to stand firm in your power and boundaries. Boundaries can be energetic, mental,

emotional, physical, and more.

Pay attention to your relationships and notice when people give energy or drain your

energy. Some people are not aware enough to read your boundaries or body language. The graceful

warrior protects and honors her energy in all situations.

Protection practice

Call upon the Graceful Warrior to cut away anything that does not serve you as you create a

hood or a bubble around you through visualization. Only allow the energy that you consciously invite

into your space. You can call forth other guides as well for protection.

Repeat this mantra for protection: “I align with the highest frequency of
love. Nothing can touch me but love. I am safe to express my full radiant self.”

Archangel Michael
Another guide on my path has been Archangel Michael. Remember, we are not alone

in our circle of mysticism. Archangel Michael is an angel you can call upon when facing adversities or

inner battles. You can call upon him for protection by visualizing his blue sphere of light in your auric field

for absolute divine protection or by visualizing his golden shield of protection fully around you like a

cylinder. You can ask him to use his sword to cut and sever etheric cords that are entangled within your

energetic field from all time and space.
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Explore what resonates with you in creating a protection practice. You can do

protection practices each day or before you enter situations that can drain your energy.

Daily Practices

❖ Be with the Graceful Warrior. Upon waking, do what makes you feel powerful and

connect with your Sword of Discernment.

❖ Free write three Morning Pages. Create a morning practice to write, empty the mind,

and dialogue with different aspects of yourself.

❖ Complete the Graceful Warrior Video.

❖ Set aside time to connect with your Protection Practice. You can do this each day and

before you enter situations that seem to drain your energy.

❖ Adorn yourself as the Graceful Warrior you are. What makes you feel sexy,

strong, confident, agile, and ready for anything? Think bold colors with yellow or gold

incorporated!

❖ Connect with the solar plexus chakra. Repeat the mantras for the chakra.
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Reflection Questions

1. What area of your life are you ready to bring in more graceful warrior energy, cultivating focus,

discernment, and confidence?

2. Reflect on where in your life you need to hold stronger boundaries. How do you hold yourself in

relationships with others? Where do you give your power away?

3. What are three things in your life you would like to cut away with discernment?

4. What does your protection practice look like?
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ROOTING YOUR TEMPLE BODY

- Cycle 1 -

Dream Canvas

Photo by Melissa Robin

Dance your dreams across the canvas of your days.

Dream Canvas: With Dream Canvas, we manifest our divine will from the intangible to the tangible, from

our inner landscape to our outer landscape and world experience. You are an artist co-creating your life as

you allow the unfolding of divine will. You are invited to surrender to the highest expression of yourself as

you forge new pathways of being within your kinesphere.

We connect with our authenticity and highest visions through dream canvas by

activating the throat and third eye chakras.
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Kinesphere: The Kinesphere is the space around you and how you move within it. You paint your

kinesphere with your body, your words, your thoughts, and your beliefs. Through exploring your kinesphere,

you will cultivate your imagination, creativity, and awareness of your surrounding space.

Magnetic Frequency: Your energetic state is magnetic. Your thoughts, beliefs, actions, and even the

posture you embody create a frequency, a magnetic radio wave that attracts and amplifies your current

energetic state. In every moment, you have a choice in how you show up and respond to life’s circumstances.

The more you cultivate feelings of gratitude, grace, ease, joy, and love within your Temple Body, the more

you will create these qualities in your life.

Gratitude: Focusing on gratitude can create an energetic frequency of joy. When you focus on what you

are grateful for and all the abundance in your life, including your experiences and initiations, you naturally

create more space for joy. Rather than focusing on something that is not working, when you consciously

focus on what is working, your energetic state will shift into a place of expansion, love, and play.

Innocence: Through connecting with joy and play and inviting your pure and innocent inner child to

dream, you tap into and open to receive the magic that exists and is available in each moment. When you

align your thoughts and beliefs and take action towards your highest vision from an innocent space, you tap

into infinite potentiality where anything is possible and dreams manifest.

Life becomes the canvas on which to dance dreams and visions into form.

The Dance of Tantra

In Graceful Warrior, we explored the masculine and feminine principles within our inner cross.

Dream Canvas shows us another layer of the dance between the masculine and feminine; both the inner

masculine and feminine principles are required to bring the intangible to form and dance our dreams into

being.

The divine masculine principle is pure consciousness and the capacity to penetrate, focus,

structure, align, hold and be a pillar of stillness. The divine masculine is also referred to as Shiva in Tantric

Hindu mythology.

The divine feminine principle is creative power and the capacity to be receptive, expansive,

enveloping, nurturing, and dance the formless into form. The divine feminine is also referred to as Shakti
in Tantric Hindu mythology.
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In Dream Canvas, Shiva is the canvas, and Shakti is the dream and dance; the dream cannot come into

form or manifest without the structure of the canvas. And without the artistic inspiration of Shakti, the

canvas is blank and uncreated.

Chakras

Dream Canvas activates your innate artist and manifesting power. We explore and activate the throat

chakra and third eye chakra, opening us to authentic expression aligned with our highest insight and vision.

Throat Chakra

Chakra: Fifth | Sanskrit:  Vishuddha

Color: light blue   | Element: Ether   | Bija Sound Mantra: HUM

Location: The neck/Throat.

Themes: Communication, Authentic Expression, Judgment, Voice, Resonance.

Gifts: A clear and open throat chakra supports you in standing up for your
beliefs and being secure in who you are. You are connected to the divine
expression of your authentic voice and speak your truth.

Challenges: Self-doubt, negative thinking, and judgments about self or others,
lack of voice.

Mantra: "I express and speak my authentic truth.”
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Third Eye Chakra

Chakra: Sixth | Sanskrit:  Ajna

Color: Indigo   | Element: Ether  | Bija Sound Mantra: OM

Location: The center of the brain near the pineal gland: between the eyebrows
just above the base of the nose.

Themes: Communication, Authentic Expression, Judgment, Voice, inspired
thought, imagination, intuition, Resonance.

Gifts: A clear and open third eye allows you to perceive the world from a place
of clarity and connection. It supports the creative use of your imagination and
vision.

Challenges: relying on outside sources for guidance, avoiding inner wisdom.

Mantra: “I consciously manifest the life I desire.”
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Every person possesses an inner artist - A unique, individual creative spark that just needs to be

allowed or inspired to show itself. Let us nurture this creative spark and inspire ourselves to live to

our fullest creative potential and create the life we dream of.

Daily Practices

❖ Be with Dream Canvas. Every morning after waking, visualize and connect with your dreams and

highest desires. Every evening before bed, invite in gratitude and visualize three things you are grateful

for from your day. Connect with the magnetic frequency you desire to cultivate.

❖ Watch the Dream Canvas Video.
❖ Connect with the throat chakra and third eye chakra. Repeat the mantras for

each chakra.

Reflection Questions

1. Connecting with your magnetic frequency, what do you desire to create and magnetically attract into

your life?

2. After completing the Dream Canvas video, what did you discover about your inner artist?  Were there

parts of your body that were more open, restricted, or needed to be moved? What new movement

pathways did you create?
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3. Creating new thought patterns:

What are three limited thought patterns you would like to rewrite? Write the original thought

patterns here:

◆

◆

◆

Rewrite and Transform these thought patterns by turning them around and creating new

pathways, just like you did in your practice. Rewrite your thought patterns here:

◆

◆

◆
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ROOTING YOUR TEMPLE BODY

-  Cycle 1  -
Living artfully

Photo by Melissa Robin

Living Artfully: Living Artfully offers the opportunity to consciously attune to what you are saying YES

to and calling into your life. Your presence and focus are the keys to Living Artfully. You can design your life

creatively and prioritize what is most important. It is essential to honor and nurture your Temple Body with

consistent practices including movement, meditation, mindfulness, nourishment, self-care, and that which

inspires you to keep your creative channel open. In Living Artfully, all the chakras are activated and aligned

through exploring authentic sound and movement.

1
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Full Body YES: The more you connect with your Hollow Bamboo and become Empty Presence, the

easier it becomes to listen to and know your Frequency of YES. It is imperative to know your NO so you can

align with your highest YES. Through cultivating kinesthetic bliss and creating new pathways, you strengthen

your inner compass to recognize what feels good and aligned with your highest desires and what does not.

When you connect with your highest YES, you feel an expansion and opening in every cell of your Temple

Body: This is your Full Body YES.

Eyes As An Endpoint

Where do you consciously focus your eyes? In Graceful Warrior, we explored our endpoints

through movement. The eyes are another key endpoint to bring your attention to. The eyes are a bridge

between your inner landscape and your outer landscape; they reflect your presence and current energetic

state. When your eyes are open, they become another endpoint in which to direct your creative energy. With

presence and focus, you create a Drishti, a Sanskrit term meaning ‘focused gaze.’ Finding a Drishti is a

technique used in Yogic and Tantric practices to cultivate concentration and balance.

Chakras

Living Artfully activates your embodied voice and deep presence. We explore the seven

major chakras and their Bija (Syllable Seed) Sound Mantras.

Voice

Integrating the voice in your Temple Body Arts practices allows for your
fullest expression and embodiment. The voice is a powerful tool in which to bring your thoughts

and ideas into the world. Each sound and word holds a frequency. As you become more attuned to the

frequency of your words and sound, you recognize the power you hold to co-create what you desire through

your voice.

On another level, the resonance of the sounds you make vibrate in the body,

helping to release tension, and bringing you into your center. There is a magnetic power when you speak,

sing or sound from an embodied place. Through working with the sounds of the chakras, you open up your

voice.
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Each chakra represents different emotions and aspects of the body. By expressing

the sounds from the different chakra centers of the body, we get to know ourselves more deeply and

recognize what we need to clear out, release and integrate. There are bija seed syllable sounds for each

chakra to balance and stimulate these centers. Bija is a Sanskrit word meaning 'seed.’ If you feel drawn to a

specific chakra, see the Resources Tab, Sacred Tools with Chakra Map, for more Information on each chakra.

First Chakra: Root Chakra - Muladhara

Verb: “I am” | Bija Sound Mantra: LAM
Qualities: Origin, Belonging, Tribe, Security, Survival, Grounding, Stability
Life Themes: Home, finances, possessions, career

Second Chakra: Sacral Chakra - Svadhisthana

Verb: “I FEEL”  | Bija Sound mantra: VAM
Qualities: Fluidity, Pleasure, Sensuality, Creativity, Feelings, Womb Wisdom
Life Themes: Relationships, Boundaries, Self-Worth/ Self-Love, Sexuality
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Third Chakra: Solar Plexus Chakra  - Manipura

Verb: “I Do”  | Bija Sound mantra: RAM
Qualities: Strength, Resiliency, Confidence, Self-Esteem, courage
Life Themes:  Power Dynamics, Purpose, Divine Will, Taking Action, Decision Making

Fourth Chakra: Heart Chakra - Anahata

Verb: “I Love”   | Bija Sound mantra: YAM
Qualities: Unconditional Love, Compassion, Balance, Acceptance
Life Themes: Primary Relationships, Receiving, Forgiveness, Generosity, Motherhood

Fifth Chakra: Throat - Vishuddha

Verb: “I Speak”  | Bija Sound mantra: HUM
Qualities: : Communication, Authentic Expression, Judgment, Voice, Resonance
Life Themes: Speaking Your Truth, Asking for what you need, Creative self-expression

Sixth Chakra: Third Eye Chakra- Ajna

Verb: “I See”  | Bija Sound mantra: OM
Qualities: Vision, Intuition, Imagination, Insight, Clarity, Inspired Thought
Life Themes: Awakening to inner guidance, Trusting Intuition, Clairvoyance

Seventh Chakra: Crown Chakra - Sahasrara

Verb: I Know | Bija Sound mantra: AH
Qualities: Wisdom, Knowledge, Spiritual Connection, Stillness, Receiving
Life Themes: Exploring spirituality or religion, Trust, Opening up to divine guidance
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Photo by Melissa Robin

Living Artfully teaches us how to be a clear channel and allow creative life
force to move through our Temple Bodies.

You are in a co-creation with spirit. Living Artfully is about having a plan, designing your days as

well as knowing when to surrender and allow the mystery to unfold. As an artist co-creating your life, your

presence and how you move through the world is the key to Living your YES.

Become empty presence.

Listen to your inner compass.

Know your own value.

Discover your YES.

Align with your frequency of YES.

Nurture your passions.

Live with intention.

Be a living prayer of gratitude.
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Daily Practices

❖ Be with Living Artfully. Remember every moment is an opportunity to co-create with

divine spirit.

❖ Continue your Gratitude Practice. The more we focus on gratitude, the more we

open ourselves to receive or experience more to be grateful. Be a living prayer of gratitude.

❖ Recognize inspiration is the highest form of living. Share yourself artfully

online and in the world to inspire.

❖ Watch the Living Artfully Video.
❖ Practice the bija sounds for each chakra in your movement practice. Explore these

practices at your own pace.

Reflection Questions

1. Where in your life do you experience a full body YES?

2. As you move through life, Where do you intentionally focus your eyes and attention? In your

relationships, practices, work and other life aspects.

3. When do you feel your channel open and your divine creative spirit flowing through with ease

and grace?
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Cycle 2: Sacred Dreamer

- THE SACRED DREAMER ARCHETYPE -
Reflect and Receive with the New Moon

Photo by Seth Bunting with Elana Meta

In the lunar cycle, Sacred Dreamer reflects the new moon, the Dark Moon.

Hormonally, the first day of our blood and menstrual phase marks the Sacred Dreamer time. During the

menstrual period, all the hormone levels are lower compared to the other cycle phases, and the uterine

lining is releasing. Estrogen is at its lowest level and will steadily increase throughout this phase. Each of

us experiences our moon time and Sacred Dreamer differently, this can include fatigue, pain, cramps,

fogginess also referred to as ‘moon brain,’ as well as strong feelings of sadness and disappointment.

In this cycle, I speak about working with ‘your blood’ and its power. Wherever you are in your lifecycle,

bleeding or not, you can always connect with the power of your intention.  When I refer to ‘blood’, I invite

you to enter into the same process and connect with symbolic representations of blood in your own

creative way.
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The first few days of our moon time invite us into a slower natural rhythm.
The new moon phase is considered the winter in the seasons, the element of water, inviting the energy

of stillness, rest, softness, and sensuality. Sacred Dreamer connects us to the journey within the dark

cave of our womb space. As a sexually sovereign being, Sacred Dreamer brings you into right

relationship with your womb space and sacred blood.

Phoenix shares that, “when we connect with our feminine nature, our dance, our blood, that first

day can be the deepest, most erotic sensual experience.” Stand in reverence as you recognize the power

and pleasure of your womb and this time as sacred.

This archetypal phase calls us into the deepest kind of listening, as we discern

what is true and aligned in our life and what is not. With Wild Woman we turned within, connected to

our authenticity and paved the way for the deep listening and reflection possible in Sacred Dreamer.

Here we are the most open and vulnerable and may even experience psychic abilities.

When we give ourselves the space and time Sacred Dreamer requires,

we can connect with the earth and receive deep insights around our

soul purpose.

The Sacred Dreamer phase

naturally brings us out of our

busy minds and into our bodies

and womb space, if we allow

ourselves to follow this innate

wisdom. This is a beautiful

opportunity to enter into deep

reflection and explore our

creativity through painting,

drawing, writing, singing, and

dancing. In some traditions and

cultures, there is a moon lodge

for women to retreat to and

create art and share stories

during their moon time.

Photo by Brendan Jaffer
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Call on Bhuvaneshwari to Hold You

I invite you to connect with Bhuvaneshwari as an ally and a space holder
during this time of shifting from the outer world into your inner dream world. Bhuvaneshwari is a Hindu

Goddess representing the womb, infinite space, potentiality and stillness. She is always here to hold you.

SAcred Dreamer Mantras:

I am deeply rooted in the mother, listening to the whispers of my womb.

I reclaim the sacred power of my blood.

Bija Sound: Hrim (Hreem).  “the power of manifestation”
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The Shadow Aspect

The shadow aspect of the Sacred Dreamer archetype is Shame. Initial experiences of
getting our first blood may have brought up feelings of shame wrapped around our blood, bodies and
budding sexuality. For many, there was a lack of honoring this rite of passage. Instead, we may have
experienced our bleeding as dirty, disgraceful or confusing. Another layer of the shame we can carry is
from our lineage.

When shame comes up, we may experience an array of feelings and stories, such

as ‘I am wrong, I am bad, I don’t belong, I want to hide, I feel unworthy, I am a mistake, I am a failure…”

Brene Brown, a key researcher of shame shares that “shame comes up when we hold unattainable and

competing expectations about who we are supposed to be.”  With a lack of understanding and “societal

expectations’  or false perceptions, many young women shut down in shame around their blood.

Healing  &  The Sacred Marriage

When the masculine principle and qualities are developed within us, we can

experience the strong inner pillar of the masculine giving a container for deep rest and stillness for our

feminine principle to be fully felt and expressed. This is the sacred marriage of the masculine and

feminine; they work together symbiotically within us and in our lives.

As you honor the masculine principle through creating structure,
alignment, focus, and stillness in your life, you create the space for the masculine within

to hold you in your vulnerability, deep rest, reflection, and Sacred Dreamer time. By softening into your

feminine essence, you can receive the support of the masculine principle with more ease.

As you shift your story and deepen around honoring your blood and

cycle, you also attract people into your life who will do the same.
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Conscious Conception within the Sacred Marriage

I believe one of the ultimate expressions of the sacred marriage is the
conscious conception of a child. If you are choosing to be on a fertility path and desire to

conceive a child, you can invite yourself into a way of being that is already maternal, slow, and grounding

to create a safe and nurturing fertile womb to conceive life. If you are having trouble conceiving a child,

you can reflect on your lifestyle to see which ways you can slow down and create space to receive more

easily.

Wherever you are on the path trying to conceive or not, many of us carry an innate

biological response when we bleed. This response can include a sense of disappointment, loss, failure,

sadness, and grief. Feel all that arises. Being on this path of reclaiming the power of our womb invites us

to receive the wisdom of every emotion and experience.

Ultimately, the Sacred Marriage brings us into union with the divine

as we trust and surrender to the mystery and divine perfection of our

life’s path.
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Temple Body Arts GUIDING COMPASS

Essential resources for the Sacred Dreamer phase includes practicing the art of Sacred

Embodiment of the Guiding Compass as well as Innate Wisdom from Cycle One: Rooting Your Temple

Body.

During the Sacred Dreamer phase, you are asked to honor your body and
your womb as a sacred vessel to receive guidance from within. Embodiment is about bringing the

intangible, the sacred, into form. One way we can experience sacred embodiment is through feeling our

connection with the earth and the natural world.

Sacred Embodiment is the remembrance of who you truly are with

every cell of your body.

As we deepen our relationship with Sacred Embodiment, we learn to listen
and trust our Innate Wisdom. Our wombs are guiding us to retreat, slow down, and remember

our essence, beyond the roles we play and masks we wear. If we do not allow ourselves to follow our

Innate Wisdom, we may not hear the guidance or have the dynamic, fiery energy that comes in the

following Graceful Warrior phase, and we can become exhausted, burnout or even get sick.

When we listen to our Innate Wisdom, we can receive the fuel and inspiration
to weave our dreams into being in a renewed way. For example, we may receive clarity

on a relationship or life situation that is not serving our highest YES. If you receive clear guidance, it is

recommended to wait until the Sacred Dreamer phase is complete before making any major life

decisions.

Use your Sacred Dreamer time to connect more deeply with your

dreams and prayers and create the space to receive guidance on

what can support you to bring your dreams into being.
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Daily Practices

❖ Tune into your Sacred Dreamer each day this cycle.
❖ Carve out space and time to be in your symbolic womb cave to receive insights.

❖ Write every day and track your dreams. Reflect on the questions from the

workbook in your journal.

❖ Connect with the Sacred Dreamer Dance Video a couple of times this month

(especially if you are bleeding).

❖ After completing the dance, carve out time to paint and/or write.
Express what is alive in your womb space.

❖ Practice the Sacred Dreamer Mantra daily when you want to remember your

connection to your blood and the earth.

BONUS INFO: Working with the Yoni Egg and Your Blood
~ Yoni Egg Awakening during Sacred Dreamer Time ~

It is not recommended to use the yoni egg internally until you have finished
bleeding. Once you have finished your cycle, working with the egg is a beautiful way to connect with

your dreams and build up your sexual creative energy. I recommend jade to build up sexual creative

energy after your moontime or any yoni egg of your choice.

~ An Invitation to Connect With Your Blood or Symbolic Blood ~

If you feel inspired to work with your blood during sacred dreamer time,
connect with your blood, touch it, perhaps even taste it. Anoint your third eye with

your blood to open up your insight and visions through your sacred blood, especially before bed. How do

you honor your blood and sacred dreamer on your altar? What wants to be expressed from your womb

through your blood or symbolic blood? After completing the Sacred Dreamer Dance, you can also paint

with your blood or combine red paint, red wine, beet juice, with earth as symbolic blood.

Reflection Questions
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1. How do you relate with the Sacred Dreamer archetype and this phase of your cycle?

2. How would you like to deepen your relationship with your blood? Are there stories or beliefs you

are struggling with in your relationship with your blood?

3. What clarity and guidance have you received in your Sacred Dreamer time?

4. What does Sacred Embodiment mean to you?
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Cycle 2: Sacred Dreamer

- Sacred Why & Unique Gifts -
Connecting with Visions & Dreams

Photo by Melissa Robin, Goddess Yoga Arts 2018

Embodying the Sacred Dreamer

Reflect and receive with the New Moon and your Sacred Dreamer time. In this

phase and cycle, you will dream into your soul’s purpose and discover clues for your sacred why, unique

gifts, and divine clients. The feminine mysteries speak to us through signs and symbols, your role is to

listen deeply without judgment. Stay open to the mystery revealing herself through you and your life.
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Carve out the space to slow down and go within, journal to receive clarity in

embodying the unique medicine you are carrying. Connect with your future self and create a path of

communication with your womb space and visions. As a feminine leader, you are on the path of devotion,

aligning your work and your life with something greater than yourself.

This cycle is for you to be with what arises. Rest, reflect, and remember your essence.

Seeing through the lens of the Sacred Dreamer, you are building and creating your life from these

moments of stillness and pause. This is an essential aspect of the cycle of creation.

Center Gem: Your Sacred Why

The Sacred Dreamer is a potent time to tune into your Sacred Why and recognize that ‘what turns you on’

is a guide to revealing your unique gifts and Dharma.

Your Sacred Why is the
center gem of the compass
in which you navigate your life’s

path and sacred mission.

It is essential to know why
you are inspired to do
what you do, to align with what

moves you to take action at all

costs, so that in moments of

doubting your path, you can come

back to the anchor of the force that

moves you.

Your values, sources of inspiration,

and what you stand for shape your

Sacred Why.

within your sacred why, you also hold personal desires and motivations that are important to

recognize and own. These can be referred to as your personal/lifestyle why and family/community why.
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Personal/Lifestyle why - What will change in your personal sphere and lifestyle once you make

more money and have more impact? Why do you desire to be self-resourced financially? This process

may bring up guilt or feelings of being selfish and indulgent although these are the stories you are here

to re-write.

Family/ community why - As women, we are wired to think about our partners and children and

other family or community members, even before ourselves! How does your vision of monetizing your

gifts benefit your family and community?

your Collective Why - Temple Body Arts invite you to be the embodiment of that which you

stand for. This is the part of your Sacred Why that you will share with the world and include in your

business and offering. You are invited to make an impact, align with something beyond yourself and to

live in devotion to a greater cause.

Recognize we are the ancestors of the future.

Reflect on the Values you are aligning with at this time

Identifying and aligning to your core values is essential to know what you stand for and where to direct

your attention. Your personal values inform all aspects of your life from your beliefs to your actions.

Values can change and are unique to each person’s path and priorities. When things fall apart or we feel

out of balance, it is important to return to our values. The Temple Body Arts Sisterhood Agreements

represent our collective values and include values such as collaboration, trust, respect, devotion,

self-care, integrity, and play.
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Temple Body Core Values
Reflect on this List of Core Values. Select the values you feel the most resonant with and are ready to

align with at this time as a feminine leader. Add your own values too, if they aren't listed here.

❖ Authenticity

❖ Abundance

❖ Accountability

❖ Adventure

❖ Autonomy

❖ Acceptance

❖ Artfulness

❖ Balance

❖ Beauty

❖ Boldness

❖ Compassion

❖ Creativity

❖ Collaboration

❖ Community

❖ Connection

❖ Consistency

❖ Devotion

❖ Determination

❖ Embodiment

❖ Expression

❖ Empowerment

❖ Excellence

❖ Equality

❖ Evolution

❖ Fun

❖ Flexibility

❖ Focus

❖ Faith

❖ Growth

❖ Generosity

❖ Grace

❖ Honesty

❖ Humor

❖ Humility

❖ Integrity

❖ Inspiration

❖ Impact

❖ Justice

❖ Joy

❖ Kindness

❖ Leadership

❖ Learning

❖ Living Artfully

❖ Love

❖ Loyalty

❖ Openness

❖ Optimism

❖ Passion

❖ Pleasure

❖ Prayer

❖ Presence

❖ Productivity

❖ Peace

❖ Play

❖ Passionate

❖ Receptivity

❖ Respect

❖ Responsibility

❖ Self-Care

❖ Self-Love

❖ Spontaneity

❖ Sensuality

❖ Service

❖ Sustainability

❖ Spirituality

❖ Stability

❖ Structure

❖ Support

❖ Trust

❖ Transformation

❖ Visibility

❖ Wealth

❖ Wisdom
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DISCOVERING YOUR SACRED WHY

Tap into your womb. Listen deeply and connect to your direction and what is in alignment and what is

not. Give yourself permission to go into your dreams and visions here, hold nothing back. Dream Big.

Let go of making it perfect, we will refine in Cycle 3 in order to take action as the Graceful Warrior.

Write down reflections from your dreams that feel aligned with Sacred Why.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What are your core values? Write the three top values that you are ready to align with.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What turns you on and lights you up? When have you felt most inspired?
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Your Collective Why. As a leader in your life, your community, in the world, What do you stand
for? What impact do you desire to make and why? How are you called to be of service and in devotion?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Circle keywords that feel aligned with your values, what you stand for, and
what turns you on. Include these words as you reflect on and shape your
Sacred Why.

Your Sacred Why
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Fulfilling your Collective Why: Generosity & Giving Back

As you build a platform and create more impact and income, you have the opportunity to align with a

cause in order to amplify your message and give back in a bigger way. Your collective why invites you to

align your mission to a cause and practice the art of generosity and giving back.

Your work is an opportunity to show up as an activist, and not necessarily in the political front, but as a

spiritual activist and within the field that you are most passionate about. Your voice matters, and as you

grow your platform as a feminine leader, you get to use your platform for the good of a cause.

Find a cause or organization that inspires you and dream into how you can ripple your work out beyond

yourself and your community. You don’t need to be at a certain level of success in order to start giving

back. You can give back in many ways - with your teachings, your time, your money, or sharing your

platform for the voices of others to be heard. Connect with the spirit of Lakshmi, abundance, and

generosity to feel into what you can offer from your resources.

Where are you inspired to give back? Find one organization that really inspires you. List it

here and explain why it resonates. How would you like to contribute to the cause and give back?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Your Unique Gifts
We are all born with innate gifts and wisdom that are unique to us and meant to be

shared. Each one of us holds a different frequency. Trust your unique path and the ways you bring

through your unique gifts. If you are still discovering your gifts, you can hold the daily intention in your

heart to be shown your gifts. How you feel in your body when you are embodying and expressing your

gifts will be a clue to the work you are here to offer to the world.

Photo by Melissa Robin, Goddess Yoga Arts 2018.

Keep a dream journal and pay attention to who shows up in your dreams and
sphere, online and in the world around you. People’s gratitude and reflections of you are clues into the

hidden gifts you are carrying. Your journey and initiations are important in shaping who you are and your

gifts. Our most challenging initiations can support in harnessing the resources and dormant gifts we are

carrying. The greatest gems are usually found in the darkest caves of our life experience.

Use jealousy as a teacher and medicine. Notice the women you are inspired by or even

jealous of in their mission and work in the world. Feeling jealousy can indicate that you have a similar

mission and actually may feel a lot of resonance with what that person is sharing. You are meant for

bigger things! Use the trigger of jealousy or comparison to lift you up and ignite a fire of transmutation

so that you can take action. Remember our agreements, as a true Temple Body Sister, we are here to

choose collaboration over competition. There is room for all of us to shine. And remember sister your

very presence IS a gift.
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Discovering your unique Gifts

Use your imagination, memories, and dreams to create a timeline of the
significant moments when you felt a full-body YES. Reflect on the times in your life,
when have you felt most alive, turned on, plugged in, present, fulfilled, grateful, on purpose, and

inspired. What are you doing? Who are you with? How are you of service and connected to your sacred

mission? Inspiring change and making a difference?

Instructions: Take a big piece of paper, pens, and colors. Working with a landscape orientation,

draw a horizontal line. Start with the first ecstatic experience that comes to mind and note the

year/date, location, what you were doing. Include 5 to 6 moments minimum. Once complete, track the

threads. Journal to reflect on the common themes of the different moments. For example, all of my

ecstatic moments included dance, embodiment, art, birthing, leadership, and community.

Full Body YES Timeline 2020 by Sofiah.
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Daily Practices

❖ Continue tracking your dreams.
❖ Carve out 30 minutes to do the guided visualization meditation to meet

your future self and journal afterward.

❖ Take time to do the workbook and answer the reflective questions.

❖ Create your Full-Body YES Timeline and share in our Facebook Group
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Cycle 2: Sacred Dreamer

- Divine Clients -
VISIONS & DREAMS & Your Divine Clients

Alize Jireh, Temple Body Arts Initiation 2019.

Reflect and receive with the New Moon and your Sacred Dreamer time. As you

continue to dream into your sacred why and unique gifts, you are invited to tune into another layer of this

process and reflect on who you are here to serve: your divine client.

The deeper you go with revealing your sacred why and the gifts you are here
to bring, the more clarity you will gain on who your divine clients are and how to live from a place of

devotion.
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Your Divine Clients

Your Divine client is a person whom you have a soul contract to serve. As the

Sacred Dreamer, reflect and dream into who you are called to serve at this time. Tune into the qualities,

characteristics, and energetic frequency of your divine clients. The clearer you are in who you are here to

serve and the unique gifts you carry, the easier it is to discern when a client is divinely aligned.

Your divine clients recognize the value of your gifts. The more you deepen your

relationship to yourself and your innate value, the more you will match your clients' energetic frequency,

magnetically attracting those who are ready to invest in themselves through working with you.

You are the key to the transformation that your divine clients desire.

I believe your soul will recognize a divine client when you connect and
speak with them. I usually feel my heart expanding and tingles in my body. When meeting a divine

client, I am aware that our connection and agreement goes beyond what we can both see or know. I

believe our souls have made an agreement before birth to evolve together; I call this the Soul Contract.

Our various Soul Contracts have their own divine timing, much like all of life’s happenings. I’ve had many

clients share with me that they had already been following my work for years and always knew they

wanted to work with me, but they were not ready until NOW to say YES to Temple Body Arts.

Trust in the divine timing and focus on creating authentic personal connections with the

potential divine clients you feel drawn to work with. As you build your platform and offer value and your

gifts for free at first, you create a relationship of safety, authenticity, and love which helps form a bridge

from where you are now to your divine clients. Through this process and the connections you nurture,

you create the space for the currency of money and opportunity to flow back to you.

Connection = Currency

As I was preparing to lead the first Temple Body Initiation, I would meditate on

calling in my divine clients. As I meditated on my clients one day, I received a mudra mantra to

magnetically attract them.

“I magnetically attract all the women who are ready to say YES and invest in
their Temple Bodies.” As I spoke these words, I could feel my energy matching the energetic

frequency of my divine clients.

Aligning your electromagnetic frequency with the clients you are calling

in is just as important as the practical online funnels you build online.
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PRACTICE: Discovering Your Divine Clients

Listen to the Divine Client Visualization and journal afterward. Tune into your

heart and how it feels to be in the presence of your divine clients doing the work you were born to share.

Let yourself continue to dream as you do this process below, even if knowing who

you are here to serve feels like a distant reality, just let yourself imagine and dream. This process is an

evolution, trust the clarity will come with time.
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What are the elements and qualities of your divine client? Who are they? Consider

demographics such as gender, identity, sexual orientation, age, life stage, ethnicity, education,

relationship status, family, special needs/ disabilities, level of accessibility, income, profession, political,

religious and spiritual orientation, nationalities, lifestyle, and more.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What do your divine clients long for? What are they passionate about? What is their level

of experience i.e. beginner or advanced? What is their level of commitment?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Why do your divine clients come to you? How do they relate to your story, your

experience, and your offering? What are the common challenges they experience? What do they

struggle with? What problem do they want to be solved? What transformation will you provide for

them?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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If you haven’t worked with a divine client yet, reflect on your life
experiences and where you have felt most equipped to serve and support
others. When friends/family/people reach out to you for support, what do they want your help with?

Where have you felt confident and energized in being of service? What skills and expertise do you want

to develop further?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Discovering Your Divine Clients: Testimonial Letter

Imagine one of your clients has written you a letter thanking you for the
transformation you’ve provided for them. What does it say? What success are they

experiencing in their lives as a result of working with you? If you already work with your divine clients,

gather a letter or words of praise you have received from them, or perhaps reach out to a client or even

friend who has received your gifts and ask them to write a reflection of how your support has changed

their life.

Reach out to the sisterhood in this process too, perhaps you can swap sessions with

one another in exchange for testimonials!

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Discovering Your Path Of Service: A Letter Of Devotion

Write a Letter of Devotion to the Great Mother/Divine Creative Spirit. Allow this

process to align you with your soul’s purpose and Sacred Why. Dance or meditate before writing this

letter, let the words flow from a place of embodiment, gratitude, and connection to your essence. Ask

yourself how you are being called to show up and be of service to something beyond yourself. How do

you vow or promise to live your life as a vessel of love and living prayer of gratitude? See my letter as an

example below.

April 24th, 2018

Great Mother

I honor you

Thank you for your protection and grace.

I love you

Thank you for holding me through all of my initiations.

I feel your love

I bow to you

And I promise to walk in service to you, to protect you

to teach others the beauty way

of grace and love.

Thank you for guiding me to this moment

For giving me the strength to say YES to life and my mission.

I see you, Great Mother

In all your faces

I love you.

I promise to commit to always walking in integrity

and being a divine embodiment of love for all

to remember their essence.

Great mother, if it is in the highest alignment with my purpose on this earth at this time to carry a child and give

birth, I offer my temple womb for your creation.

And I surrender my desire with trust that I will be shown with time my greatest destiny.

Great Mother, please bring forth the allies and tribe to bring the rites of passage into being so that we can birth a

new paradigm through the daughters of this Earth.

I bow humbly to your presence in my life and thank you for your love.

I offer my Temple Body as a vessel for your love.

Your daughter,

Sofiah Katherine Thom

Daughter of Alicia Thom, granddaughter of Maria Gibbs and Diana Malim Thom.

Great-granddaughter of Anne and Great-great-granddaughter of Florence.
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Daily Practices

❖ Continue tracking your dreams.
❖ Read the workbook before doing the visualization.
❖ Carve out 30 mins to do the Divine Clients guided visualization to meet

your divine clients. Journal on the reflection questions.

❖ Complete the workbook questions.
❖ Complete these practices: Discovering Your Divine Client, Your Testimonial Letter &

Writing Your Letter to the Great Mother/Divine Creative Spirit.
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The Red & White Moon Cycle

Phoenix’s sharings and these archetypal teachings have been inspired by
many mentors, guides and teachers including Alexandra Pope of the Red School and Miranda Grey,

author of Red Moon. According to Phoenix’s teachings, there are two types of moon cycles: The White

Moon Cycle and the Red Moon Cycle.

The White Moon Cycle

On the White Moon Cycle, the Sacred Dreamer phase and the first day of
bleeding occurs around the new moon. On the full moon, you are ovulating and fertile.

The energy of ovulation is amplified, as Phoenix shares, “you may be in a giving and nurturing mode” as

well as “grounded, rooted, softening into life.” You are on the fertility path of birthing into the world.

The Red Moon Cycle

On the Red Moon Cycle, the Sacred Dreamer phase and the first day of
bleeding occurs around the full moon. On the new moon, you are ovulating. The energy

of bleeding and healing is amplified, it is dynamic, shadow clearing, and an active transformative phase

of life. You are on a profound shamanic journey and the path of the medicine woman and wise woman.
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Aligning with the Cycles

You can slowly move or shift your cycle. If you are currently more aligned with the Red

Moon Cycle and you desire to enter the fertility path of the White Moon Cycle, perhaps to conceive a

child, you can support this shift through modifying your lifestyle. Phoenix mentions to align with the

White Moon Cycle, you can slow down “by nourishing, nesting, grounding, rooting, becoming a

container for a fertile womb to hold life rather than release life.”

Honor your own rhythm and phases regardless of how they may or may not
align with the lunar phases. That is entirely normal and natural. Additionally, if you are in a

Sacred Pause, which can include being postnatal, perimenopausal, menopausal, postmenopausal or

having experienced hysterectomy or other circumstances, you hold the same or an even greater

potential to connect with your womb space and the lunar cycle. The ultimate experience of being in

menopause is to have the capacity to hold and embody all four archetypes simultaneously. You become

your own Queen, you become the ultimate feminine power as the Crone and Wild Wise Woman.

At all times, you are still guided by the moon and the rhythms of the

earth and can choose to align with the archetypes through the lunar

phases.
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Cycle 3: Graceful Warrior

- THE GRACEFUL WARRIOR ARCHETYPE -
Taking Action under the Waxing Moon

Photo by Melissa Robin

In the lunar cycle, the Graceful Warrior reflects the Waxing Moon. This time of

post-bleeding and the follicular phase is where our natural rhythm builds. We become energized,

passionate, and dynamic. The waxing moon phase is Springtime in the Seasons, inviting the Maiden's

energy, our budding sexuality, new life, and the element of fire.

The Graceful Warrior connects us to our discernment, Grace, and strength.
She is on a mission with her wings outstretched, embracing life and flying towards her life's calling! She is

grounded and rooted in the masculine principles of focus and direction, armed with a sword of

discernment and her inner compass to guide the way.

We align and take action to bring our sacred dreams into the world.
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As a sexually sovereign being, you choose how you show up in the world and
what you say YES to. You can step forward into the world and take action, cutting away and saying

NO to what no longer serves a life aligned with your highest YES.

You can commit to yourself within this journey and take action with your
sword of discernment. The more you show up for yourself and commit to what you truly desire,

the more you create space for your sacred dreams to birth.

Phoenix shares: “The waxing moon is a good time to go out into the world, work on projects,

planning, meetings, launch whatever you received in your dream time and intuitive guidance, and speak

your truth. In this phase, our ovaries are releasing more testosterone and follicle-stimulating hormones.

We are going into an active birth phase.”

The shadow aspect of Graceful warrior is Burnout. As we stand in our power and

move forward with decisiveness and discernment, others will be attracted to this energy and may begin

asking for more from us. If we lack boundaries and a sword of discernment, we may find ourselves

overdoing in a pattern of saying YES when we need to say NO or eventually burning out. The Graceful

Warrior recognizes the importance of resting and recharging and prioritizes her own needs before

others’ desires.

Graceful warrior Mantra: “I am clear in my Boundaries. I act with discernment.”

Bija Sound: Ram
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The Seven Attributes of the Graceful Warrior

The Seven Attributes of the Graceful Warrior within Temple Body Arts are a
reminder to stay centered in your embodied power:

❖ The Graceful Warrior is grounded in both body and mind.

❖ The Graceful Warrior recognizes self-worth.

❖ The Graceful Warrior is open and receptive.

❖ The Graceful Warrior realizes embodied wisdom.

❖ The Graceful Warrior is courageous and humble.

❖ The Graceful Warrior embodies the Inner Cross, the balance of the divine feminine (creative

power) and the divine masculine (discernment) to experience the sacred marriage.

❖ The Graceful Warrior can invoke the archetypal energies of Kali and Durga, destroying or

changing what does not serve and taking action guided by her innate wisdom.

Healing the Divine Masculine

This time of connecting with the waxing moon and follicular phase brings
you closer to your masculine energy and the opportunity to heal this relationship. As you

take aim with the energy of the Graceful Warrior, honing your focus and speaking your truth, you begin

to heal your relationship with the masculine. You may start to notice shifts in your relationship with the

masculine and with the men in your life.

Through cultivating both the masculine and
feminine principles, the sacred marriage has more
space to blossom.

This image is of the Shri Yantra: a powerful tantric symbol

and a depiction of the sacred marriage between the divine feminine

and the divine masculine.
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Temple Body Arts Desire Map

The desire map supports you to embody the graceful warrior. The arrows of the

Desire Map are Recommitment (South), Mindset (North), Action (East), and Discernment (West). With

the Graceful Warrior, you take action with determination to realign with your highest desire. This path of

Embodied Feminine Leadership invites you to recommit again and again to your Sacred Why and soul’s

purpose to bring your vision into form.
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PRACTICE:  Creating a Schedule the Feminine Way

Connect to the Desire Map and the Graceful Warrior to reflect on where
you desire to be and where you are currently. Notice the gaps that exist in your mindset,

boundaries, commitment level, etc. What areas need more attention and adjustment?

When you create a schedule in your life and work, you can organize your
time and create a container to hold you accountable with your Desire Map
and Sacred Why. Every day is an opportunity to show up as a Leader in your own life. As an

entrepreneur and visionary, you are responsible for creating the foundation and structure in which your

magic and gifts can flow.

Prioritizing Around Your Sacred Why

Prioritizing your schedule in the Feminine Way begins with your Sacred Why.

When we prioritize around our Sacred Why, we bring intention and focus into the significant areas of our

lives. It is vital to get clear with what is important, what is in absolute alignment with your Sacred Why,

and what you desire to build and create. It is from this space that we can become proactive: We move

from victim to creator.

Begin by listing the different roles that you hold in life. From this list, hone in on

the roles that take priority in achieving your Sacred Why. Circle those roles. Notice if there are roles that

you currently hold that do not hold any priority with your Sacred Why. Are any of those roles ones that

you can release?

Within each of those roles in your life aligned with your Sacred Why, list the
goals you have in each role. These goals come from your highest desires in alignment with

your Sacred Why. Prioritize these goals within your different roles.

From this list of roles and goals, you have created a list of priorities aligned
with your Sacred Why. Next, build your schedule around these priorities, designing your weekly

schedule around the center of your Sacred Why. For each prioritized goal, write down the amount of

time (hours) you would like to spend each week on this goal. Your objective here is to try your best to

align the level of priority of your roles and goals in achieving your Sacred Why with the amount of time

you are allocating. For example, if my highest priority role in achieving my Sacred Why is to be a student,

and my highest priority goal within that role is to create a Birth Plan for my business by the end of the

9-Month Embodied Feminine Leadership Path, I would try to allocate the most amount of my time on

that goal per week.
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Pick a calendar that works for you, digital or paper-based, write out your typical week

(Monday - Sunday) with your non-negotiables throughout the week. Then, take the hours that you have

allocated with your different goals (prioritized around your Sacred Why), and map out those hours

throughout the week ahead.

Cultivating healthy boundaries and structures will support your focused
attention. It is essential to honor yourself and be realistic about the time it takes for each task.

Remember to create transitions and buffers between larger tasks to avoid overscheduling and burnout,

such as scheduling breaks between client calls. At the same time, set clear timeframes for completing a

task such as writing a social media post; you don’t want to dedicate too much time to a small task.

Remember, the Graceful Warrior supports you in implementing your

dreams into reality.
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Allocating Time for Work

After allocating your blocks of time for work within your week, connect more

specifically with your work priorities. When dividing your work time, you need to understand the

difference between working in your business vs. on your business.

Working IN your business includes daily tasks and the activities that generate the majority of

your revenue. For example, creating newsletters, monitoring groups, private sessions with clients,

hosting retreats and events, online courses, responding to emails and inquiries, writing/scheduling social

media posts, nurturing leads, etc.

As you begin this journey of being an entrepreneur, you will mainly focus on working in your business. Be

clear about what you will get done in each work block, pick one focus or goal, such as daily emails, slots

reserved for client calls/nurturing leads, social media/going LIVE.

Working ON your business focuses on the bigger picture of your business. You step back to look

at how you are doing and where you are going in your business. For example, visioning, creating videos

and content, refining your business structure, establishing contracts and agreements, strategic planning

sessions, and financial projections. Your goal is to start designing your schedule to spend more time here

as you continue to build and grow your business.

Timing & Increments

We each have different times when we are the most energized, inspired,
effective, and productive. We also each have different rhythms. Reflect on the times of the day

where you are the most energized and effective. Schedule your highest priorities within those time

blocks. Start understanding your rhythm. Do you like to work in 1-hour increments and then take a

20-minute dance break? Do you like to work in 20-minute increments and take a 5-minute break?

Understanding your rhythm, and strategizing around it, will help you create and sustain momentum,

focus, and efficiency throughout your day.
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opening/closing ritual of the day within your business

Opening Ritual: Start with an inspiring action aligned with your desires, such as making a short

video of your morning practice or visioning your divine client, or writing a post you want to share on

social media. Avoid the mistake of getting on email and social media first thing in the morning.

Closing Ritual: Clean and organize your sacred workspace. Take time to plan tomorrow, ask

yourself, how can you set up your day for success? Prioritize the three things that need to be worked on

or completed for the next day.

How can you start and end the day watering the seeds of your business?

Daily Practices

❖ Consciously work with the Graceful Warrior every day.
❖ Rearrange your altar to reflect the energy you seek from this

embodiment. Find a Sword or Talisman representing a sword and work with it in your dance

or meditation every day this month.

❖ Do the Graceful Warrior Protection Practice anytime you need to come back

to your power and discernment.

❖ Video Prompt: Reflect on the questions in the workbook and respond to one of the

questions in a short video in the FB group.

❖ Practice the Graceful Warrior mantra whenever you notice your mind going into

old habitual ways that don’t serve; every moment is an opportunity to practice being the

Graceful Warrior!
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Reflection Questions / Video Prompts

1. Where in your life do you repeat patterns of overdoing and burnout? Where do you need to

cultivate more balance?

2. Reflect on your boundaries. What boundaries do you have in place or can put in place to keep

you aligned with your highest desire and Sacred Why? Where do you give your power away?

Where do you need to speak your truth more?

3. What is your current relationship with your divine masculine principle?  What aspects of your

inner masculine do you desire to cultivate more or heal and integrate?

4. What aspect of the Desire Map do you need to focus on to embody the Graceful Warrior? What

action(s) are you ready to REcommit to, again and again?

Share your reflections with the Sisterhood inside our FB Group as a video prompt or written reflection.
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Cycle 3: Graceful Warrior

- Your Niche & Divine Client -
Monetizing with the Graceful Warrior

Photo by Melissa Robin

Embodying the Graceful warrior
This cycle invites you to take action aligned with your Sacred Why. To be productive as the Graceful

Warrior, we must become masters of our time and space. Create and commit to the structure and

schedule that support you in bringing your gifts to the world.

In this cycle, you will learn to build a bridge between what you are passionate about and what your

divine clients truly desire. You will define your niche and learn about its importance in reaching your

divine client. When starting as an entrepreneur, you must choose who you are here to serve in order to

speak directly to them in your magnetic messaging. I invite you to continue deepening your relationship

to time and boundaries as you consciously create your schedule. Discern and prioritize where you direct

your energy as you continue to say YES to the feminine leader you are becoming more and more each

day.
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Identifying your niche

I invite you to get clear on the divine clients you are here to serve;your niche.

Your niche is the problem you solve and who you solve it for. Identifying your niche

requires refinement because it hones in on a specific group and their needs rather than serving everyone

and solving many problems. As you begin this journey, it’s essential to discern and choose one niche.

Your niche is a group of humans, a particular population with common
passions, belief systems, interests, desires, challenges, and problems to solve.
Their challenges and problems are connected to underserved or unmet needs that your offering provides

solutions for.

To support you in getting clear on your niche, connect to your Sacred Dreamer

reflections on Discovering Your Divine Client (Cycle 1, Week 3 Workbook). What is the thread that

connects all of your divine clients? What do your divine clients long for? What is their background,

demographic, and level of experience?

Examples of Niches

❖ Women between the ages of 25-50 on the path of awakening who feel the call to birth a new paradigm.

They know they have big things to share but need support in stepping out as a feminine leader, claiming

their worth and creating the life and divine impact they desire (Temple Body Arts)

❖ Conscious visionaries, leaders, and entrepreneurs who are devoted to creating an aligned and embodied

online presence that transforms and inspires (Modern Mystic Social Media)

❖ Women entrepreneurs who want to grow an online community full of potential clients & customers so

they can sell their products, fill their practice & group programs. (Women Rocking Business)

❖ LGBTQ+ people who want to discover who they were before they were told who they needed to be, find

their voice, take up space, and feel worthy of living an authentic life. (Queer Empowerment)

❖ New postpartum mothers, ages 30-50, who desire to reclaim their bodies and connect to their authentic

expression of mother, so they can remember their wholeness, power and infinite potential.

(Awakening Maa)
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Market research to understand your niche

One of the most effective ways to learn about your niche is to offer
discovery calls and do potential client interviews to survey your divine
client. Find out what they struggle with, need support around, have paid for in the past, and are

willing to invest in now. These conversations with your potential divine clients offer opportunities to

understand your niche and how best to serve them.

Market research helps you figure out what your divine client is willing to
pay for, how to speak to them, and where your niche exists online and in
person. Consider various online social media platforms as well as in-person places they frequent. For

example, on Instagram, you can use hashtags to discover other entrepreneurs working with similar

niches. See what hashtags reach the greatest audiences and what types of posts get the most traction.

Observe what other leaders are doing in the field and what draws in and engages your niche.

The presence of other entrepreneurs serving your niche is a sign that your
gifts are needed, and there is an abundance of people looking for support. Avoid comparison.

When there are other offerings similar to yours, it indicates a community and collective consciousness

building around a movement or need.

In Temple Body Arts, we are all part of the movement and Rise of the Divine
Feminine. As more and more women feel the call to share their gifts and support this collective

awakening, we get to experience a beautiful global community with more opportunities to collaborate, a

larger referral network, and less effort needed to bring awareness and education to the cause.

There is strength in numbers and room for all of us to shine.

As a Temple Body Artist, harness your abundant mindset. Trust that your presence is a

gift and that you embody a unique frequency that only you can hold and share with the world.
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PRACTICE: DISCOVER YOUR SWEET SPOT

The sweet spot is the bridge between your unique gifts and what your divine
clients are willing to invest in now. The sweet spot also informs your signature offering
that your divine clients are ready for and will say YES to.

Gather the information from your Sacred Dreamer Practices combined with your

market research and observations of your niche. Remember, this process is an evolution; trust that

clarity will come with time.

Sofiah’s Example from 2012

STEP 1: On a big piece of Paper, Draw a Venn Diagram. Take a moment to reflect on notes
from your Full Body YES Timeline, Discovering Your Divine Clients, Sacred Why, Unique Gifts, and Market
Research.

Step 2: Fill out the Outer Left Circle with Your Unique Gifts. What are your skill sets?
What are you most passionate about sharing? What do you love to do? Why do people come to you for
support?

STEP 3: Fill out the Outer right Circle with examples of what your Divine
Clients desire. What are your divine clients willing to invest in now? What are they looking for?

STEP 4: Fill out the overlapping inner circle. Get creative within the scope of your unique
gifts and what you know about your divine clients. Where do your unique gifts and divine clients meet in
the middle? The meeting place is your sweet spot.
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Offerings to Get them in the Door

What can you provide that someone will say YES to right now? Your sweet spot

gives you clues on what to offer to get your divine client in the door, on a call, and on your email list.

Getting your divine client in the door allows you to create a relationship of safety, authenticity, and love

that will evolve and form a bridge between you and your divine clients.

The more specific you are about your niche, the easier it will be to get your
divine clients through the door. It is essential to start somewhere, and the more specific of

a group of people, the easier it is to reach them. Sometimes, you may experience resistance in choosing

a niche and putting a sign on the door. You may feel the fear of leaving some people behind.

This is a flyer from my first offering in San Francisco in 2002.

Sofiah’s Story: I originally started offering classes and workshops for men and women of all levels

because I didn't want to leave anyone out. But as I refined my offering and got clear on who I was here to

serve, I was able to fill my workshops and classes with more ease. I remember when I chose to serve

women in my Yoga Teacher Trainings, I felt resistance once again about leaving other genders behind, yet

through this niche, my messaging and mission became more clarified, potent, and I was able to

magnetize my divine clients more effectively. I also feared that by labelling my work “yoga”, I might

restrict the kind of healing I could share. However, I needed to start somewhere that felt exciting and

familiar with my audience and build credibility and confidence as a leader.
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Remember, getting a divine client in the door is the first step to nurture and
move them towards your signature offering. The ‘sign on the door’ is only to get them

in the door, and then, you can offer them more of yourself and gifts. Your offerings may include taking

someone really deep, and that requires trust and relationship building. Also, remember being clear

about your niche doesn’t mean that other divine clients can’t come through the door. Ultimately, you

don’t have to be limited by who you say you work with and what you do.

Reaching/speaking to your Divine Client

Your divine clients share a common language, lifestyle, set of beliefs, and
challenges, etc. Through your market research, you will learn how to relate with and speak to your

divine clients.

The more specific you are about who your divine client is and the niche you
serve, the easier it becomes to reach them with your precise languaging and branding. When you know

who you are speaking to and speak directly to them in your messaging, your divine client feels like you

understand what they are going through, and as a result, they feel seen and met.

Your divine clients want to know that you understand them and know how
to support them. Your divine clients are not looking for your credentials. Your experience can come

from different places, including from your own direct experience and shero's journey or your experience

working with others. The more you show up consistently, speak to them, and embody what they are

looking for, the more you will magnetically attract those ready to work with you.

Stand in who you are, be authentic, and trust that you will attract your

divine clients with time.
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PRACTICE: Elevator Pitch - ‘What I do’ Statement
~ adapted from Women Rocking Business, Sage Lavine

It is essential to have a clear statement, like an elevator pitch, of what you do
and who you serve to share with anyone. Depending on who you share it with, you can

slightly shift your ‘what I do’ statement to make it accessible. The desired outcome for sharing this

statement is for anyone who meets and hears you to imagine themselves or someone they know who

could be your divine client. Keep in mind your statement will most likely evolve and shift over time.

Complete the following:

I work with/teach/train/mentor/empower  ……………………………………… (insert niche here)

To …………………………….. (insert result here)

So they can……………………………(insert benefit they receive or problems you solve)

Amanda Vanya’s example of ‘what I do’ statement:
“I work with new postpartum mamas to reclaim their bodies and connect to their authentic expression of

the mother, so they can remember their wholeness, power and infinite potential.”

Sofiah Thom’s example of ‘what I do’ statement:
“I train rising feminine leaders and soulpreneurs who desire to create global change with their message

to embody their magnetic power, and birth their gifts so that they can create the divine impact and

prosperous life they desire.”
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PRACTICE: Potential Client Interview - Market Research
~adapted from Women Rocking Business, Sage Levine

Photo by Melissa Robin

Find 3-10 ideal clients to interview (now until the end of the cycle). People love

to be interviewed!

You could potentially offer them something in return, such as a meditation
or free gift. Asking potential clients what they are struggling with and most longing for is more

powerful than trying to guess yourself. This is how you will learn and discover your divine client’s

language to use for your magnetic messaging.

For every client, modify the questions to speak to them and their desires. Take

note of the specific words and language they use, and incorporate it into your own as you mirror back

and converse with them.

The goal in client interviews is to make every person feel uniquely seen and
heard, regardless if they are a perfect fit right now or not! Connection is currency, and you never know

what kind of relationships can form when someone feels a genuine connection with you.
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Practice Interview Flow

1. Greet, acknowledge, and thank them for their time. Reassure them everything they

share will be confidential. Open up a safe space for them to share.

Script: “I wanted to interview you today because I love your energy and want to connect more

deeply. I also want to share with you that I am creating a new program… (insert what you are

creating, i.e. a program for women to reclaim their sexual sovereignty). I would like to support…
(insert niche you are serving, i.e. women, mamas etc.) like yourself and I would really appreciate

your feedback, wisdom, and insight on what I am creating. I realize you might not necessarily be

seeking support in this area, and this is not a call to enroll you in my offering, but rather I am

curious about your experiences, goals, challenges and desires. I feel like you hold some incredible

wisdom to share with me…”

2.  Ask them about their personal goals and desires.
“As a (insert your niche here, i.e. new postpartum mother), what are your goals and desires?

How do you want to feel?”

3.  Find out what’s stopping them.
“What gets in the way of your goals and desires? What would you say is the biggest challenge

you are struggling with or have struggled with?”

4. Find out their personal experience (if any) with your kind of offering and
what that experience was like.

“Have you or would you invest in... (insert your offering, i.e. postpartum mentorship, online

course to connect with the goddess, life coaching etc.)?”

5. Present your offering as a solution to their problem/ a way to achieve their
goals.

“If I were to offer a program that would support you in … (insert benefits and results, i.e.

reclaiming your sexual sovereignty, embodied confidence, gaining crystal clarity on your gifts). Is

that something you would hypothetically be interested in? If not, what kind of program or

support would you be interested in?”

6. After your call, note any trends you see about the person or their goals,
especially as more clients begin to come to you.

age / gender / sexual orientation / occupation / relationship status / children / education/

experience level / goals / desires / key words they use
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Daily Practices

❖ Embody the Graceful Warrior. Hone in on your schedule and carve out time to

complete the practices.

❖ Share an image of your calendar in the FB group.
❖ Read the workbook and complete the practices: Identifying Your Niche, Discover

your Sweet Spot, What I Do Statement, Divine Client Mindset Quiz, and Begin the Potential

Client Interviews.

❖ In the FB group, create a short video sharing what you discovered in the Divine

Client Mindset Quiz.

❖ If you are in your Sacred Dreamer time, give yourself permission to rest and reflect

so you don’t burn out.

❖ Connect with your buddy and Queen’s Chamber for support and to share what is

arising as you do these practices.
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Cycle 3: Graceful Warrior

- Medicine Pillars & Magnetic Messaging -
Monetizing with the Graceful Warrior

Photo by Meliisa Robin

Once you understand your niche and sweet spot, it is time to clarify your medicine pillars and passions to

create your magnetic messaging, build awareness and visibility with your online presence. Remember to

meet yourself where you are on this journey of birthing and monetizing your gifts. Discovering your

divine purpose and creating the income and impact you desire does not happen overnight. This path of

service takes time and is an evolutionary process aligned with who you are and the deeper calling in your

womb. If you feel a sense of overwhelm or burnout, return to your breath and take one small action step

to move forward on your path.

“Taking action is the antidote to Overwhelm.” - Sage Lavine
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Discovering Your Unique Essence and Medicine Pillars

The Medicine Pillars are the different topics you are passionate about, experienced in,

and inspired to speak about with your niche.

Your values and life experience inform your medicine pillars. The pillars represent

what you are ready to teach, what you want to be known for, and build credibility around; they support

your main message of what you stand for and your Sacred Why. If you get off track, you come back to

your medicine pillars to maintain your consistency and presence in your messaging and branding.

In Temple Body Arts, the points of the Guiding Compass and Desire Map are
examples of my Medicine Pillars. These compass and map points are the main topics and

threads weaving through all of the Temple Body Arts teachings and what I value and see as essential for

Embodied Feminine Leadership. Before the Temple Body Arts compass, I originally envisioned the points

as pillars of a temple.

Photo by Meliisa Robin

Look at your offerings as the pillars of a temple, creating the structure

and substance of what you are here to share.
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DISCOVER YOUR MEDICINE PILLARS & CREATE CONTENT BANKS

STEP 1: Complete the guided
embodiment practice to tune in

and discover your medicine pillars.

What are you passionate about and

drawn to speak about endlessly?

What is your personal relationship to

these topics?

Step 2: Discover your
Medicine Pillars. Select 3-5 core

pillars that you are ready to teach,

write, and speak about with your

niche. Remember, these pillars are the

main topics and themes you want to

share with your audience. For

example, core medicine pillars in

Temple Body Arts are Intention, Sacred

Embodiment, Expressive Arts, Sexual

Sovereignty, and Creative Power.

STEP 3: Create content banks of ideas and writing for your medicine pillars.
Once you have your pillars, you will create a content bank. A content bank is a place to house and

organize your ideas, writing, and content for each pillar.

To create a content bank, you will need to make a folder or document for
each pillar. Label each folder or document with the title of the pillar. When you feel inspired, allow

yourself to free-write and create content for your pillars. Write your thoughts, inspirations, practices, and

ideas connected to what you want to share on the topic. Find your way to work; you can use online tools

such as google drive and docs or create a folder on your desktop to gather articles, visions, images, and

writings for each pillar. Be inspired by what you read and see from others, although it is you that curates

the content and writes the copy. Remember, to always credit the sources you get your information from

and only use images you have permission to use.

STEP 4: Once you have medicine pillars, create Pinterest boards. Visual content

banks via Pinterest boards can help you build out the colors and feel for your Signature Essence and

Brand that we will be focusing more on in Cycle 3 with Mother/ Lover. Your content bank acts as a tool to

maintain alignment with your medicine pillars and branding while igniting your inspiration.
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Fill in your Medicine Pillars along the compass lines

Notes:
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Magnetic Messaging

Once you know who you are talking to, your divine client, how to speak to
your niche, and your medicine pillars, you are ready to create your magnetic
messaging.

Your intention with your messaging is to become more visible, draw
awareness, and magnetically attract your divine clients towards you and your
offerings. Your magnetic messaging meets your divine clients in 'the sweet spot' and speaks to their core
issues, challenges, experiences, and desires. You can get your niche's attention by taking a bold stand,
leading your messaging with an engaging question, or by sharing vulnerably through stories.

There are different elements to consider in positioning yourself and sharing
your message. Depending on who you are speaking to and what platform you are speaking on, you
may have to potentially adapt the language within your message to make it more accessible. The more
you share and express what you do and how you do it, the more refined your messaging comes.

Share your magnetic messaging to...
❖ Build credibility, take a stand, become visible, and educate.
❖ Position yourself as a voice and leader in your field.
❖ Create a relationship and dialogue with your niche and potential divine clients.
❖ Make an Offering (Sales Copy).

Primary Platforms to choose from and share your magnetic messaging…
❖ Verbal Conversation
❖ Website
❖ Social Media - Instagram /  Facebook / Twitter  / Pinterest /LinkedIn / YouTube etc.
❖ Promotional Materials - flyers, brochures, business cards, posters, banners etc.
❖ Conferences/ Webinars/ Podcasts etc.

Speaking to your medicine pillars & drawing from your content banks

Using your medicine pillars helps build your credibility as you continue to share and
speak about specific topics and position yourself as a leader. When you feel overwhelmed or uncertain in
whether your messaging aligns with your brand, keep returning and committing to focusing on and
building out your medicine pillars.

Your content banks provide your creative authority and power to fuel your
magnetic messaging. Use your social media presence to make a bold stand and to invite others to stand
with you.
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Relationship & Languaging

It is essential to build a relationship with your divine clients through your
consistent presence and valued content without making an offer. For example, imagine if you ‘only’ send
emails and share posts about programs and offerings. It is unlikely people will purchase or sign up
without already having an established relationship and building trust. Show up consistently to offer free
content and value!

Show Up with your full presence and value. Your online presence, consistency, and the
value you bring invites your divine clients to lean in and want more. Ultimately, your goal is to build
awareness of who you are and the medicine and unique gifts you offer. The more you show up, the more
primed your divine clients are to say YES in working with you.

Use your divine client’s language that you gathered from your market research and
interviews. Speak to what people are looking for and willing to pay for rather than what you think they
need. For example, you may be offering vocal training and holding space for people to process emotional
blocks. However, your divine client's tangible goal is to improve her leadership and public speaking skills
at work and doesn't realize that what she needs to reach her goal is to move through her fear of being
seen and heard.

You can create Intimacy in how you share when you imagine you are speaking to one
person: your divine client. Speak in the second person rather than the third person, even if you are
addressing a group. Use ‘you’ and ‘your’ pronouns rather than ‘us’ and ‘we’ unless you want to
intentionally speak from a collective perspective.

For example, when speaking to an audience, notice the difference in saying
and hearing, “When we harness Saraswati’s energy, we tap into our muse” compared to “You have
the power to harness Saraswati’s energy and become the muse.”

Social Media post example- speaking to what is alive, providing value, and seeding my
upcoming radiance offering:

“The New Moon always calls us to turn inward, asking us to take a moment to reflect on what we are
creating and how we are showing up for our dreams and desires.
This New Moon, I invite you to reflect:
⇢ What is one area or role in your life where you desire to act with more discernment?
Gaining clarity on where we can improve our discernment while also recognizing how far we have come
is a powerful medicine for healing…
In Temple Body RADIANCE, we've spent the month of July focusing on Discernment as a tool to create a
life fully aligned with our dreams and desires!
I invite you to take time for yourself in deep reflection on this New Moon.
AND if you'd like rituals to support you for this and every New Moon, you are welcome to join our sweet
sisterhood of Temple Body RADIANCE ❤ more info in my bio

With Love,  
 𝒮𝑜𝒻𝒾𝒶𝒽 💋”
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9 TIPS for Messaging and building credibility

*Use these tips for writing copy for websites, social media or emails*

Tip 1: Connect through Identifying Questions
To capture your divine clients' attention, and stand out in a noisy online world, speak to a challenge or
desire that your divine client identifies with and is feeling now. In hearing your message, they feel met
and seen. Your goal is for your divine clients to say YES, that's me! It is essential that your offering
provides the answer to the identifying questions you ask.

Here are some examples from Temple Body RADIANCE and the Leadership Path:

Do you ever feel like you’re…
❖ faced with imposter syndrome and giving in to your playing of small stories?
❖ allowing fear to hold you back from fully committing to yourself?
❖ comparing yourself to others instead of practicing self-love?

Are you ready to …
❖ embody your message & claim your divine power as you birth your unique gifts into the world?
❖ stand in your value and create the income and impact you desire through sharing and monetizing your

gifts?
❖ harness your sexual creative power and live from a place of empowered pleasure?

TIP 2: Connect through Vulnerability
Start with a vulnerable share or story. Share something that relates to your niche and divine clients. Your

vulnerability share needs to be a story or experience that you have processed and ideally is already

complete. When you share something you have conquered, you become the guide showing the path

forward through the challenge and towards a desired outcome.

Language to prepare your audience, grab their attention, and open up to a vulnerability share:

- Start with the most vulnerable part of the story “I was on the floor crying…”

- Name it, “This is a very vulnerable story for me to share... I’ve never shared this before… “

TIP 3: be relatable and build credibility
Language to create relatability, connection, empathy, and understanding:

- “I know those feelings well because I have experienced them too, time and time again.”
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TIP 4: Position yourself as the guide
Show your niche and divine clients how you shifted

your reality from where they are to where they want

to BE!

TIP 5: Create Engagement in your
Posts, Emails & Videos
End your copy with an engaging question, inviting

your niche to comment below or reply to an email.

The more engagement, the more visibility your post

will receive. When people respond to your emails, it

helps get your emails into the inbox rather than

ending up in a promotions folder!

How to create engagement in Social Media Posts and

live videos:

- “Share in the comments below with an emoji or

YES! if you experience this too.”

- “Sister, how do you feel called to show up in your

authentic way to support our evolving world? Share

below”

Photo by Meliisa Robin

TIP 6:  Go Live and share your message to Solidify it
Speaking your message out loud begins to solidify it. One of the best ways to clarify your message is to

show up every week and go live via video on Facebook, IGTV or YouTube. Your message will naturally

evolve and solidify as you show up and speak to what is alive. Communicating to your divine clients

through the camera supports you in discovering your message and what you stand for. Extra tip: mark

the camera lens with a piece of tape with a hole over the lens and draw an eye -so you feel like you are

looking directly into your divine client's eye!

When creating content online through digital messaging or live videos, create from and respond to what

is alive in your life. Ask yourself, what can I share that is personal, vulnerable, authentic, and relatable to

my divine clients? Ultimately people want to feel themselves  and identify with what you are  sharing.
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TIP 7: Focus on the Benefits & Results
My mentor always says: “Features tell, but the benefits are what sell!”

When sharing your offering or program, focus on the transformation,
results, and benefits that your offering provides. The benefits are tangible results, your

promise, and guarantee to anyone who works with you. In marketing, you always want to lead with

transformational results. Does your message speak directly to what is in it for your divine client? Why

would they say YES and invest their time and money to work with you? How will this offering change

their current reality? The results of your offering must meet your divine client's needs and desires.

When sharing about benefits, use accessible language that is specific and
tangible rather than vague. For example, if a benefit you offer fits under the category of

'Self-Love,' focus on what will change for your divine client because of your offering, i.e., healthy

relationships, better boundaries, higher levels of confidence, deeper self-worth, and making more

money.

Example of how we led with Benefits in my Temple Body RADIANCE program:

Temple Body RADIANCE Benefits:

❖ Tune your body like an instrument of the divine... falling in love with yourself and learning to trust

your inner knowing.

❖ Create new daily habits and rituals of honoring yourself...so you can show up with confidence,

devotion and authenticity.

❖ Commit to showing up for yourself... like you never have before and reclaim your sovereignty.

❖ Learn to live with authenticity, alignment, and integrity...so you can have both a deeply fulfilling life
and relationships.

❖ Cultivate your sword of discernment through daily self-reflection... to help you take action and cut

away what no longer serves.

❖ Adopt self-love practices and mindsets that work!

❖ Uncover the layers of your gifts each day... in order to connect with and feel your deeper purpose for

leadership at this time!

TIP 8: Follow Benefits with the Features

After sharing the benefits, now is the time to share the offering's features, which is the 'how' you will be

delivering this offering.  What are the offering's details? What will your divine client receive once they

say YES to your offering? Through what means, mediums and practices will you offer transformational

results?
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Example of the features in my Temple Body RADIANCE program:

Temple Body RADIANCE Features:

❖ Weekly Divinely-Inspired Gifts From Sofiah — Including Embodiment Practices, Guided Meditations,
And Audio Transmissions Inside Our PRIVATE FB Group And Delivered To Your Inbox

❖ Weekly Check-In & Guidance Via Facebook Group— To Support You In Aligning And Committing To
Your Divine Feminine Awakening So That You Can Deepen Your Relationship To Yourself And Life

❖ Monthly 1 Hour LIVE Call with Me— With 20-Minute Signature Temple Body Arts Experience
Followed By Discussion, Q&A, Coaching And Mentoring, And Occasional Special Guest Experts

❖ NEW MOON AND FULL MOON Rituals Aligned With The Theme And Practice Of The Month TO
Further Support You TO Come Into Your Full Radiance

❖ Private FB Group With Direct Access To Connect, Share, And Get Your Questions Answered By Sofiah,
The Temple Body Arts Team, And Your Like-Minded Soul-Sisters

Social Media Post Example for RADIANCE SALES COPY leading with the benefits:

“Sister, In this time of uncertainty do you desire a place to belong?
ℐ𝓂𝒶𝑔𝒾𝓃𝑒 waking up each morning & feeling a deep sense of  𝓈𝑒𝒸𝓊𝓇𝒾𝓉𝓎 and 𝒸𝑒𝓇𝓉𝒶𝒾𝓃𝓉𝓎 in your relationship
with ℒ𝒾𝒻𝑒, yourself and sisters who see you and celebrate you…

Knowing that each day, you are  𝙇𝙄𝙑𝙄𝙉𝙂 𝙔𝙊𝙐𝙍 𝙇𝙄𝙁𝙀 𝙊𝙉 𝙋𝙐𝙍𝙋𝙊𝙎𝙀, 𝙒𝙄𝙏𝙃 𝙋𝙐𝙍𝙋𝙊𝙎𝙀...  
With each breath, you 𝒟𝑒𝒸𝒾𝒹𝑒 to direct your precious energy towards nurturing your  𝒟𝒾𝓋𝒾𝓃𝑒 essence...
With each step you take, you're embodying the boundless 𝕒𝕓𝕦𝕟𝕕𝕒𝕟𝕔𝕖 that lives within you. 
This is what you get inside my Monthly Membership.
Join me and a beautiful circle of 𝒢𝑜𝒹𝒹𝑒𝓈𝓈𝑒𝓈 for this exciting new offering ✨𝐑𝐀𝐃𝐈𝐀𝐍𝐂𝐄✨ for only 33$
a month.
See my stories for more details 𝐋𝐈𝐍𝐊 𝐈𝐍 𝐁𝐈𝐎 𝐓𝐎 𝐉𝐎𝐈𝐍!  
With Radiant Love, 
Sofiah xo”

Tip 9: Proofread through the lens of your Divine Client
Be professional and check for any grammar or spelling errors. Some great online

programs and apps can assist you. For example, Grammarly or an online dictionary and thesaurus. Look

out for common misspelled words and oversights, such as ‘sacred typo spelled as scared’ or ‘meditation

typo spelled as mediation’.

Make sure to re-read what you have written through the lens of your divine
client. Is your messaging clear? Can you answer this simple question - what is the essence of

the post? Does it sound authentic and inviting? Or does it seem too 'salesy' or too lengthy? Can you be

more refined in what you are trying to say? Remember, less is more!
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Daily Practices

❖ Read the workbook and complete the practices: Medicine Pillars Embodiment

Practice, Discover Your Medicine Pillars, and Create Content Banks. Share your Medicine

Pillars/Compass in the FB Group.

❖ Video Prompt: Speak to 1 of your Medicine Pillars using the magnetic messaging tips (2 mins

or less).

❖ Magnetic Messaging Practice: Create 1 social media post speaking directly to one of

your pillars, use the magnetic messaging tips.

❖ Work with a buddy to practice sharing your magnetic messaging. Can

they easily identify the essence of the post and your intention behind it? Ask for constructive

and loving feedback. Have your buddy write down keywords that stood out to her as you spoke.

Ask for support to refine your magnetic message and connect more to the intention or essence

behind your message.
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Cycle 4: Mother/Lover

- Mother/Lover Archetype -
birthing into the world with the Full Moon

Photo by Rebecca Burns

In the lunar cycle, Mother/Lover reflects the Full Moon. This is the time of

ovulation where we are fertile, ripe, and sensual. We feel our full creative power and ability to give birth

to ourselves and our gifts. All we have dreamed up and received in our Sacred Dreamer time and put

into action with the Graceful Warrior has the potential to fruition with the Mother/Lover phase. We

celebrate our Temple Bodies and all we’ve birthed.

The full moon phase is considered the Summer in the Seasons, the element of
Earth, inviting the energy of the Mother/Lover, of sexual ripeness, and birthing ourselves into the

world. She is connected to her infinite potentiality and knows herself. The Mother/Lover is generous,

fully embodied, and rooted in the earth and within. She is open, present, and available to connect.
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The Mother/Lover archetype carries a similar frequency of the Hindu
Goddesses Lalita and Lakshmi. An aspect of Lalita is spiritual eroticism, which invites us to be

our inner lover and connect our sexuality with the divine. Lakshmi represents beauty, love, and

abundance, and invites us to connect with the overflowing fruits of our gifts and offerings.

you are invited to embody your Soul Essence and Wealth Frequency. It is time to

know your own value and create a channel to receive abundance as you offer your presence and gifts

generously. The Mother/ Lover energy is naturally directed outwards and possesses an innate desire to

connect with loved ones, friends, family, community, and the world. This is a great time to become

visible, offer workshops, retreats, and publicly speak. The sisterhood and your Temple Body Arts network

uplevels your wealth frequency and is here for your expansion. It is time to lean in, reach out, and create

opportunities for collaboration, celebration, and mutual support.

Your Creative Power is the foundation for Living Your YES.

Photo by Alize Jireh, Temple Body Initiation, 2017

Mother/Lover Mantra: I am pure love. I open to my infinite potential.

My Presence is a gift.

Bija Sound: yam (seed syllable sound for the heart)
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Phoenix shares: “[With the full moon], we want to come into fullness as a power, as a spiritual

practice and allow whatever we have been launching with the graceful warrior energy, to now sit and be

it, through your breasts, hips, womb, just be it. Whatever we do in this phase expands in our lives. This is

our most fertile, powerful, grounded, and celebratory time. ”

This archetypal phase calls us into the fullness of who we are. As a sexually

sovereign being, you are your greatest mother and lover. No one else can take care of your needs as well

as you can. This requires carving out time and space to listen to the innate wisdom of your womb and

heart. As you take responsibility for your self-care and sexual creative energy, you gain access to your

creative power.

The shadow aspect of Mother/Lover is overgiving. If we do not love and fill ourselves

up, we may feel depleted, overwhelmed, and unnurtured. As Phoenix mentions, this shadow can look

like a “needy child or a dark controlling mother,” acting from a place of desperation or manipulation.

Ultimately, we are not taking responsibility to show up and provide for our needs.

It is important to remember that whatever we are embodying,

shadow or light will be amplified with the full moon.

Healing & The Sacred Marriage

This time of connecting with the full moon and ovulation phase is a space to
heal any lack of self-worth. Compassionately connect with the Divine Mother as a resource to

feel nourished and protected. Rather than looking outside yourself to be full and feel worthy, go within.

In the Mother/Lover Phase, the soil is most fertile for you to consciously conceive whatever you desire to

birth. You hold the power to choose yourself and prioritize what gives you the most joy and fills you up.

The more you connect to your womb and heart and feel your capacity to
give and receive unconditional love, the more you will know yourself as an embodiment

of love. As you experience your sovereignty through connecting to the inner beloved and lover within

you will also embody the Sacred Marriage.

In this journey with the Mother/Lover, you can learn to fill your cup,

make love to life, and become magnetic in your radiance.
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Mirror Practice to experience your presence as a gift

Photo by Alize Jireh, Temple Body Initiation, 2017

❖ Set aside 2-7 minutes to connect with yourself in the mirror.

❖ Put on background music that connects you to your heart.

❖ Breath slowly and deeply. Root your Temple Body.

❖ Connect the roots of your lotus flower yoni portal with the rose quartz crystal in the center of

the earth.

❖ Bring the energy of the earth up through your yoni, womb, heart, and then gaze into your eyes.

It is easier to focus on one eye at a time.

❖ Repeat the Mantra: My Presence is Enough. My Presence is a Gift.

❖ When you feel complete, take a few moments to journal and reflect on what arose for you.

**It is potent to do this practice following the Womb Heart Meditation Practice **
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Temple Body Arts Guiding Compass
- Creative Power -

With the Mother/Lover archetype we connect to the Temple Body Arts
Guiding Compass Point of Creative Power. Moving through life from your creative power

requires you to align with your dreams and then take inspired action to birth your gifts into the world as

the Mother/Lover. As you harness your creative potential, you consciously surround yourself with people

and opportunities that inspire you.

As you claim your sexual energy as your own and recognize that you have a choice in

every aspect of your life, you gain access to the fullness of your creative power.
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Reflection Questions and Video Prompts

1. What is your current relationship with the Mother/Lover archetype, the full moon, and your

ovulation time, if you bleed? How do you desire to express your Mother/Lover?

2. Where do you see the shadow aspect of the Mother/Lover playing out in your life?  What practices

or mindsets support you in integrating the shadow and not letting it unconsciously play out?

3. What reflections and insights did you receive from doing the Womb Heart Meditation and Mirror

Practice?
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Daily Practices

❖ Consciously connect with the Mother/Lover daily as you create space to tune

your energetic frequency through movement and self-love practices.

❖ Refresh your altar to reflect your wealth frequency and how you
desire to birth your gifts into the world.

❖ Read the workbook and complete the practices: Womb Heart Movement

Meditation Video and Mirror Practice to Experience Your Presence as a Gift.

❖ FB Share Prompt: Reflect on the questions and respond to one of the questions via the

Video Prompt Announcements in video or written form.

❖ Practice the Mother/Lover Mantra when you desire to feel your fullness, and

reconnect with your essence.
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Cycle 4: Mother/Lover

- Signature Essence & Soul Offering -
Uplevel Your Wealth Frequency

Photo by Sofiah Thom

Share your gifts and birth yourself into the world with the full moon and
Mother/Lover. Define your signature essence, up-level your relationship with sacred technology,

embody your wealth frequency, and know your value. With a generous spirit, you will become more

visible.

Open to receive the support of the Temple Body Arts Collective. Reach out to the

Sisterhood and the extensive Temple Body Arts network. Recognize the value of these networks and how

they can support you as you put yourself out there and create your offering. We are here to lift each

other and build community. We are birthing a new paradigm as sisters, one of collaboration over

competition. We recognize the importance of asking for help and support along the way, as we rise to

meet one another on this path.
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In the Mother/Lover Phase, the soil is most fertile for you to consciously conceive

whatever you desire to birth. Harness your creative power to embody your signature soul essence and

create your signature soul offering. As women, we have the power to create life.

I invite you to approach your business as a conscious conception, which
demands your creative fullness and commitment.

Signature Essence
Your Brand Essence

Your signature essence is the unique fingerprint and frequency that only
you hold. Each of us has a unique creative spark that needs to be nurtured and expressed.

“There is a vitality, a life force, an energy, a quickening that is translated through you into

action, and because there is only one of you in all of time, this expression is unique. And if you

block it, it will never exist through any other medium and it will be lost”.

- Martha Graham, Mother of Modern Dance

How you express yourself, share online, and move through the world represents your signature

essence. Ultimately, you are your brand. As an Embodied Feminine Leader, your work is an expression of

your soul’s essence - it is who you are currently and who you are stepping into and becoming. Your

essence is who you are at the most fundamental level. In those full-body YES moments, when you are

ecstatically engaged and sharing your gifts, your Signature Essence is fully present.

Your brand and signature essence magnetize and draw in your divine clients because

who you are and what you offer mirrors what they are longing for in their own lives. The frequency of

your signature essence matches what your divine clients desire and wish to awaken within themselves.

Practice: Signature Essence Keywords

After completing the signature essence guided journey, connect to the keywords that

you feel encompass the frequency of your essence. Consider the reflections you’ve received when you

share your essence with the Temple Body Arts Sisterhood or with your divine clients, friends, family, and

community. What is reflected to you again and again?

Write down the keywords to help reveal your Signature Essence:

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Practice: Create Your Signature Soul Essence Moodboard

Use your visual content banks on Pinterest from Graceful Warrior to inspire you

in creating your Signature Essence Board, a visual identity representing who you are and what you offer.

With Pinterest, consider the visual look and direction of your brand essence and use ‘pins’ that include

colors, textures, images, embodied feminine archetypes, types of content, typography, patterns, designs,

etc. which visually represent your essence.

You can also use this practice as a way of defining your unique archetypal energy. For example, perhaps

your signature essence is mirrored through the archetype of a sovereign queen, sensual/playful spirit,

mystical/magical being, or a graceful warrior frequency, etc. Have fun. Discover the archetypes that you

resonate with and identify with to connect to your unique energetic signature.

For inspiration, you can see my mood board here:
https://www.pinterest.com/sofiahthom/signature-soul-essence/.

PREPARING TO BECOME VISIBLE

As you get clearer on your Signature Essence, you must prepare yourself to become

visible and embody your brand essence through how you dress, adorn, speak, walk, dance, and connect.

In this technology age, the best way to gain visibility is online, so you need to begin preparing yourself to

show up and share consistently. We will go deeper into this concept in the Path to Purchase later in this

workbook.
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Practice: Signature Essence PhotoShoot or Self-Portrait

Get into the mindset of becoming visible by doing a photo-shoot and getting
comfortable embodying your Signature Essence in front of an audience.

Create a sacred and safe space for you to explore and express yourself. Have a

tripod, friend, or photographer. Connect with your Signature Essence, bring out your inner archetype,

adorn yourself, and dress the part. Move your body, shake out, stretch your face, pleasure yourself,

whatever it takes to let go of inhibitions and play with the camera. Allow yourself to be seen in your full

expression of your Signature Essence.

TIP: With close-ups, look into the camera, imagining that you are looking into your divine client's eyes.

Be mindful of natural light and lighting; avoid back-lit shots and shadows unless you are intentionally

working with your silhouette. Golden hours (early in the morning or sunset) are ideal for capturing your

magic!

Sofiah Thom, Signature Essence Shoot with Natalia Chaparro
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Mirroring

One of the ways to experience your Signature Essence is through being
mirrored by another. It can be hard for us to see ourselves in our full power and beauty

sometimes. You may find it difficult to see the real value you bring, the presence you hold, and the gifts

you carry. You may be able to see yourself more clearly through your sister's eyes or via people you

trust. As you grow, welcome reflections and feedback. It is important to discern who you can trust to be

a loving and honest mirror.

Projection/Transference

As you continue to put yourself out there online and show up in your fullness, you will

receive beautiful reflections from your sisters and divine clients. You will also receive projections and

judgments.

As a leader, you are in the spotlight for receiving projections, also known as
transference. Transference can show up in any realm; online from strangers or in-person with a
divine client. When someone is triggered, they may direct unconscious feelings towards you, which
usually stems from their past experiences with others, including authority figures, teachers, sisters,
parents, or leaders.

Standing as a leader requires cultivating clear boundaries and practicing not
taking the projections of others personally. When transference shows up, it is best to stand back and
witness what is happening, rather than getting pulled into the play of emotions. It also requires being a
clear channel to avoid projecting your ideas of what you want others to experience.

Connect to the Graceful warrior’s tools and resources to come back to
center, because dealing with resistance and transference may take you off-center. Be gentle with
yourself, knowing all these experiences are teachers for you on your path.

The stronger you know who you are and what you stand for, the more

unshakable you become when projections and judgments come your way.
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Uplevel Your Wealth Frequency
“If money was your lover what would they say about you?” - Rev. Deborah Johnson

The more you share your signature essence and know the value of your gifts,
the more you expand your wealth frequency. Money is an extension of your essence, and where you

spend your money and invest your resources reflects what you value. Money loves movement; it doesn’t

like to be stagnant. As you invest in yourself and what you value, you create the space to receive more.

To experience your fullness, you must generously give to yourself that which 'fills you up.’ Trust that

money continues to flow to you. Relating with money is a dance of reciprocity and generosity; the more

you invest and give, the more you receive. The more you receive, the greater your ability to create the

income and impact you desire and deserve.

Upleveling your wealth frequency is a daily practice.

An essential aspect of up-leveling your wealth frequency is to examine where you

stand in your current relationship with money and numbers. To be financially autonomous and create a

positive relationship with numbers, you need to be realistic, pay attention to bank accounts, learn to

budget, and manage your finances.

An abundant mindset includes giving your attention to money, getting playful

with numbers, and spending from a place of joy and gratitude. You can shift your relationship to how you

view money by choosing to root into the frequency of gratitude every time you relate with money.

Recognize that your wealth is beyond how much money is in your bank account and assets. Your wealth

also lies in your internal resources and what you offer - your time, presence, unique gifts, life experience,

relationships, community, love, health, mindset, and your Temple Body.  Sally Kempton shares:

“For many centuries, people have associated Goddess Lakshmi with abundance. Yet the message of

Lakshmi is that abundance is not just an external force. Abundance is the natural expression of

your own radiance—and the practices associated with Lakshmi are all about opening you to the

light you carry. When you know how to invoke her effulgent presence through myth, meditation,

and mantra it can activate forces within you that transform your approach to wealth, relationship,

and creativity.”

How will you uplevel your wealth frequency? Acknowledge the experience and gifts you

are embodying that make you rich. List below your wealthy  inner and outer resources.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Photo by Melissa Robin

“My presence is a gift.”

Our presence is precious and valuable. Much like a garden, the seeds you water with your

attention will blossom. Ask yourself, how do you value your time,  presence, and Temple Body?

As you give your energy and attention to what you desire to create, it will grow

and flourish. With the Mother/Lover, you develop your ability to create and receive more time, space,

money, resources, and love to be full and radiant. In this journey, it is imperative to acknowledge our

shadows and let go of any stories or feelings of lack, scarcity, and ‘not-enoughness.’ We will go deeper

into rewriting our stories with Wild Woman.

We are redefining what it means to be a woman blessed with good fortune
and wealth. We are in a new era as women. We value and discover more of our unique gifts to create

wealth and abundance in addition to our generous gifts of motherhood, family roles, and responsibilities.

Create an abundant mindset around your gifts. As you begin to share your offering and

witness the transformation that occurs, you get to experience your gifts’ value and develop the

confidence it takes to charge what your offering is worth. As you claim your value and power living

within your Temple Body, you shift your inner state of being and uplevel your wealth frequency. As you

embody your signature essence and wealth frequency, you become more magnetic and begin to attract

your divine clients toward you with ease and grace.
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Practice: Make love to numbers

Money loves attention and energy flows where attention goes. Give your
attention to the flow of money.

1. Celebrate and list below all the ways you invest in yourself.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Do a gratitude dance any time money flows in. The more you celebrate all the ways money flows in

and out, the more the currency of money will flow abundantly.

As you gain clarity on your Signature Soul Offering, you will need to create a

positive relationship with money to understand how to best value and price your Offering. Begin

cultivating that relationship now by recognizing and celebrating money and all the wealth in your life.

Signature Soul Offering
your monetizable Program

As the Mother/Lover, it is time to offer your gifts to the world. What is the

essence that you are here to bring?

Wherever you are, your inspiration comes from your life experience and all the

work you have done. Your Soul Offering is a monetizable program that is based on your Signature

Essence. What do you embody and hold that your divine client wants? Your offering is an opportunity to

weave your experience and wisdom into a program that will support others' transformation and provide

you financial abundance. Start with what you already embody now, and trust that you will continue to

evolve, shift, and expand as you create and lead others.

There are different ways to get started, gain confidence in sharing your offering, and

develop your capacity to hold space as an Embodied Feminine Leader. Depending on your line of work,

the best place to start is either with a single 1:1 session or group sessions if you feel more drawn to work

with multiple people at once. Some good examples of Group Sessions include Online/Live Circles,

Workshop, or an Online Challenge.

If you are already confident and experienced in leading groups and private
sessions, your next step in leveraging your time and creating the income you desire is birthing either a

1:1 transformational program or group program spanning over 3 - 12 months.
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Types Of Signature Soul Offerings

1. 1:1 Session (beginner)
If you are just getting started with facilitation and mentorship, 1:1 sessions are a perfect way to get

experience by meeting somebody exactly where they are and guiding them through mindset,

embodiment, and practical steps to make shifts in their life. This is a place to leverage the skills you

already have, such as yoga teacher, reiki master, oracle, etc.

2. Online or LIVE Circle  (beginner)
If you are just starting in facilitating experiences or want to build more awareness and visibility, an online

circle or gathering is a great place to begin. For example, hosting and leading New Moon and Full Moon

Circles are an accessible way to build community, credibility, and develop your skills and experience in

holding space and facilitating a group.

To incorporate Temple Body Arts into your offering, use the themes of the archetypes for these Moon

Gatherings.

For example, Sacred Dreamer - New Moon  |  Mother/Lover - Full Moon.

3. Workshop (beginner)
Like online circles, offering a workshop is great when you have more confidence and experience with a

specific topic or practice and positions you more as a leader. Creating a workshop provides an

opportunity to go deeper into one of your medicine pillars and build credibility within that domain. A

Temple Body Arts-inspired workshop will take participants on an experiential journey to embody one of

your medicine pillars and come away transformed.

4. Online Invitational Journey (beginner to Advanced)
An online journey or invitation, also known as a challenge, is centered around educating and building

awareness of your offering and allows you to engage people online. Usually, it is a longer time frame and

requires a daily commitment from you and participants. An online invitational journey intends to gather

as many people as possible and position yourself as a leader on the theme and topic you invite your

participants to engage in.

A 21-day invitation on FB, IG, or online event is a powerful way to build your
audience and tribe, leaving your niche and potential divine clients feeling transformed and

desiring more. In a transformational invitation or event, collaborating with other feminine leaders and

Temple Body sisters is a fun way to build more credibility, awareness, and offers exposure to more

potential divine clients.
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When starting, invitations are generally FREE in the Mother/Lover spirit of
generosity to build your audience and tribe. The wealth that you gain from a free

offering is increasing your visibility and credibility as a leader.

5. 1:1 transformational program (Beginner to Advanced)
Creating a 1:1 Transformational Program, spanning 8-13 weeks, is an opportunity to gain experience in

mentoring and leading others in a deeper way over time. Through this experience, you gain clarity on

your skills and how you can bring your experience to meet someone else’s and guide them through a

customized transformation unique to their needs, challenges, goals, desires, and longing, etc. You can

create it as you go, in response to the needs and shifts occurring in your clients. Here your presence and

ability to build relationships and create rapport is essential.

To incorporate Temple Body Arts into your offering, use your Sacred Why
and Medicine Pillars to build the foundation for the transformational
program. Incorporate the practices you embody.

6. transformational group program (advanced)
Once you have experience with 1:1 clients, you can create a group journey addressing key challenges and

shared themes that arose from your 1:1 clients. Your level of curriculum and depth of the transformation

you offer will come from experience and develop over time as you create content and facilitate

experiences for your divine clients.

A general structure for a group program can be modeled from our Cycles in
Temple Body Arts, offering material and a live call each week focused on a
different topic or theme. A foundational structure would include an opening call, modules,

closing call, and integration call. The modules and journey explore your medicine pillars or a particular

medicine pillar on a deeper level, incorporating wisdom, experiential practices, and group connection. To

open and close your offering and journey, set aside special calls so that participants can get to know you

and one another at the start and leave room for a sense of completion and ending together as you close.

In the closing, consider integration and follow up practices to support participants to anchor into the

experience and continue to weave transformation into their daily life.

For this level of journey, you may create a syllabus that guides your offering
the whole way through (we can call this the score) and gives participants a clear idea of what

they will explore, learn, and receive. It reflects the benefits and details. However, you will want to create

a syllabus and score that leaves space for you to attune to the group, adapt, design, and go deeper as

you go through the modules and live calls. More details in how to create a transformational program will

follow in the Wild Woman Cycle, for now, focus on the essence of your offering and the journey you are

inspired to lead.
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Melissa Robin, Temple Body Initiation 2018

Transformation And Commitment
In offering transformative journeys, connect to the end goal: How will your

divine client's life be different at the end of your program? What lies as the end goal and result? What

transformation will have occurred in their life?

Transformation takes time. The longer the commitment, the more transformation possible. And

you will need to inspire your clients to show up and create the change themselves. You will see more

transformation with longer courses, so you don’t want to focus on single sessions. Usually, to experience

the lasting value your offering provides, you will need to guide your clients through a journey over time.

Starting with a pilot program
A pilot program is a small scale free or low cost program, where the goal is
to experiment, and learn what works and what doesn’t. Offering pilot programs is a

great way to build confidence through experience, gain testimonials, and attract potential divine clients.

If you are not a trained coach or mentor, it is essential to develop your experience and trust in your

skills*. As you experience the transformation in your clients, you will come to know your value as a

leader and embody more confidence in leading groups.

*Important Note about Coaching and Therapy*
If you are not a certified life coach or therapist, it is crucial to focus on the educational

components of your offering and teach from your own experience. Know the boundaries of your offering

and what is outside your scope of practice and considered coaching or therapy.

Template for Your Signature Soul Offering
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Offering Title: ____________________________________________________________________

Short description of Offering:   __________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Platform / Location:______________________________________________________________

Dates & Times (Duration of Offering):  ___________________________________________

Your Sacred Why:  ________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Your Divine Client/ Niche Description:  __________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Min and Max Number of People:  __________________________________________________

Benefits/ Results/ Transformation you provide:  ________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Investment:  _______________________________________________________________________

Magnetic Message & Invitation:  __________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Medicine Pillars/Themes:   _________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

features:   __________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Outline of Structure: (Opening, Modules, Closing, Integration) ___________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Daily Practices

❖ Read the workbook and complete the practices: Signature Essence

Guided Journey, Signature Soul Essence Moodboard, Signature Essence

PhotoShoot/Self-Portrait, Make Love to Numbers

❖ Share an image and link to your Moodboard in the FB Group
❖ Express your Signature Essence Video Prompt: After doing the Guided

Journey, adorn and dress to express your Signature Essence and speak on a medicine

pillar or what you are most passionate about (2 mins or less)

❖ Inside the FB Group, comment with words that encompass the frequency that you

see in your sisters Signature Essence Videos
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Cycle 4: Mother/Lover

- Sacred Technology & Path to Purchase -
By Csia Ra

Sofiah & Csia, 2018. Photo by Melissa Robin

Sacred Technology

Embrace sacred technology as a valuable resource. Learn how to share your offering

with the world through authentic marketing via social media. Learn how showing up on your social

media platforms (Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest, Instagram) is essential for building awareness of who

you are and what you offer.

The time is now to let yourself become visible. Your soul’s purpose has been calling to

express itself through your life’s work and mission. The energy of Saraswati and Sacred Technology is

here to support you in activating, refining, and sharing your message. The world desires your brilliance

and your unique voice. As you uplevel your wealth frequency and take a stand in service of something

greater than yourself, your visions take shape and become a reality. This expression is what it means to

Live Artfully.
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Temple body arts invites you to create a positive and intentional
relationship with technology, recognizing the digital age tools as mediums to amplify your

message and connect and collaborate on a global level. Part of our global evolution is to embrace and

utilize Sacred Technology to unite together across countries and continents and share our messages with

a more significant impact. Call on the energy of Saraswati as your ally in befriending and deepening your

relationship with Sacred Technology.

Photo by Melissa Robin

As we move through the Path to Purchase below, note the platforms and technologies

you desire to embrace and learn about more deeply so that you can create the most easeful path to

calling in your Divine Clients.
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The Path to Purchase

Now that you are becoming clear on your Signature Essence (brand) and Soul Offering

(monetizable program), you will need to create a clear Path to Purchase for potential clients.

The Path to Purchase is a structured set of steps that someone interested in your work can follow

to get to know you & your offerings better, and potentially become a paying client. Once you have

figured out your first paid offering, you will need to put together steps to take someone from merely

being aware of you/your offering to converting them into a paying client. This connection is the goal of

the Path to Purchase: to seamlessly lead someone looking for what you offer, with zero awareness of

you, through the steps to become a client.

Along the Path to Purchase, there are five key steps: Awareness, Familiarity,
Intent, Purchase, & Loyalty.

The depth to which you explore these topics will depend on the investment and “risk”

level of your offering. Since the Path to Purchase derives from studies on human behavior, we often think

of the flow from step to step as a sort of “risk analysis.” At each step, there is a higher level of perceived

“risk” for the potential client. The most common risks your potential clients will consider, consciously

and subconsciously, will be financial investment, time investment, and privacy. The higher the ultimate

“risk” of your paid offering, i.e. the higher the price or time commitment, the more steps you will want

to add to your Path to Purchase. If you have a lower investment offering, i.e. a $100 product or a 4-hour

online event, the fewer steps you will need to convince your audience to take that risk with you.

It is important to note that since your potential clients are inclined to be calculating the risk of

investing with you, subconsciously or not, it is your job through your Signature Essence and Path to

Purchase to put their minds at ease. The goals along the Path to Purchase, which we go into more detail

below, are to build Credibility, Relatability, Connection, and Trust that you have

tangible methods to provide the transformation your clients are seeking.
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The best way to think about your Path to Purchase is through a Purchase
Funnel.

Looking at our Funnel above, you can see that as it carries down, fewer and

fewer people remain for each step. This process means that it is vital to get your message out there

NOW! You are never going to feel 100% secure in yourself and your offering, but you can’t let this stop

you from taking the first step and growing your audience. Building Credibility, Relatability, Connection,

and Trust take TIME. Even if you are not clear on your Soul Offering yet, building awareness of what you

stand for is a great place to start. Occasionally it will happen overnight, and you’ll wake up one day with

a new paying client you’ve never heard of! But this ONLY happens once you’ve built out a strong funnel

and path, filled with content for your divine clients to consume on their own and to get to know you and

your offering. (We will go into the difference between active/outbound marketing and passive/inbound

marketing later in this workbook).

By establishing a strong Purchase Funnel, you are ensuring that you are not only finding

more clients, but that you are finding the RIGHT clients - the divine clients that understand what you are

offering, value it, and who are likely to remain a client for some time!
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Breaking Down the Path to Purchase

AWARENESS

The first step on the Purchase Funnel is generating Awareness. Simply put, the first

step to get paid clients is to make the world aware that you are offering something! In our Purchase

Funnel, Awareness is a two-prong concept. Both Awareness of your Signature Essence (brand) and your

Soul Offering (monetizable program), are needed as a new leader and visionary. By sharing who you are,

what you offer and why, your future divine clients can become aware of you as a credible leader.

Generating awareness of your brand and program is, thankfully, pretty

straight-forward! All you have to do is show up.

Where: Start with social media - In the digital age, we are blessed with the ease of getting

awareness quickly on social media. Choose the channels that work for you: Facebook, Instagram,

Messenger, Twitter, Youtube, Linkedin, Pinterest, etc. and start positioning yourself as a leader in your

area. You can also begin to share your essence and offering in conversation with friends and family…
This is an excellent way for you to get clear on your messaging and receive instant feedback!

To who: Start in your current circles of friends and family. As we’ve discussed in

previous workbooks, sharing authentically from the energy of your Signature Essence can feel like a “big

deal” and loaded concept. By starting in your current trusted circles and showing them who you are and

what you offer and why, you can receive valuable feedback and learn what messages they are most

attracted to.

When you’re ready, expand your circle. Put your message out publicly, where it will be seen and heard by

people that maybe you aren't so close to. Pay attention to who responds positively, and what they have

to say.

What: Share content that represents your Signature Essence and Soul
Offering. You should view your awareness content as a way for people to learn about you, and should

answer one of the following questions:

Does this post support my credibility as a leader?

Does this post position me as a thought-leader in my space?

Does this post seem thoughtful, unique, insightful, inspiring etc?

When generating Awareness, pick the artistic medium that works for you.
Write posts, stories, poems, etc.

Record videos, do LIVES, of  your talks, dances, meditations etc

Share photos, paintings, songs, links to related content with your thoughts, etc
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When: NOW! If you are a part of Temple Body Arts, you are ready to get out there and be seen. Even if

you are still unsure of exactly what your offering looks like, you can still build awareness of your

Signature Essence. This step is crucial in being able to promote your unique offering.

ACTION ITEM: Begin sharing from the energy of your Signature Essence this week on social media.

Notice the responses and engagement you receive, and note any questions that arise

BUILDING AWARENESS HOT TIPS!
-Invite people to like your page or group on Facebook.

-Follow relevant hashtags and follow/comment on other people’s posts in your field.

-Tag sisters in your posts and invite them to share with their circles.

- Use your Temple Body Arts sisters as allies to cross-promote each other!

FAMILIARITY

The second step on the Purchase Funnel is building Familiarity. While a potential

client can become aware of you from seeing one post, it is through building mutual familiarity that they

begin to understand and relate to you. Mutual Familiarity means that the potential client gets to know

you and your offering better, and you, in turn, get to know your potential client better. When a potential

client has graduated from Awareness to Familiarity, they are on your radar (they become visible to you)

by liking a post, commenting, sharing, or engaging. Simply put, you’ve seen their name pop up in the

content promoting your essence and work. They are investigating you, and have begun to “risk” their

time by consuming your content. Or they “risk” their privacy by no longer being anonymous on social

media or by sharing their email address with you. Familiarity is an important step where you have

gathered Credibility and Relatability, and are working towards Connection and Trust.

What & Where: Building familiarity is easiest on social media and, further down the

road, a website. There are a few different simple ways to leverage familiarity, depending on where you

are in the building of your brand and offering. Much leveraging is through social media, so we will use

Facebook as an example.

Post Engagement- Engage in the comments on your posts. Notice who is liking, commenting and

sharing your posts... Like and comment back in a thoughtful way that continues to position yourself as

the leader you are.

Offer a Weekly Touchpoint- Create and promote a weekly touchpoint on social media, whether

it be a LIVE talk (highly recommended), a free weekly ritual you share, weekly inspiration, etc. Give it a

name and share about it often (Magnetic Wednesday is an example). Give people a reason to keep

coming back and checking in on what you are doing. This live talk, in turn, gives YOU the ability to easily

see who is getting familiar with you and leaning into what you have to offer.
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Create a Facebook Group (more advanced)- Once you begin to generate traction with your

posting and your weekly touchpoint, you can create a Facebook Group. Create a Facebook group that

gathers people interested in a common theme related to your essence/offering that is free to join (The

Temple Body Sisterhood is an example). Your Group, much like your Signature Essence and Soul Offering,

must provide a medicine that is unique enough to entice people to join. Carefully construct your group

name and message, and invite everyone you think might even be slightly interested! They can always say

no. Use this Group as a safe place to cultivate, witness, and nurture people in the Familiarity stage, by

giving them extra content such as posts, lives, polls, etc. Keeping them engaged is most important!

Create an email opt-in on your website (More advanced)- If you already have a

website, you must make sure that you are collecting the emails of people who are visiting frequently and

getting Familiar with you. This is bridging the potential client’s risk of privacy and anonymity, so to ease

this risk, it is best to offer something free in exchange for this information to entice them to continue

down your Purchase Funnel. (See the section titled “Free Gift” below for more)

You should view your Familiarity content as a way for people to get to know you better

and relate to you more. Your content should answer one of the following questions:

Does this post support my relatability?

Does this post share a viewpoint/story that is unique to my life and experience?

Could this post inspire someone to want to connect with me?

Who: On the Path to Purchase, you can only build Familiarity with people that are

already aware and engaging with you, so it will be very obvious who these people are! For as much time

as you are investing in trying to reach “new” people, spend as much if not MORE time engaging and

relating with the people already engaging and leaning into you.

When: As soon as one single person begins commenting, liking, or sharing what you

are doing, you have ushered them into familiarity. Once this happens, you will need to consistently

reciprocate their engagement to keep them flowing down the funnel.

ACTION ITEM: For every comment or share you receive on your shared content from this week,

comment back! Do not let a single word be unanswered, you don’t want to leave your potential clients

hanging in a one-way familiarity relationship!

BUILDING FAMILIARITY HOT TIP!

-If you are serious about reaching and engaging with potential divine clients, closely

monitor the channels you chose to put content on. Be vigilant to ensure that no comment, direct

message, or share goes unacknowledged!
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Familiarity Practice: Divine Letter To Client

Write a letter to your divine client with the goal that they feel Familiarity and Relatability

to you. This letter can be shared on social media, emailed, posted as a blog, or put on your website. Your

Sacred Why is the foundation of this Divine Client Letter. Tell your potential Divine Clients more about

you, your story, and why they can trust you as a leader. Let them know what you stand for. End with an

invitation for them to join you and your work.

Example: my Divine Client letter from my website:
I’d like to share my personal story with you…
For as long as I have walked, I have danced, and in my

twenties I graduated as an interdisciplinary artist from

Naropa University in Dance Therapy & Performing Arts. I then

went on to study Expressive Healing Arts and a myriad of

modalities of Bodywork, Tantra Yoga, and Dance, giving me a

rich understanding of the interconnection of the body, mind

and creative spirit.

When I was 28, living and working in Los Angeles, I suffered

an accident that injured my neck, leaving me unable to move

or dance. The carpet was pulled out from underneath me,

and I had to recreate myself. Through this deep inward

journey and the dark night of the soul, I discovered resources

which have now become the foundation of my Temple Body

Arts practices and philosophy.

Shortly after, I met my husband and moved to Costa Rica to

co-create Danyasa Eco-Retreat and then Envision Festival, both which have become world renown

platforms for transformation in their own right.

For the past 15 years, I have been teaching women to connect with their bodies, divinity and the Goddess

within, through dance, tantra yoga and expressive healing arts. I co-authored the book, The Path of the

Priestess: Discover Your Divine Purpose.

For the past five years, I have wanted to conceive and start a family but had trouble getting pregnant.

Then, in the past year, I experienced two miscarriages that brought me deeper onto my path of womb

wisdom and sexual sovereignty. I have gone deeper into the relationship with my womb and the wisdom

held within, learning to trust the wisdom and surrender to the divine mystery and my deeper purpose

more every day. These experiences have guided me to truly Live my YES and in 2017, I birthed The Temple

Body Arts School.

I am in service to guiding women in birthing themselves into their power and divine feminine essence,

as we prepare to birth a new paradigm, one rooted in love and guided by grace.

Will you join me? – Sofiah, 2017

Trust your divine clients are waiting for you, not someone like you, but you.
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INTENT

The third step on the Purchase Funnel is Finding Intent. Once a potential client has

become aware of you and your offering, engaged to become familiar and relate to you and your offering,

the next step you hope to guide them toward is intent to work with you, (usually) in a paid capacity.

People that have moved through to the step of Intent are your most engaged

audience. The best way to care for and convert potential clients in the Intent step is through Connection.

Connection = Currency.

The wonderful and sometimes tricky part of Connection is that it means something

different to everyone. Some people may feel connected with you by simply consuming your content on

social media or your website, and that may be enough to convert them to a paid customer. Other people

will feel most connected with you through a personal 1:1 conversation. These 1:1 conversations are

called Discovery Calls, and they are the most effective way of establishing the kind of connection that

transforms a potential client into a paid client.

What & Where: 5 Actions that signify intent & can establish connection .
The actions potential clients take to signify intent are often one of the following five:

1. Deeply engaging on your social posts/with your content by commenting often or sharing,

2. Clicking on promotional emails you’ve sent that highlight and link to your offering

3. Signing up for an opt-In Webinar

4. Visiting your website or social pages from targeted ads

5. Signing up for a Discovery Call with you

Discovery Calls

A Discovery Call is a 20-30 minute conversation with a potential divine client where they

have come to you because they feel you may have the keys to help solve a problem they’ve been

experiencing. The goal of a Discovery Session is to CONNECT, make them feel truly heard, and assess if

there is a mutual fit to work together.

In Temple Body Arts Discovery Calls, we use the GROW template, as modeled by Sage Lavine

of Women Rocking Business. Her breakdown and explanation of GROW Conversations is below:

Practice connection, depth, listening, presence & bold honesty. Open the session with CONFIDENCE: “If I

could support you with one thing today, what do you need help with the most?”
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1) GOALS
• What do you want? What’s your goal/vision?

• Look for their WHY: Why is this important to you?

• How does it FEEL to have it?

2) REALITY
• What’s stopping you? What’s your reality?

• Tell me more about (whatever they’re challenged with)

• How has this affected your health? Family life? Relationships? Finances?

3) OPTIONS
• Recommend 1-2 plans or support strategies based on their goals / visions

• Ask: “Would you like me to lay out a mini-plan for you right now?

• Lay out the plan: Based on what you’ve shared, I believe that with _____ and _____ course of

action, you could be experiencing ______ solution within a few months time.

• Once you’ve laid out the plan, ask… Is this vision worth walking through your fears / self

doubt?

4) WRAP-UP
• Offer your Solution if it’s a fit

• How were you hoping I might be able to support you further?

• As you describe your services, TIE BACK each component of what you offer to their problem /

reality & what they say they wanted.

• Connect the dots for them: “Here’s why I recommend you consider investing” or… “Here’s

why I would love the opportunity to support you further”

From Sage Lavine, Women Rocking Business
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When: Focus on moving clients through Intent when you are approaching the start of a

group/ 1:1 program, and not too far in advance. When you are just getting started with your signature

offering, it is best to keep the lag window between enrolling for a program and fulfilling that program

small. By quickly turning around and delivering on the client’s investment, you secure their trust. If you

fill a program too far in advance, you risk people reconsidering their decision and backing out. You will be

able to increase how far out you can enroll a program as you build your credibility and clout.

MOVING THROUGH INTENT PRO TIP!
-Offer disappearing bonuses! A great way to incentivize people to not only make a financial

investment with you but be more likely to stay in that commitment is to offer instant bonuses when they

sign up. For example, offer them a bonus meditation or extra call if they register by a (very near)

deadline, emphasising that the offer will expire after a certain date. This plays into our human nature to

react strongly to both instant gratification and scarcity.

PURCHASE

The fourth step on the Purchase Funnel is Purchase. When a potential client has gone

through your funnel and converted to an actual paying client, it’s time to celebrate! Through putting

yourself out there in your own unique, authentic, and inspiring way, you have magnetized another to

invest in your offering. This is a very special accomplishment and deserves full acknowledgement and

praise. Convincing someone to invest and “risk” their time, money, and privacy with you takes skill and

most importantly trust. When someone decides to become your paying customer, it means that not only

have they come to deeply TRUST you, but you have demonstrated that you trust yourself as a leader.

PURCHASE PRO TIPS!
-Communicate Professionally. Once you have a paid client, it is important to maintain a level

of professionalism in the way in which you conduct your business to retain that trust. Be mindful of the

ways you communicate: pick one or two ways max, either via email, phone, whatsapp, messenger, text

etc, that you will communicate to keep messages clear and retain boundaries.

-Ensure High Value. Make sure that there is a clear line between the offering your client is paying

for, and any free offerings you have as part of your funnel.
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LOYALTY

The final step in the Purchase Funnel is establishing loyalty. Loyalty on the Path to

Purchase really means engaging with satisfied customers and ultimately, turning that satisfaction into

repeat business. It is a well-established fact that it takes three times the number of resources to earn a

new customer as it does to retain a current customer. Customer Retention (Loyalty) is an advanced

concept on the Path to Purchase, but it is important to understand from the beginning, so you can begin

to lay the foundation early for easily retaining clients, and be tuned into the key ways to keep your

clients happy. Within Loyalty, the important facets include exceeding expectations, collecting

testimonials, creating your “next-level” offering.

Exceeding expectations- The best way to ensure your clients are happy and cannot wait to work

with you again is to ensure you are not just meeting expectations, but exceeding them. When you are

building out your Signature Soul Offering, it is always best from the very beginning to keep in mind the

ways in which you can “over-deliver” on the promises of your program. Giving added value, like bonus

sessions, bonus calls, extra pdfs etc is key to ensuring your customers feel the value they receive from

their investment is exceeded.

It is important to note that this requires careful planning for what you will publicly include in your

offering and what you will keep as a surprise bonus for later. It is one of the many subtleties of

psychology that will ultimately separate an extremely satisfied client from one who may leave. For

example, you can give both clients the same thing: 2 pairs of shoes for $40. The client you give both pairs

upfront for $40 will not feel they received nearly the same value as the client who received 1 pair for

$40, and then was given the second pair for free as a bonus. Remember: it is always best to

under-promise and overdeliver than vice versa!

Collecting testimonials- Collecting testimonials from your happiest, most transformed clients

is a powerful way to not only convince future clients to work with you, but to convince that same client

to work with you again. When collecting testimonials, it is important to create a “from A-Z” story:

highlight where they were before, and where they are now with the help of your transformational

offering. These are the types of stories that convince potential clients that it’s possible for them to have

the same kind of transformation, and they provide a high level of credibility and clout to what you offer

as a leader.

Creating your next-level offering- Once you’ve successfully led your first client(s) through

your signature offering, hopefully they are not going to want it to end! Eventually, you will want to create

other offerings, or a high-level program, for your clients to continue working with you. It will take time

and the experience of working with clients first hand to know what this next program should be.

Wherever you are on the journey with your Signature Essence and Soul Offering, it is most important to

find the sweet spot between your experience, what excites you, and what your clients are looking for
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PATH TO PURCHASE SUMMARY

When mapping out your entire funnel, it is important to remember that this is a set of

guidelines, and not a perfect formula. Sometimes it will be perfectly successful in converting customers

one step at a time, and sometimes it will not. Ultimately, it is up to you to monitor the effectiveness of

your funnel, and make any changes that become apparent.

Purchase funnel pro tips!
- Clear your Bottlenecks- When you are looking at the customers you have in your

funnel, you may come to realize that you have a very high number of people at one step, but not

many converting to the next step. This is called a bottleneck. If you have many customers stuck

and not converting, it means that you need to look at the pieces that make up those two steps in

the funnel and either adjust them to become more appealing/likely to convert, or you need to

add new pieces. Similar to the idea that “it costs 3x more to get a new client than to maintain a

current one”, it takes more effort to get new people to start at the top of your funnel, then to

figure out how to better convert the people already IN your funnel.

- Be Consistent on all channels. If you are sharing your message across multiple

channels it is imperative that you are consistent in your words and your branding across all

channels. Customers need to feel confident and held within your brand essence. If they feel it is

too scattered or that they cannot “track” consistent themes or branding in your message to feel

FAMILIARITY, it is likely you will lose their interest and their potential purchase.

- Be consistent in showing up. The only way to keep converting potential clients through

the Path to Purchase is to have consistency in how you show up. Each of us will have platforms

and ways of sharing that feel authentic and inspiring. It is up to you to discover where you can

share authentically consistently. Showing up consistently not only gets your message out there

to convert potential clients, but it gives you more and more confidence in yourself as a leader

and in the validity of your unique offering.

- When to use advertising- when you are just starting out, it is best to keep your

marketing & advertising efforts “organic”-meaning unpaid. As you become more certain that

you’ve captured the majority of your current audience in your funnel, you can start to think

about using advertising to reach new audiences. The easiest way to start is by promoting

facebook posts to “lookalike” audiences through Facebook Ads Manager.

- Inbound vs Outbound marketing- Another great way to understand the flow of your

Purchase Funnel is through the concepts of Inbound vs Outbound Marketing. Outbound

Marketing is the traction you receive from content you are putting “out” to the world in an

active attempt to engage your audience. When you email a potential client, and they click on a

link to learn more about your offering, that click is a result of Outbound Marketing. Outbound
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Marketing is actively reaching out to your clients. Inbound Marketing is the traction you receive

from potential clients reaching in to you. When a potential client starts reading about you or

your offering because they were recommended to you by a friend, that is the result of Inbound

Marketing. When a potential client finds your Instagram profile through a hashtag, reads more of

your posts, and clicks on the link to your program listed in your profile, that is a result of Inbound

Marketing. Inbound Marketing is passive; it's the traction and attention you garner when you

aren't actively trying for it, and it is an important piece to set yourself up for in your Path to

Purchase so people can ALWAYS be finding you and entering your funnel on their own time.

EXAMPLE: FREE GIFT & Opt In

As you show up consistently online, so will your divine clients. An example of

getting a client in the door and on your email list is by offering a free gift.

A Free Gift is a great way to grow your email list and know who your “warm leads” are

in the Familiarity stage of the Purchase Funnel, the ones who are listening, leaning in and wanting more.

Your Free gift gives potential clients an opportunity to connect with you
and experience a taste of what you offer and who you are. The free gift should

relate strongly to your Signature Essence and feed into the themes of your Soul Offering.

Use this tool to provide instant gratification to potential clients, and
entice them with these effective title examples: *Blueprints * Checklists * Ebooks *

Quizzes * Guidebooks * Meditation. Give the title of your Free Gift a results-based name: i.e. Sexual

Empowerment Blueprint, What Goddess Archetype Are You? Quiz

Sofiah’s Example: BECOME A  Magnetic GODDESS.
Receive my FREE GIFT: 5 Temple Body Arts Practices to Activate your Feminine Power!
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Cycle 5: Wild Woman

- Wild Woman Archetype -
Integrating with the Waning Moon

Photo by Rebecca Burns

In the lunar cycle, Wild Woman reflects the Waning Moon. Hormonally, the luteal

phase is the time of post-ovulation and pre-bleeding, where our progesterone levels increase and decrease

significantly. The luteinizing hormone and follicle-stimulating hormone levels decrease. The womb lining

prepares to release and shed if there is no fertilization. Our natural rhythm descends. We become raw,

emotional, and prepare to release and allow parts of ourselves to die.
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The waning moon phase is considered the Autumn in the Seasons and the element of

air. This phase invites the energy of the Crone, Enchantress, or Shaman and explores our mystical powers.

The Wild Woman connects us to our deep instinctual selves and the shadow parts that we may keep hidden.

She wants us to shed layers of domestication and release what is not intrinsically ours, as we explore and

express our wild sexuality.

Our instinctual, primal nature as women is to be fully alive and turned on in our senses. To

feel the air on our skin, the earth under our feet, and the harvest we eat. We are sensual and sexual beings

at our core. If you allow her, the Wild Woman can call you into deep remembrance of your pleasure

birthright. Let your primal nature explore, play, and get curious. Ask yourself, is your sexuality domesticated?

Have you been keeping your primal essence tame? Birth and orgasm are moments in our sexuality where the

primal Goddess will come through organically if we allow her.

Art by Penny Slinger

This archetypal phase carries a similar frequency of the Hindu Goddess Kali. Kali

is the Goddess of liberation and the dark mother; she represents raw, unrefined power and the primal aspect

of ourselves.
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As a sexually sovereign being, Wild Woman brings you into a place of listening deeply within to

know yourself more, including what is unexpressed. She invites you to explore your edges and express your

raw and unfiltered side. Be vulnerable and real in what you are feeling and desiring with yourself and others.

Phoenix shares: “[Wild Woman] she doesn’t care, she’s wild fucking woman, she wants to die and rip

everything to shreds, whether that’s sexually or an unwillingness to not be herself. She can see through

everything. Intuitive guidance is so powerful here, since the new moon and full moon are so external, we now

come into the death phase. We can hear everything. We can hear our inner guidance. “

Wild Woman calls us to listen deeply and express our truth in what we stand

for through our bodies, voices, art, life's work, and sexuality.

Photo by Brendan Jaffer-Thom

Wild Woman Mantra: I stand in my truth. I listen to my primal essence.

I am powerful in my vulnerability. I am free to be me.

Bija Sound: Klim
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The shadow aspect of the Wild Woman archetype is madness, which manifests in many

forms. Within this phase, the shadow aspects of any of the lunar archetypes may resurface through Wild

Woman. For example, Graceful Warrior's overdoing or Mother/Lover's overgiving may come up if they were

ignored or unintegrated in the previous phases. If we ignore the shadow aspects of the archetypes, these

unintegrated feelings can manifest as an experience of madness in the Wild Woman. Like Kali's energy, when

unacknowledged feelings and desires remain unhonored, they can be misdirected and create havoc and

chaos.

Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS) symptoms can be interpreted as our innate wisdom and higher

self, trying to get our attention to inform us of pain and unexpressed emotion that needs to move through

our Temple Bodies. If we ignore and push away these symptoms, they will tend to get louder and stop us in

our tracks until we listen.

For the Wild Woman's unexpressed emotion to be healing and transformative, it is

essential to give voice, space, and a container for what wants to come through. By consciously creating space

for rituals to meet and express the shadow, we tap into and direct our raw Wild Woman power. We need to

own all parts of ourselves so that we are consciously co-creating rather than allowing the shadow energies to

take control over us. Our shadow can become a potent Navigation Tool to move us into a place of balance

and alignment through this process.

Return to your instinctive nature, listen to the ancient wisdom of

your bones, remember who you are.

The Collective Shadow of Wild Woman / The Witch

For centuries the Wild Woman has been ostracized, domesticated and muzzled.
There hasn't been space for the Wild Woman to express her full power. On a collective level, our bodies may

hold cellular memory of persecution, being burned 'at the stake' and oppressed for bringing our powers into

the public eye. But we are in a new time with the Rise of the Divine Feminine and have the power to

reprogram these cellular memories and create new pathways of being and expressing ourselves.

Remember, in the darkness of our shadow lies untapped power waiting to emerge
once again. As we go into the shadow, we reclaim the dark Goddess's feminine powers that have been

hidden for lifetimes and suppressed.

The most beautiful lessons and gems in our lives are found deep in the

darkest cave within our Temple Bodies and psyches.
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Healing & the Sacred Marriage

As the moon wanes and gets darker, you
surrender into this dying process, where parts

of yourself are released, and your womb is preparing to

shed. You are being guided within to create space to listen to

your wisdom. Remember the ancient codes in your bones.

Integrate the shadow with the light and remember who you

are.

The archetypal phase of the Wild Woman is
also the time of the Crone, Shaman,
Enchantress, the one who knows. This inner

reflective time is to reclaim and integrate your mystical

powers and sexual sovereignty. You possess the power to

create, die, transmute, and alchemize any pain and

experiences into gold and gifts for all.

Photo by Rebecca Burns

Within the Sacred Marriage, there is an inner dance between retreating into the dark cave

to find stillness and opening up to express your raw and authentic self without any inhibitions.

It is essential to feel connected with your inner masculine as the pillar and

container that holds you to support integration and healing.

By connecting with the pure consciousness of your masculine principle, you can

witness chaos without getting pulled off-center, destabilized, or projecting outwards. Your wild woman can

remain centered and rooted, even while you experience a process of dying or release.

Bamboo Spirit guides you to a place of rootedness, strength, flexibility, and, most

importantly, openness; to being fully present in the body. Like bamboo, you are deeply rooted in the earth,

connecting with the ground and nature during this phase is one of your greatest healing resources.
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Temple Body Arts guiding compass: expressive arts
Authentic expression is key in the Wild Woman phase. Give space for the Expressive Arts to

get out of the head into the body, be moved, and governed from within as a sexually sovereign being.

Explore movement, nature, visual art, drawing, writing, voice, music, dance, and

other creative processes to unlock and express what is stored in your body, including stories, emotions, past

traumas, and memories. To be in your authentic expression, you need to feel safe and give yourself

permission to be a channel. As you express your essence through different art mediums, you can uncover

deeper layers of the stories held in your Temple Body. As you connect with your self-expression, you have

more choices in how you consciously co-create your life.

Ultimately, this process of expressing your Wild Woman is about feeling

empowered, integrated, and whole.

Practice: Begin Your Day With Morning Pages

The Morning Pages is a practice created by Julia Cameron and offered in her book The

Artist's Way. This practice invites you to free write three full pages without censorship or stopping to empty

the mind, process, integrate what is alive, and make space for inspiration to flow. Alternatively, choose one

of the reflection questions from any cycle, including Wild Woman, and use it as a prompt to begin writing

your morning pages.

Feminine Mysteries & Mysticism

The Feminine Mysteries is another aspect of the Guiding Compass to embody Wild
Woman as the Mystic, Enchantress & Shaman. You are not alone. At any moment, you can call

on your allies and guides to be with you and support your journey. Temple Body Arts is the path of

remembrance.

As you remember your soul's essence and who you are beyond form, space, and
time, you connect to deeper realms of your inner landscape and yourself. This path calls upon surrender,

devotion, and trusting in the benevolent presence of Divine Creative Spirit.
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Ritual

Temple Body Arts invites you to make life a ritual. A ritual is a tool and a technology

bridging the material world with Divine Creative Spirit and the great mystery. Rituals exist in many contexts,

religions, cultures, and tribes to remember and honor the sacredness of life, co-create and communicate

with the mystery and the unseen. Ritual also anchors intentions through actions, and can be as simple as

creating an altar, lighting a candle, offering our blood to the earth, etc.

In Temple Body Arts, our most important relationship is with the Self. Ritual infuses

our life with deeper meaning as we cultivate our relationship with the Divine. Through ritual, you recognize

your power to consecrate, alchemize, transmute, release, awaken, ignite, and remember.

Ritual creates a container for transformation and allows the space for

mystical experiences in everyday life.

Practice: Calling Your Name Ritual

The ritual practice below was passed on to me
by my father, Solihin Thom. Calling Your Name is a

powerful way to cultivate a deeper connection with your

primary relationship, yourSelf.

Sitting comfortably in a quiet space, begin to

connect with the inner dance of your breath. With eyes

closed, repeat your name silently to yourself. Each time you

repeat your name, imagine you are calling all parts of yourself

home, filling your vessel with your essence — a new and

positive interpretation of being full of yourself.

Notice the sensations inside you as you call every

part of yourself back home to your body. If you do not feel a

strong connection to your name, you might find another name

that feels more aligned for this exercise. This practice is a

simple yet powerful ritual to help you connect with your

unique essence and the remembrance of love's presence.

Photo by Lenee Williams of Goddess Visions
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Reflection Questions & Morning Pages Prompts

Choose ONE or TWO questions below as a prompt for your morning pages and share your reflections inside

our FB Group!

1. How is your current relationship with the Wild Woman archetype? Which face of this lunar archetype

do you resonate with and why: the Wild Woman, Crone, Shaman, Enchantress, or Priestess?

2. What hidden aspects of your shadow are you ready to embrace and express?

3. What does ritual mean to you? How do you plan to weave ritual into your everyday life with the Wild

Woman cycle?

4. What did the Wild Woman Ritual invoke? Were you able to create a container for your Wild Woman’s

expression?

5. What are the fantasies, experiences, and practices you would like to explore in your wild sexuality?

6. What creative channels have you discovered and opened up in your exploration of expressive arts?

Daily Practices

❖ Consciously connect with the Wild Woman through ritual,
adornment, and expressive arts this month.

❖ Read through the workbook, and practice morning pages using the reflection

questions as prompts.

❖ If you are bleeding, collect your blood and keep on your altar for the Wild

Woman Ritual. (If you no longer bleed you can use wine, red earth in water or clay).

❖ Take time for yourself, without any distractions. Be in nature with the earth.

Create a conscious container and commit to this week’s Wild Woman Ritual.

❖ Practice the Wild Woman Mantra each day when you want to listen deeply, feel

rooted, and come home to your body and truth.

❖ Check-in with yourself: what other support do you need to feel and
experience your Wild Woman? This is one of the most vulnerable phases, be gentle and

reach out and ask for any support you might need, whether it’s connecting with your spirit

guides, practitioners (see resource list), Queen’s Chamber and sisters.
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Cycle 5: Wild Woman

- Refining Your Soul’s Mission -

Photo by Melissa Robin

The Wild Woman invites you to integrate all you have learned, including the inspiration

and shadow aspects from the previous cycles. Revisit your structures and the following practices:

Discover your Sacred Why & Divine Clients

Your Medicine Pillars

Identify Your Niche & Sweet Spot

Create a Schedule the Feminine Way

With the wild woman, Connect to the power of story and myth. Take this time to reflect

on your life story, initiations, and transformations. What challenges and experiences have you alchemized? What

past trauma/wound/pain is asking to be faced, embraced, and integrated? What experiences mirror the pain and

challenges facing your potential divine clients?
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In this phase, create rituals to express, be in nature, embody your practice, and
integrate. Allow your emotions to be felt and expressed. As the Mystic Wild Woman, we are here to 'listen

deeply and express our truth in our life's work, bodies, art, sexuality, and what we stand for!' In this process, we

release and allow parts of ourselves to die. We give ourselves full permission to become seen in our unapologetic

raw power and stop playing small.

What needs your attention to step forward as an Embodied Feminine Leader? The Wild

Woman invites you to refine your sacred and collective why and shape your soul's mission. Keep showing up for

yourself, filling your cup and expressing your Signature Essence as you offer your presence and gifts in your own

wild and authentic way. Come home to yourself and recognize your innate power.

PRACTICE: Integrate Your Challenges w/ a Gratitude Timeline
Adapted From “Radiance”

With the integration time of Wild Woman, it's time to face the challenges in your life, the

struggles, and the moments you've felt like a victim. Reflect on these difficult moments and consciously choose

to put down the lens of victimhood or resentment, and choose to pick up the Lens of Gratitude instead.

Gratitude Timeline Example by Sofiah Thom
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1. Listen to the Creating a Gratitude Timeline (guided audio) and print out the Timeline of Initiations (PDF).

2. After completing the practice in the guided audio, map out the key moments that have shaped you -

personal initiations and lessons - in the Timeline of Initiations (PDF).

3. After completing the timeline, reflect on each initiation. Drop inside and come into a space of

gratitude. On the same timeline, write down the gifts you have received from these key moments.

4. Share a photo of your timeline in the Sisterhood.

5. To prepare our Equinox Retreat, reflect on one or two initiations that may be part of your signature

story and shero's journey.

Every moment in your life has brought you to where you are and made you the

woman you are—every single moment.

SCHEDULE

To fully express your wild feminine, you need a container and structure to hold her. Within the

structure, you get to be wild and fully liberated. It is essential to block off time to focus on your business, and it is

equally vital to carve out time to nurture all aspects of your creative being and soul. If time and space for your

self-care and authentic expression are not in your schedule, it's less likely you will remember and prioritize it,

which can lead to the Wild Woman going mad and wreaking havoc on your schedule.

Remember this mantra: less is more. Your connection with your soul's essence and purpose is the

foundation and the space you create from. When things feel overwhelming, the invitation is to return home to

yourself, to your essence. Create sacred simplicity in your daily rituals and your work with your divine clients to

leave space and room for mysticism, spontaneity, and magic to flow. Often when you give yourself the space to

let go of the doing and the mind, inspired visions and downloads for your work will flow through.
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PRACTICE: Create a Wild Woman Schedule

For this cycle, create a schedule for yourself that includes all of the following:

❖ 3 potential Divine Client Interviews by the end of this cycle

❖ The Wild Woman Ritual + Creative Arts Practice

❖ Time in nature and for Daily rituals

❖ Unplugged time’ for Wild Woman to Roam Free at least one day a week

Weekly Schedule Example by Sophia Faria

Authentic Expression & Permission

As women we may carry blocks around being seen and heard, which stem from our personal

experiences to long lines of ancestral and collective experiences. In connection to the witch archetype, we may

even carry the cellular memory of being burned or threatened for our wild, wise 'witchy' selves.
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to position yourself as a leader, you need to give yourself permission to become visible

and reprogram any beliefs around not being safe to be seen or heard. Many of us also carry shame and negative

experiences around expressing our voice and not being heard. The medicine of the Wild Woman is to sound for

sound's sake and as a way to move and release energy, emotions, and past traumas held in the body. By giving

yourself permission to sound and release any judgments of your sounds, you can experience deeper freedom

and pleasure.

Being raw and vulnerable creates A connection with your audience, but it’s a
delicate dance. Before sharing about current or past vulnerable experiences as a leader, it is essential to

discern and only share stories that are processed and integrated. Be responsible for your experience and receive

the support you need to work with unprocessed stories, traumas, and intense emotions, such as wild rage, grief,

and shame. Once you are on the other side, you can share deeply about the vulnerable experiences you have

alchemized and transmuted. Ultimately as a leader, the more you give yourself the permission to express

authentically and vulnerably, the more your presence will give others permission to express themselves fully.

The wild woman invites you to stop playing small and to take up space.

Temple Body Initiation June 2021. Photo By Melissa Robin
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Embody Your Practice

Your daily rituals, expression, and embodiment practices are crucial for getting
out of your head and self-limiting beliefs to connect with your soul's essence
and unique gifts. These practices anchor you into your body and the earth and build your confidence

as a guide and leader. It is essential only to teach and facilitate what you embody and practice.

Empty Out

If you are going to be a leader, you need to be conscious of how you are
showing up. Recognize how your energy and state of being affects others. Is your state of being adding or

taking away energy?

As a leader, you are there to show up for your divine clients. To serve your clients, you

need to leave your personal stories and emotions at the door. Empty from all that came before this moment,

including your thoughts, concerns, feelings, to-do lists, etc. Become empty to be fully present for your divine

client and be a vessel for Divine Creative Spirit to flow through.

Space Holding

As an Embodied Feminine Leader, you model and teach through how you show up.
Ultimately, your full presence and capacity to hold space for others are essential for creating a container for
transformation.

Each person holds space in their unique way. Here are some structural elements to create a

container for yourself or others, allowing the magic and mystery to flow through:

❖ Timekeeping

❖ Setting clear boundaries & agreements

❖Opening/Setting the container with intentions

❖Weaving in Prayer/Blessing/Rituals/Invocation/call in allies and ancestors

❖ Embodying the witness for yourself or a divine client

❖Consciously closing the container
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Practice: Refine Your Soul’s Mission Statement

With the Wild Woman, you are here to revisit and refine your Mission. As the primal,

instinctual self, she gets to the essence of what moves and inspires her soul. The Wild Woman clearly states, 'this

is what I stand for, so get out of my way and don't fu*k with me!'

Remember creating and birthing a business from your soul's essence requires
devotion. To show up and recommit, again and again, you must align your work with your Soul's Mission,

your Sacred and Collective Why, serving something beyond yourself. How do you desire to be part of the change

you seek? To birth a new paradigm, what is the impact that you want your work to ripple out and create?

Your soul's mission statement aligned with your personal story - your shero's journey -

builds your credibility as an Embodied Feminine Leader.

Practice: Refine Your Soul’s Mission

Revisit your mission and messaging with the following questions: What do you care

about deeply? What do you stand for? Who do you desire to serve, and how are you helping them?  Be specific

and connect to your sacred and collective why, medicine pillars, niche, and keywords from your magnetic

messaging and signature essence.

“I deeply care about...”

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

“I Stand for...”

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

“I empower, train, mentor...”

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Now Express it & Be Seen. Share your mission with this structure on your platform or inside the FB

group!

My Examples & how Temple Body Arts aligns to a greater mission:

“I deeply care about...”

...empowering women to recognize the
power she holds within her Temple Body to
rewrite old limiting stories, commit to the
evolutionary path and create a life of
beauty, magic and prosperity.

“I Stand for...”

...I stand for all women feeling safe in their
bodies, embodying their feminine power,
valuing their gifts and feeling empowered to
step out as the woman they were born to
be.

“I empower, train, mentor...”

...I mentor feminine leaders to stop playing

small, embody their magnetic feminine

power, and birth their gifts so that they can

create global impact and a prosperous life

for themselves and their community.
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Daily Practices

❖ Continue to consciously connect with the Wild Woman through ritual,
adornment, and expressive arts this month (use the playlist link below for inspiration)

❖ Create your Wild Woman Schedule to honor her as you create space for moving
forward as a whole embodied feminine leader. (see example in the workbook)

❖ Revisit and refine the following practices:
➢ Discover your Sacred Why & Divine Clients
➢ Your Medicine Pillars
➢ Identify Your Niche & Sweet Spot

❖ Print out the Initiation Timeline, listen to the audio and do this practice (adapted
from the RADIANCE Sisterhood).

❖ Continue to practice morning pages using the reflection questions as prompts from
the Wild Woman Archetype Workbook  and any of the other cycles you desire to deepen.

❖ Refine your Soul’s Mission using the model in the Workbook.
❖ Share your refined Soul’s Mission/ What you Stand for inside the FB Group video

prompt.
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Cycle 6: Womb Initiation

- WOMB TRUTH AND BLOOD MYSTERIES -
RECLAIMING YOUR FEMININE POWER

Painting by Lesley Cangialosi during Temple Body Awakening

Womb Truth calls us into right relationship with our bodies, the Earth, and
our blood. The Blood Mysteries refers to our life cycles as women and encompasses the biological

events of menstruation, childbirth, miscarriage, and menopause and the changes that occur in our

bodies, minds, and spirits with these rites of passages.
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As you connect to the wisdom of your womb, your blood, and the Earth, you can weave

and move through all four archetypes: Sacred Dreamer, Graceful Warrior, Mother/Lover, and Wild

Woman. As you embody these archetypes and experience the cycles of birth, death, and rebirth, you get

to witness your cyclical nature in alignment with the natural world. These cycles can support you in

healing, alchemizing, and birthing your fullest expression.

Whether you are in the Maiden, Mother, or the Crone phase of your life, ancient

wisdom lies in your womb waiting to be fully awakened and accessed. Like the Sacred Dreamer cycle, I

speak about working with 'your blood' and its power. Wherever you are in your life cycle, bleeding or

not, you can always connect with the power of your intention. When I refer to 'blood,' I invite you to

connect with symbolic representations of blood in your creative way and enter the same process.

This cycle guides you through healing and integrating your sexual history
and recognizing each experience as an essential part of your wholeness. To be sexually sovereign means

embracing wherever we are on the path. Choosing to acknowledge our experiences as teachings can

liberate us from the past and empower our relationship with life. We become sovereign by owning and

accepting everything that has unfolded in our lives, including our womb history and ancestral lineage

within our wombs.

A key aspect of liberation lies in acceptance and forgiveness.

Photo by Alize Jireh
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ACCEPTANCE & FORGIVENESS

There is value in understanding and moving through the process of
forgiveness. Holding resentment or anger prevents you from being completely free. It is essential to

forgive yourself and others in order to be sovereign.

You are not broken or need to be 'fixed'; there is a divine innocence that lives within you

and your sexuality. Whatever has happened in the physical does not change or take away the pure

innocence that lives in the depth of your being. Through forgiveness, you reclaim your divine innocence.

Through the journey of embodying your divinity, you offer permission to those around you to do the

same.

Kaia Ra, from The Sophia Code, shares:

“Reconciling with your innocence requires forgiving others and yourself. The act of forgiveness

does not mean you are condoning the harmful behavior. Forgiveness is the willingness to free

yourself from the past, controlling your life in the present moment. Your willingness to release

the past through forgiveness invites you into a clear space of surrender.”  p. 140, The Sophia Code

Surrender and trust are also essential tools for the journey of forgiveness.

Surrender invites you to release what was including old roles and masks, as

you step into the unknown and trust the divine mystery. Through surrender, we create space for truth to

present itself beyond the stories or beliefs. Trust comes from knowing that a divine order and plan,

greater than our own, is unfolding.

Call on Quan Yin for Healing

I invite you to connect with the Buddhist Goddess and Deity Quan Yin for
forgiveness, acceptance, Mercy, and compassion. She is an ally to support you in

becoming free and recognizing yourself as the jewel in the lotus. Invoke Quan Yin's energy to envelop

and hold you in this process of healing and self-love.

Mudra Mantra: “I love and accept myself exactly as I am. I am pure love”.
Chant: "Om Mani Padme Hum." Meaning-” praise to the jewel in the lotus.”
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Temple Body Arts Live Training, 2018

Sexual Sovereignty & Your Agreements

within your intimate life, you make sexual and relational agreements with

yourself, the Divine, and others. These agreements may be conscious or unconscious and are passed

down ancestrally, or learned through social and cultural environments. Conscious and unconscious

agreements may leave imprints within the womb space.

As a sexually sovereign being, you recognize and take responsibility for the choices and

agreements you have made within your sexuality. You choose a life aligned with the reclamation of your

feminine power within your intimate sexual life and relations.

Through listening and connecting with your womb space, you may also recognize

that you are still holding attachments or energetic cords with past lovers that need to be released. With

the awareness that you can choose what is held and welcomed within your Temple Body, you then have

the power to clear any old cords and agreements consciously. With this clearing, you prepare the soil of

your womb to align with new contracts, relationships, and new ways of being in alignment with your

highest desire.
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When we let go of the past, choose new agreements, and integrate the
learnings we've experienced, we enter into right relationship with ourselves. Through the

marriage of our inner masculine and feminine principles, we cultivate wholeness. From this space of

wholeness, we can more easily call in a lover who can see and meet us in our feminine power and

sovereignty.

An example of a new agreement around who we allow intimately into our sacred Temple Body:

"I agree to only be sexually intimate with people who value my body, heart, and emotions."

The more you dialogue and listen to your womb, the more you will be guided from

within and know when a relationship or agreement is aligned. I believe your womb will signal you when

you need to protect the energy within and surrounding your temple body and when it is safe to open to

your YES.

What is Your Womb Truth?

In Sacred Dreamer, I spoke of conscious conception as being one of the Sacred Marriage's ultimate

expressions, and at the same time, I want to highlight the power of consciously choosing not to conceive

a child. You can instead use the power of the Blood Mysteries and direct the creative energy of your

womb to create what you desire. Through the path of healing the Sacred Marriage within your womb,

you are laying the groundwork to conceive of anything you choose!

On the full moon or in the Mother/Lover archetype, create the sacred space to

amplify your Womb Truth. Perhaps you desire to conceive a child or want to focus your energy on

healing, bring new creative life force around a project, or come into the knowing that your presence is

enough.

As you dive into this cycle’s practices, you can go back in time, reflect on your womb

history through your womb timeline, and create a new story and picture of what you are stepping into

now consciously.

We are in a new time, where we get to choose as women what

we truly desire to birth.
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Practice: Create a Womb Timeline

Womb Truth invites you to bring loving awareness to the agreements you may

be carrying in your womb from intimate sexual relationships as well as from your ancestral lineage.

- PART ONE -

Watch the Womb Timeline Video & Listen to the Womb Initiation Meditation.

Created by Sofiah, 2018.

- PART  TWO -

Creating a Womb Timeline is about looking at the personal initiations you
have moved through that have shaped your sexuality. Reflect on the history of your womb and

bring awareness to how these initiations have shaped your sexuality. This womb timeline is another layer

of rewriting your story.

As you reflect on the initiatory gateways and experiences, you can understand

yourself more deeply. Looking at where you have come from can offer insight into where you may have

disempowered yourself with past stories or relationships. Recognize and celebrate all the experiences

that have brought you to who you are on this path of birthing your offerings as a sexual sovereign

Queen.

You may find that your womb truth stories are connected to your Signature Story and Offering. As you

move through this process reflect on which initiations are connected to what you are here to birth as an

Embodied Feminine Leader.
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- PART THREE -

Create a picture that symbolizes your womb and pull forth the empowered words from

your initiation timeline to paint what you are stepping into as a sexually sovereign being. You are invited

to use your ‘blood’ or a symbolic representation of ‘blood’.

Created by Sofiah, 2018.
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Blood Mysteries, Womb Lineage & Responsibility

In western Culture, We Lack Rites of passage and acknowledgement in relation to the

power of our blood and our life cycles (first menses, motherhood, menopause). There is a disconnect

from the power of our blood and wombs, which causes us to cut off from our feminine power. Through

reclaiming our feminine power and honoring our blood mysteries, we can rewrite our story and create

our own rites of passage.

The feminine mysteries take us beyond the world of form, the logical mind,
and the physical body. Through intentionally working with the power of your blood, you can

unlock the keys to consciously heal your ancestral line and clear the canvas for something new to birth

for future generations.

We reclaim our sexual sovereignty when we fully own the power of our
blood and release the shame we have been carrying for thousands of years. It is time to realize

the power of your blood! Through deepening your relationship with your blood, you can heal the

connection with yourself as a creator and as a mother, recognizing your creative power to birth yourself

anew.  Your blood holds the keys of creation.

Womb Truth invites you
to create a conscious
agreement with our Earth.
As we heal our wombs and connect

with our blood, we heal the womb of

Mama Gaia. Our blood carries the

codes to heal, protect, and create.

We can use it to heal ourselves, and

Mama Gaia, and all the bloodshed

through violence on our Earth. We

are guardians of our Earth and have a

responsibility to use the power of our

sacred blood in ritual, with prayers

for our planet and in relationship to

your Sacred Why.

Photo by Melissa Robin.
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Reflection Questions & Video Prompts

1. Complete the Womb Timeline and Meditation. What did you learn about yourself in the process?
What lessons have you integrated from past relationships/experiences? What experience(s) in your
womb timeline stood out as needing further integration to reclaim your sexual sovereignty?

2. What do you desire to shift, heal or transmute with the power of your blood?

3. As a sexually sovereign being, what new agreements do you choose to align with for yourself, your

relationships, and Mama Gaia?

4. What clarity/insights have you received in this cycle in relation to your Signature Soul Offering?
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Daily Practices

❖ Print the 28-day Womb Journal and start tracking where you are in your cycle and

answering the reflection questions

❖ Listen to the ‘What is your womb truth meditation’ to create your intention for

listening and dialoguing with your womb for this entire cycle.

❖ Collect your blood to create a personal ritual of transmutation
❖ Make dialoguing with your womb a daily practice for this cycle

❖ Carve out space to dive in and listen to the Womb Initiation Meditation
❖ After completing the meditation, create your womb timeline and empowered art

❖ Watch my Womb Truth for inspiration and write/record your own womb truth story

❖ Answer the reflection questions in writing or as a video prompt and challenge

yourself to get visible

❖ Be loving and gentle with yourself and reach out to sisters when you
need support. As old stories surface, you may need to find forgiveness for yourself or others.

You can practice the Ho'oponopono prayer in the mirror.

❖ Connect to your intention and highest desire for what you desire to
birth. What are you discovering about your divine purpose in service to humanity and Mama

Gaia?
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Cycle 6: Womb Initiation

- 28 Day Womb Journal -
Mapping Your Lunar Archetypes
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Being in a daily dialogue with your womb is a potent practice to integrate the lunar archetypes
and harness each cycle's gifts. You will get to see how each archetype moves through you in
support of birthing your gifts and embodying your essence. Notice how the shadow aspect shows
up and use the TBA tools and practices to acknowledge, integrate, and consciously choose how
you show up. The diary is an internal process to know yourself more deeply and offers prompts
to share your wisdom as you step into the world as an Embodied Feminine Leader.

Commit to this daily dialogue with your womb for the next 28 days. With each lunar
archetype, you are prompted to journal and create a short video and share it in the
sisterhood. You have the option to start with where you are in your cycle or follow the moon
phases. We recognize that each sister’s cycle will be varying lengths, so this is also an
opportunity to track your unique rhythm and cycle. You can also choose the number of
prompts that align with your cycle and lunar archetypes. 

Instructions

Womb Truth & Blood Mysteries
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Your Intention

Where do you want to be at the end of the cycles? What do you want to birth and 
create before the end of the year?

Womb Truth & Blood Mysteries
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In the lunar cycle the Sacred Dreamer reflects the new moon. This phase is marked by the
time of our blood and naturally invites us into a slower rhythm. We may feel the need for
stillness, rest, softness and feel a deep connection to our womb space. This is the time dream
into your Sacred Why, Divine Purpose, and unique gifts as well as the soul contracts you
have with your divine clients.

The Sacred Dreamer calls us into the deepest kind of listening, as we discern what is true and
aligned in our life. She is open, vulnerable and may even experience psychic abilities. The
shadow aspect of the Sacred Dreamer is shame. During this time of deep reflection we have
the opportunity to heal the shame that is present within us by listening and rewriting the
stories of our blood and sexuality.

Sacred Dreamer 

Daily Reflection Questions 

Womb Truth & Blood Mysteries 

What is your womb truth?  

Dream into your divine purpose and journal about it. 

What stories of shame around your blood and/or sexuality are you ready to rewrite? 

What are you transmuting with the power of your blood?  

What does Sacred Embodiment mean for you?

Make a video, as an embodied feminine leader, what do you value? 

What are the gifts of the Sacred Dreamer?
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Graceful Warrior 

In the lunar cycle the Graceful Warrior reflects the waxing moon. This is the post-bleeding
phase where our natural rhythm builds. We become energized, passionate and dynamic.
This is the time to embody that which you stand for and refine the actions you need to take
that are aligned with your souls purpose.

The Graceful Warrior connects us to our discernment, grace and strength. She is grounded
and rooted in the masculine principles of focus and direction, armed with a sword of
discernment and her inner compass to guide the way. The shadow aspect of the Graceful
Warrior is burnout. If we lack boundaries or a sword of discernment we may find ourselves
in a pattern of overdoing. The Graceful Warrior recognizes the importance of resting and
recharging and prioritizes her own needs before others' desires. 

Daily Reflection Questions 

Listen to your womb space, what boundaries do you need to create in order to stay focused
on your highest desire? 

What actions are you taking this week to move forward with your intention?  

Where do you find yourself overdoing and feeling burnout?  

What is your relationship with the divine masculine and structure? 

What does Sexual Sovereignty mean to you?

Make a video, what do you stand for? 

What are the gifts of the Graceful Warrior?

Womb Truth & Blood Mysteries 
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Mother / Lover 

In the lunar cycle the Mother/Lover reflects the full moon. This is the time of ovulation where
we are fertile, ripe and sensual. We feel full of our creative power and ability to give birth to
ourselves and our gifts. This is the time for connecting with your signature soul essence,
knowing the value of your gifts and showing up in your fullness.

The Mother/Lover is generous, fully embodied and rooted in the earth and within. She is open,
present and connected to her infinite creative power. The shadow aspect of the Mother/Lover
is overgiving. If we do not love and fill ourselves up, we may feel depleted, overwhelmed and
unnurtured.

Daily Reflection Questions 

Womb Truth & Blood Mysteries 

What wants to be birthed from your womb? 

How are you filling your cup this week? 

Where are you over-giving? Are you giving your precious energy to places that are not in full
alignment?    

Notice and track any limiting mindsets or beliefs that play out around your self-worth.

Reflect on your Creative Power and how you harness and express it.

Make a video, express your signature essence in your own creative way.

What are the gifts of the Mother/Lover?
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Wild Woman 

In the lunar cycle the Wild Woman reflects the waning moon. This is the time of post-ovulation
and pre-bleeding where our natural rhythm begins to descend. The Wild Woman connects us
to our deep instinctual selves and the shadow parts we may keep hidden.

The Wild Woman represents raw, unrefined power and calls into deep remembrance of who
we are. She encourages us to explore our primal essence and liberate ourselves form old
stories and ways of being that no longer serve. The shadow aspect of the Wild Woman is
madness which manifests in many forms, often as unresolved aspects of the other phases. It is
essential for the Wild Woman to have space and a container for any and all emotions to be
expressed. She teaches us to trust that whatever arises is here to be faced, embraced and
integrated.

Daily Reflection Questions 

Womb Truth & Blood Mysteries 

What are you ready to release and let go from your womb space? 

Journal what you see in nature that reflects your primal essence.  

As you listen to your womb, what truths are desiring to be expressed? 

Make a video, what message does your mystical Shaman, Priestess, or Crone have for the
world?

What shadow aspect do you desire to acknowledge and integrate? 

What artistic expression allows your wild woman to be seen and heard?

What are the gifts of the Wild Woman?
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Reflections & Recommitments

Take some time to reflect on this journey with your womb and all the wisdom that was
revealed. As you continue on your path as a Temple Body Artist return to this diary as a way to
recommit to yourself, your healing, your dreams, and desires. 

My Recommitments

What are you recommitting to in relation to your intention and what you desire to
birth and create before the end of the year?

Womb Truth & Blood Mysteries 

What did you discover about yourself and embodying your essence through this process of
mapping your lunar archetypes? 

Which Archetype(s) do you identify most with? 

Which Archetype(s) do you recognize your shadow playing out more than others? 

How do you need to harness the archetypes in support of birthing your gifts? 
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Cycle 6: Womb Initiation

- Rewriting Your First Blood Story -

Photo by Alize Jireh. Temple Body Arts Initiation 2018.

With the Blood Mysteries, we have an opportunity to heal any shame around our

bodies, sexuality, and menstruation through working directly with ‘our blood’ and recognizing the story

that needs to be consciously rewritten to give yourself the rite of passage you deserve.

Your blood holds power to alchemize and transmute any old beliefs into a story of

honoring and recognizing your feminine power and Temple Body as sacred.
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Reclaim and ReWrite the Story of Your First Blood Practice

Rewrite the Story of Your First Blood. What do you wish you received and could potentially

offer as wisdom and a rite of passage to other young women? Connect to your inner Crone, and offer

wisdom that you wish you had received to your inner Maiden.

With a journal, create a sacred space and go back to the time of your first
blood. Write your new story as though it actually happened and experience an ultimate celebration.

You are invited to reflect on the following questions in the process:

❖ What happened when your first blood arrived?

❖ How did you desire your body, blood, and budding sexuality to be celebrated by yourself and

those around you?

❖ Imagine how your family and community honored this rite of passage. What nourishing support

did you receive?

❖ What feelings, words, and beliefs were alive for you as you became a woman?

❖ What would you tell your yoni and womb? What would your yoni and womb tell you?

❖ How did this rite of passage create a positive relationship with your body and sexuality?

Phoenix shares that in many traditions, a girl’s first blood and moon is when
she would listen to and receive insight into her soul purpose...

What did you receive from the earth around your soul purpose?

If you are inspired, offer yourself the Moon Maiden Ceremony and Rite of
passage that you wish you had received. Offer your Maiden gifts, a symbol, a place on the

altar. After experiencing this ceremony reflect on your feelings and what was transmuted.

Rewriting your First Blood Story  |  2
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Practitioner’s Toolbox: Trauma Awareness
By Sophia Faria

Sofiah & Sophia, 2019.  Photo by Lexi Hicks

As Temple Body Artists, we dive deep into our wombs' wisdom and sexual liberation, we explore

the feminine lunar archetypes, and we come into our bodies. Through our journey, and guiding others

through similar journeys, we may encounter trauma histories in ourselves or our clients. Within our

wombs, vulvas, pelvic floors, and vaginal walls, we may hold stress and tension. Trauma can block our

sexual creative flow and our ability to live from a place of pleasure.

Trauma is inevitable. Our bodies hold experiences. Through cellular memory, our bodies can recall

trauma and abuse. From the perspective of somatic sex education, we understand that in many cultures

influenced by the dominant patriarchal structure, most individuals have experienced some form of

sexual trauma from the subtle to the obvious. This includes living with belief systems that condemn sex

as sinful, families where sex is not spoken about, or experiences of being unsafe in our gender expression

or sexual orientation.
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Globally, 1 in 3 women will experience sexual violence in their lifetime (World

Health Organization, 2017). 1 in 6 men will experience sexual violence in their lifetime (1in6 Project,

2016). Not only is sexual violence gender-based, but it also impacts marginalized populations at

disproportionately higher rates. Black, First Nations, Indigenous, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and

Queer folk are at a higher risk for sexual assault and harassment.

If your work supports people on their journeys of freedom, embodiment, and
sexual sovereignty, you will most likely encounter your own trauma or a client that has

experienced some form of sexual trauma or violence. To be fully liberated and choose to lead our lives

from a place of pleasure, we need to get support and integrate any old traumas, programs, and

memories we may be holding in our bodies and sexuality.

As an Embodied Feminine leader and guide, it is empowering to know how to identify when

trauma is reactivated in yourself, or your clients, and understand what to do next. You are not required

to be a trauma expert, and unless you are qualified to support people with trauma, the support you can

offer is limited from a legal and ethical standpoint.

Yet, you can develop the tools to screen for trauma histories and create
safer spaces. You can also learn how to identify if trauma is being reactivated and have some tools to

support a person when they feel dysregulated. As a TBA guide, your role is to learn how to hold space for

people's processes and strive to create safer spaces for your clients.

Temple Body Initiation, 2019.  Photo by Alize Jireh
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What is Trauma?
“Trauma is not what happens to us, but what we hold inside in the absence of
an empathetic witness.”

- Peter A. Levine

Trauma is a fairly new concept within psychotherapy and psychology. The

term was coined in the 1980s with prominent contributors to the field including Peter Levine, Pat Ogden,

Bessel van der Kolk, Daniel Siegel, Judith Herman, Caffyn Jesse and more. Trauma is unique to each

individual and has many definitions and layers, from the individual to the collective, emotional, physical,

psychological, spiritual, and ancestral.

When our ability to respond to a perceived threat is overwhelmed, we can

become traumatized. It is often not the activation of our nervous system that creates trauma but rather

the events surrounding the experience and how we are cared for in the process. Trauma is “the often

debilitating symptoms that many people suffer from in the aftermath of perceived life-threatening or

overwhelming experiences.” (Peter Levine, Healing Trauma). It may take years before the impacts of

trauma show up. “In short, trauma is about loss of connection - to ourselves, to our bodies, to our

families, to others, and to the world around us.“ (Peter Levine, Healing Trauma).

There are many signs and symptoms of unresolved/unsequenced long-term
trauma, and it can show up differently in each body. A common and highly adaptive survival response

is dissociation/disconnection. In working through blocks, especially around sexuaility, you or a client may

break through a layer of protection and numbness, and as a result, unprocessed pain may surface. It is

essential to ensure you and your clients have the adequate support systems and resources in place to

process what arises.

What is your definition of trauma?
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The Autonomic Nervous System & Sexual Wellbeing

In the Science for Sexual Happiness, trauma expert Caffyn Jesse explains that understanding

the workings of the autonomic nervous system and how our bodies take on life-saving mechanisms to

respond to trauma can help us in the journey of releasing shame around why we act in specific ways

because of trauma.

The autonomic nervous system is responsible for the functions of the body outside of our

conscious awareness and includes the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches.

The sympathetic branch is activated when we are excited and alert. When faced

with an overwhelming challenge, stress, or potentially traumatic event, the mechanisms the sympathetic

nervous system employs are fight or flight; if these aren't possible, the responses that follow are to

appease, freeze, and lastly, to dissociate.

We are in the parasympathetic branch when we are at ease and relaxed. This

branch of the nervous system returns the body to baseline after a stressful event.

In sexual wellbeing and arousal, we engage both the sympathetic and
parasympathetic branches of our nervous system. We are excited, feeling passion,

desire, and at the same time, content, savoring in pleasure, and relaxed enough to allow blood flow to

the whole body, including the genitals.

When do you know you are in your sympathetic branch vs. your
parasympathetic branch?

What are key ways you access your parasympathetic nervous system and
relaxation response?
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Danyasa Yoga Arts Teacher Training, 2019.  Photo by Sophia Faria

FINDING THE LEARNING ZONE

Your learning zone is the place in which you have just enough manageable
stress to grow. For example, like being bamboo, how much stress can you handle to remain

adaptable and flexible, while continuing to grow and hold your integrity and structure? How much stress

would snap the bamboo?

When we experience too much stress, our system gets overactivated and can be

(re)traumatized. Yet, with too little stress, we stay stuck in our habits. As a practitioner, identifying if a

client moves outside their learning zone is essential to offering them optimal support in the moment.

When a client might be outside their learning zone, they may experience high

activation, hyperarousal, or low activation, hypoarousal, of the nervous system.
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Signs of Hyperarousal:
❖ Darting eyes

❖ Quickening in breathing

❖ Accelerated heart rate

❖ Flushing of the face

❖ Sweating

❖ Rapid speech (talking faster)

❖ Anger or other emotional

outbursts/breakdowns

Signs of Hypoarousal:
❖ Dull gaze/eyes glazed over

❖ Numbness

❖ Shut down/checked out

❖ Unresponsive

❖ Memory loss

❖ Fatigue

❖ Dissociation/ Disconnection

In your learning zone, you may feel uncomfortable but never unsafe. The

learning zone is different for each person and takes time and embodiment to recognize. As leading

trauma expert Caffyn Jesse shares, “We can heal and grow only when we are in our personal learning

zone, not going too fast or too slow.” With the right pace, timing, support, referrals, and resources, you

and your clients can safely move through blocks and grow.

IDENTIFYING YOUR LEARNING ZONE

Write about an experience (exercise, workshop, practice) where you were in
your learning zone. A time you felt uncomfortable and, at the same time, safe and resourced

enough. What was the result?

What are the resources and supports in your life that keep you in your
learning zone?
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Practitioner Tools

Before working with a divine client, it is

essential to have a sense of their history and background

and screen for trauma. With this information, you can

figure out what is within and outside of your scope of

practice. The lines between coaching, mentoring, and

therapy can become blurred. It is your responsibility to

be clear in what you can and cannot support, legally and

ethically.

Include specific questions about trauma
history in your intake form and waiver.
Having an intake process is also a potent way to get to

know your client and develop more rapport before you

meet. Review the information in your discovery call or

first session. See the Intake form and question prompts

on Page 11.

2019. Photo by Lexi Hicks

CREATING SAFER SPACES

A safer space is not a safe space. As a facilitator, it is vital to understand and share with your

client or group that a space is not guaranteed to be trigger free. As a space holder, you can hold values

and guidelines to create a structure and space that feels good and reassuring, but you cannot control

every factor. Individual trauma histories are very complex.

By sharing this, you invite your clients and participants to take their own
responsibility and agency, and to recognize it's not the sole responsibility of the space holder to

make the space safe enough. Everyone needs to be encouraged to track and understand their own

bodies, nervous systems, learning zones, and to set their own boundaries.

Be mindful that when discussing trauma, traumatic events and symptoms of
stress responses, these topics themselves can be triggering for individuals.
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Approaching Somatic Practices
Somatic comes from the greek word Soma: the living organism in its
wholeness, and represents “that as humans we are beings of mind, body, spirit, and emotions”

(Caffyn Jesse, Science for Sexual Happiness). Somatic practices - using sound, movement, breath,

expressive arts, and visualization - to move through blocked trauma can be incredibly healing and

integrative. At the same time, guiding someone through a somatic exercise could bring up trauma and

has the potential to retraumatize. As soon as someone is dysregulated, they may feel unsafe in the body,

making a body experience practice the least safe place to be. For example, guiding someone into a

cathartic state when there are signs of trauma reactivation may be unhelpful and retraumatizing.

It is crucial to know the specifics of someone's history and stories and their
typical nervous system responses. Do they go into hypoarousal or hyperarousal? Entirely

different strategies are needed to help someone return to a regulated state. If they are experiencing

hyperarousal, they may need grounding and centering practices. If they are experiencing hypoarousal,

they may need some activation and movement. In both states, connection, engagement, and presence

can be supportive.

If a person is actively traumatized or in a crisis, do not try to process
anything. Support them to stabilize, and refer them to the help they need (i.e., a therapist or

professional somatic practitioner). Develop the tools and skills if you want to offer somatic healing

approaches and techniques.

Danyasa Yoga Arts Teacher Training, 2019. Photo by Lexi Hicks
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PATHWAYS TO PLEASURE

A great deal of our work and mission as Temple Body Artists is to free
ourselves, come home to our bodies, rewire, and create pathways to pleasure. Pleasure is a healing

resource, and it takes practice to cultivate. It is our birthright to experience pleasure as sexual beings.

The patriarchal culture has offered counter-intuitive programming to devalue and take away our access

to pleasure, because it is so powerFULL. Choosing pleasure - like choosing to love yourself - is a muscle

that needs to be awakened, trained, exercised, especially for those with trauma histories.

Neuroplasticity informs us that even an adult brain can free itself from
unsequenced, unresolved past trauma and create new neural networks to choose pleasure

and feel safe in the body. The systems and structures of support we create around ourselves make it

possible to integrate our experiences, our sexuality, and our history. Integration is an essential key in

reclaiming erotic pleasure, and we are not here to do it alone! Allow pleasure to lead your discovery of

who and what supports you.

Temple Body Initiation, 2019. Photo by Alize Jireh
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Womb Truth Mantra:  I am safe to feel pleasure.

Your devotion and commitment to the path of embodiment, pleasure and
freedom is an amazing resource. As you awaken and harness your creative power, sacred

embodiment, sexual sovereignty, and artistic expression, you support your personal growth and the

evolution of humanity.

2019. Photo by Lexi Hicks

When you meet the edges of your pleasure and embodiment,

you can use the Temple Body Arts Guiding Compass

to expand your ability to play and explore within your learning zone.
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Intake Form & Waiver

Examples of screening questions you can include in your intake form:

Are you currently suffering from any physical or emotional symptoms related to a traumatic experience?

Y /  N     If yes, please explain:

Are you or have you ever been diagnosed with PTSD?

Y /  N    If yes, please explain:

Have you experienced any physical or sexual traumas in your life? If yes, have you sought and received

any help with the effects of the trauma? What helped the most? How do you believe these experiences

shape your life now?

Examples of agreements you can include in your intake form:

I am not a licensed therapist. I hold a certification in _____________. Though being in this program is a

transformative experience, it is not a substitute for mental health therapy or working with a licensed

medical professional.

Please initial:

_______Coaching/Mentorship is not psychotherapy or medical treatment.

*PLEASE NOTE: At this time, none of my services are psychotherapeutic in nature or a replacement for

qualified mental healthcare.

* This is not a replacement for therapy

Deeper Dive Questions
Keep in mind the client may not be aware of their trauma.  If they have indicated a trauma history, or you

suspect there may be something they haven’t shared, here are questions to consider asking your client:

❖ Are there any traumas I should be aware of that may impact our work together?

❖ What do you do when you feel disconnected?

❖ How do you handle a crisis?

❖ What other resources, skills, supports do you have in your life? Have you received therapy in the

past or currently work with a therapist?

❖ What kind of support system do you have in place?

❖ Do you feel you have a support system that can hold you as things come up?

Grounding Techniques
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To use when a client is feeling destabilized.

From trauma therapist Emily Kedar (M.Ed, CCC, RP Registered Psychotherapist). https://emilykedar.com/

❖ 5-4-3-2-1: Look around the room and name 5 things you can see, 4 things you can touch, 3

things you can hear, 2 things you can smell and 1 thing you can taste.

❖ Box breathing: Picture a box in front of you. As you move up the side of the box, take a

deep breath in for 4 seconds. Next as you move along the top of the box, hold your breath for

4 seconds. Then as you move down the other side of the box, breath out for 4 seconds, and

finally as you run along the bottom of the box hold for 4 seconds. Repeat.

❖ Mindful eating: Take a raisin or other piece of food. Examine it. What does it look like?

How does it smell? How does it feel? Slowly begin to chew it. How does it taste?

❖ Counting backwards: You can do this several ways, my personal favourite is to count

backwards by 7 starting from 100.

❖ Ice cube technique: Take an ice cube and move it along your arm. Notice the

temperature, if it melts, how it feels, and what it looks like- again, tap into your 5 senses.

❖ Teddy bear technique: Lie on your back and place a teddy bear on your belly. As you

take deep breaths in and out, watch the teddy bear move up and down with each inhale and

exhale.

❖ Progressive muscle relaxation: Start with your right hand in a relaxed state. Slowly

begin to clench your hand. Notice the tension as you begin to do this, as you transition your

hand from a relaxed state into a fist. Next, slowly begin unclenching your hand back into a

relaxed state, again noticing the difference in tension. Repeat these steps with your left hand

and then move along to other body parts such as your foot or leg.

❖ Naming colors: Name everything in the room that is blue. Now name everything in the

room that is red. Now everything in the room that is yellow, etc.

❖ Mindful walking: As you walk, notice the weight of each foot on the ground and how

your weight changes as you take each step. If you are outside, notice if it is sunny, hot, cold or

rainy. If it’s sunny, notice how the sun feels on your skin. Notice if you can hear cars passing or

birds chirping.

❖ Monitoring your heartbeat: Place your fingertips together from both of your hands.

Notice your pulse in your fingertips and pay attention to the rhythm of your heartbeat.
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Cycle 7: Temple Body Priestess

- Temple Body Priestess -
Living from Empowered Pleasure

Photo by Kevin Thom, Temple Body Day 2018

After integrating the teachings from Womb Truth and Blood Mysteries and the

initiations that we’ve experienced in this lifetime, we will now create the opportunities for healing

through awakening the Temple Body Priestess. We will create the space to birth from a place of pleasure

and power.
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The Temple Body Priestess lives in devotion to her divine purpose and offers her

Temple Body as a vessel of love. She recognizes herself as an instrument of the divine and lives by her

word with absolute integrity. You may hear her whispering to you from deep within your yoni to embody

your sovereign power.

Dance the path of devotion to keep your inner flame lit and embody your
divine radiance. Live with intention in each moment aligned with your Sacred Why. Commit to

taking action in ways that fan your inner flame. You are here to inspire, to be the starlight you were born

to be, and to light up the path for others to awaken.

The Temple Body Priestess embodies the five-fold path. Her daily spiritual practice is

non-negotiable. She is committed to nurturing her direct connection with Divine Creative Spirit through

her Sacred Embodiment, Sexual Sovereignty, and Creative Expression. She is Empty Presence, fully

rooted in the earth, and connected to the cosmos. Her channel is open; her core is clear and supportive.

Listening deeply to her Innate Wisdom, she awakens the ancient codes within her womb space. In her

stillness, she receives guidance and finds the answers she needs. Through her sword of discernment, she

aligns her power-to-create with her thoughts, beliefs, words, and actions. Life is the canvas, and she

dances the world awake.

She is a modern-day Temple Dancer, Alchemist, and Songstress. She is a powerful

mirror, holding space, amplifying, initiating, and awakening humanity with her body, voice, and dance. As

an alchemist, she holds the power to transmute old stories into gold. As a songstress channeling her

intentions through her sound, she creates a resonant field of healing.

It takes time to own and embody your signature soul essence and the Temple
Body Priestess, who knows how to harness her feminine power and magnetize all she desires. The

Temple Body Priestess comes through the wisdom of experience held in your body, which happens over

time.

Her power has nothing to do with her outer appearance but with inner experience

and cultivated relationship with her body, sexuality, spirituality, and creativity. She is humble and does

not fit any standard or stereotype. She is comfortable in her skin, releases any comparison, and

celebrates collaboration. She treats her body as a sanctuary, an altar to worship, to remember, and to

feel pleasure. Awake in her senses, she may be dressed in fabrics soft and sensual to the touch, anointed

with scented oils, or adorning her Temple Body in her unique way.
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An aspect of the Temple Body Priestess is the Sexual Priestess. We have known the

Sexual Priestess as a Sacred Prostitute, Temptress, and Sexual Healer throughout history. While in more

recent history, the Sexual Priestess Archetype went into hiding, she exists around the world, and many

ancient cultures revered her. My colleague Anaiya Sophia explains in her article, Why Prostitutes Should

Rule The World, that “In ancient Sumeria, Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Greece, there were no brothels.

Instead, there were Temples of the Sacred Prostitutes inhabited by holy women who embodied love,

owned their sexuality, and held the highest spiritual authority.” In Ancient India, initiates were raised and

trained in the sacred arts in devotion to the divine and known as the Devadasis, Temple Dancers, or

Dakinis. The faces of the Sexual Priestess from these cultures include Ishtar, Inanna, Isis, Mary

Magdalene, Aphrodite, Venus, Freyja, Lalita, and more.

‘La Belle Odalisque’

Artist: Adrien Henri Tanoux, 1865-1923

With the Rise of the Divine Feminine movement, we see leaders breaking taboos
and voicing the value of pleasure and sexual creative power, allowing the Sexual

Priestess to step out into the light and become visible once again. There are many ways to show up and

move through the world as a modern-day Sexual Priestess. As you awaken to your sexual power and

move through life from Empowered Pleasure, aligned with your truth and integrity, your Sexual Priestess

will guide you.
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“Once upon a time, sexual women ruled the world. They were independent,

empowered, and embodied love.” ~ Anaiya Sophia

Empowered Pleasure

Experiencing pleasure is your birthright and essential for staying connected
to your radiance, essence, sensuality, and feminine power. Saying YES to pleasure is

a choice and opens pathways to embodied presence and confidence. Pleasure changes your physiology

and brain chemistry - the more pleasure you experience, the more blood flows through your body,

awakening your senses. When pleasure guides you, you have the power to clear your channel, shift your

state, and evolve.

When you recognize the relationship between your feminine power and your
pleasure and claim both, you live in a state of empowered pleasure. Recognize,

with confidence, the power that is in your pleasure. Mama Gena says in her fabulous book Pussy when

she speaks to the importance of moving through life from pleasure and what turns us on:

“When a woman is turned on, she is empowered with her own elemental rightness. When a

woman gets turned on, she tunes in to her own magnificence, into her sense of deserving all that

is wonderful in this life. She becomes radiant, the way a woman is supposed to be. An innately

feminine wisdom begins to emerge, allowing her to trust herself, her voice and her experience. A

radiant woman is a woman in her highest power, a woman who is bringing what she is meant to

bring into the world” (Regena Thomashauer, Pussy, p. 173).

As a Temple Body Priestess, you learn to be your inner lover and make love to
life. You come into your senses and the present moment. You experience pleasure just in being.

Listening to your yoni’s wisdom and sensations as an inner compass allows your feminine power to

guide. Every moment becomes an opportunity to embrace, taste, receive, penetrate, surrender, and be

aroused.
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On this path of devotion, you value yourself and your pleasure. You harness the

power of your pleasure to create a new pathway. You know you are worthy to experience pleasure as

you design and manifest your life aligned with your divine purpose. As you say YES to pleasure, you move

into the receptive state to receive more abundance and prosperity in all ways.

Empowered Pleasure Manta: “The more pleasure I experience,

the more I say YES to my feminine power and purpose.”

Photo by Brendan Jaffer Thom

Pleasure is a choice to say YES to the divine play in which you are fully present,

awake, connected to your soul’s essence, and seeing all of life as a web that you

are weaving and co-creating.
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Living Artfully

Presence is the key to Living Artfully. The Temple Body Priestess is present and self-aware

in each moment. With devotion, the Temple Body Priestess nurtures her creativity, sexuality, and

spiritual path daily. She offers her body as a vessel for divine love to flow through.

You are a master in the art of living and divine play. Your life is an expression of who

you truly are and what you are here to offer. Through your relationship with experience, you dance with

the divine, listening, and responding to each given moment. There is nothing to prove. You are a living

embodiment of what you stand for.

The Temple Body Priestess aligns
her magnetic frequency with
infinite love, gratitude, pleasure,
and prosperity. Knowing her value, she

recognizes her inner worth and fosters a

positive relationship with wealth and money.

She emanates a powerful electromagnetic

frequency, which attracts more of what she

embodies. A lightworker and way-shower, she

aligns with the highest frequencies of love and

trust. She feels provided for as she shows up in

devotional service, no matter what the outer

life circumstance brings.

Photo by Melissa Robin

“A master in the art of living draws no sharp distinction between her work and

her play, her labor and her leisure, her mind and her body, her education and

her recreation. She hardly knows which is which.”

- Edited Quote {to represent her/she} by L.P. Jacks.
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Make Your life a Ritual

Ritual unites your inner Priestess with Divine Creative Spirit. Through ritual, you

recognize your power to consecrate, alchemize, transmute, release, awaken, ignite, and remember. Every

moment is an opportunity to create magic and bridge the mundane with the extraordinary. Ritual

anchors your intention with action and awareness. All Temple Body Arts practices can be rituals.

The Temple Body Priestess recognizes her Temple Body, voice, and sexuality as
powerful tools in building a bridge between the unseen and the seen. She lives in

deep connection with her inner world and unseen forces, allies, ancestors, and angels supporting her

soul’s mission. She knows she is not alone.

The Temple Body Priestess
creates rituals aligning
her creative power with
the natural world, the
blood mysteries, and rites
of passage. She explores and

knows how to use the elements, the

lunar cycles, and seasons in ritual,

wielding her sovereign divine power

to create change for the highest

good. She works with her blood

knowing it holds the keys to the

mystery.

Photo by Alize Jireh

Chakras

Temple Body Arts explores the chakras as a sacred technology and ritual to

awaken and embody the Temple Body Priestess. To move sexual creative energy through her Temple

Body, she uses her movement, breath, and sound. She connects with key energetic, physiological, and

spiritual centers within her body to recognize where focus and balance are needed. Her practices

awaken the qualities that support her in being magnetic, vibrant, and Living Artfully. A Temple Body

Priestess is on fire with the passion of what she is here to share and offer through her vessel and

empowered voice.
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SURRENDER

The Temple Body Priestess recognizes her life is a gift bestowed upon her. She

knows she is a spiritual being having a human experience in a Temple Body. Trusting in the divine

mystery, she continually surrenders her ego, releasing control, and receiving guidance for where to aim

next. She offers her body and life in service to birthing a new paradigm and golden age. She knows one

of the most powerful tools to navigate this life is surrender as she offers up her busy mind, heart,

emotions, stories, and attachments. Emptying to become a vessel for love, she returns again and again to

humility and reverence, in service to the divine.

Temple Body Priestess Mantra: “I am Divine Love Embodied”

Owning Your Shadow

The shadow aspect of the Temple Body Priestess can cause havoc or invite

unwanted energies into our space. If we don’t own our shadow and do our healing work, our wounds

and old stories may play out in our lives and work. When we are ego-driven, manipulative, or operating

solely for personal gain, we are in the shadow aspect. The shadow arises when we fall out of integrity

and do not embody what we stand for.

If we do not align with the highest frequency of love, and for the benefit of all, our

alluring feminine powers of seduction and magnetism may harm others. It is essential to bring any

shadow aspects into the light and know where our intentions and motives are coming from when

wielding these influential powers.

Owning all aspects of yourself allows for wholeness and integrity. Integrity

means speaking your truth, living what you teach, and embodying your authenticity. Take action aligned

with divine will and follow a code of agreements oriented with your Sacred Why. As you move through

initiations, you may encounter parts of yourself where you feel shame and judgment. By bringing your

shame and self-judgments into the light, you own your shadow. To be sovereign and claim your feminine

power, you must openly acknowledge and embrace all parts of yourself. Integrity lies in sharing your

shadow vulnerably, and this authentic sharing allows you to cultivate humility and strength as an

embodied feminine leader, building credibility and trust with those engaged with you.

With this remembrance of the Temple Body Priestess

comes a great responsibility to follow your inner call and

serve the awakening of humanity.
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Sacred Marriage

The Temple Body Priestess is a symbol of the Sacred Marriage. She embodies the
Inner Cross - the union of the divine feminine with the divine masculine. The vertical axis of the

Inner Cross represents the masculine principle, the sturdy upright sword of integrity, able to cut away

with precision and penetrate with clarity. It aligns you with pure consciousness. The horizontal axis of the

Inner Cross represents the feminine principles as an extension of the heart, widening out like wings. It is

enveloping, nurturing, and opening to receive grace.

In the center of the cross, where the masculine and feminine principles meet
in balance, lives the Inner Diamond, which glows with radiance, divine essence, and value. The Inner

Diamond is activated when the sacred marriage is alive, and you experience a fullness within.

Our relationship to our inner masculine comes through our self-awareness
and witness consciousness. We relate with our inner masculine when we create structures,

schedules, and boundaries to honor ourselves. These practices support us to show up fully and ready to

serve.

Being held by the divine masculine
allows our feminine magic to
flow. Our divine feminine receptivity and

embodiment come through listening,

nurturing, and slowing down to allow our

innate and sensual essence to be expressed.

As an embodiment of the sacred marriage, we

receive the masculine in its full penetrative

power and offer our receptive nature and

infinite creative power.

The temple body priestess is
married to the divine. She lives in

devotion with her sacred contract to serve the

divine through her life's work. Her inner

marriage to Divine Creative Spirit is her

primary relationship, and all other sacred

relationships support her primary relationship

and align with her soul's mission.
Photo by Kevin Thom, Temple Body Day 2017
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When we nurture and cultivate our marriage with the divine, the power of our

commitment overflows into our outer relationships. We can have both the inner and outer marriage.

Through tending to our relationship with the divine, our frequency of wholeness and sovereignty attracts

beloveds who respect and honor our devotion and sacred agreements. As we learn to honor the sacred

masculine and feminine within ourselves and our partners, we cultivate beautiful inner and outer

relationships.

Temple Body Arts Guiding Compass: Sexual Sovereignty

The Temple Body Priestess embodies all
the points of the Guiding Compass:

Intention, Sacred Embodiment, Expressive Arts,

Creative Power, Sexual Sovereignty, and the

Feminine Mysteries. As you honor your cyclical

nature and the mystical aspects of what it means to

be a woman, you learn to embody the medicine

from each archetypal phase and reclaim your

Sexual Sovereignty.

As the Graceful Warrior, you take
action with your discernment. You

embody your radiant fullness as the Mother/Lover.

Your expression as the Wild Woman is free, and

you own the shadow. As the Sacred Dreamer, you

let go of ‘doing,’ you surrender into being. You
have integrated the past and prepared the soil
of your womb to birth a new paradigm.

Photo by Melissa Robin

As a Temple Body Priestess,

you are a Sovereign Queen,

embodying each phase of the lunar archetypes.
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A Temple Body Priestess is guided by her higher self to trust, honor, respect,
and take action aligned with her inner knowing and sovereign power. She

chooses to love in each moment and inspires others on the path of awakening. The journey of Sexual

Sovereignty and living from Empowered Pleasure requires your permission - permission to experience

the pleasure of being in your Temple Body while living with purpose. The more you claim your sovereign

power with pleasure, the more your presence will permit others to do the same.

As a sexually sovereign being, you get to choose how you show up in the
world. You are the master of your pleasure and Temple Body. By harnessing your sexual energy and

focusing your creative power on your divine purpose and highest YES, you manifest your life as an

embodied feminine leader, bringing forth the income and impact you desire.

Photo by Kevin Thom, Temple Body Day 2018

It’s time to expand your wings and fly toward your life’s calling

as a Temple Body Priestess, paving the way for the ancient

future generations to come.
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Reflection Questions/ Video Prompts

1. What spiritual, sexual, and creative aspects of the Temple Body Priestess are you ready to

activate in order to awaken her codes?

2. What are you discovering in your relationship between your pleasure and feminine power?

3. Reflect on and write about your relationship with the divine. How are you showing up for

yourself and nurturing your sacred marriage with the divine?

4. Are there any shadow aspects of the Temple Body Priestess you are aware of within yourself and

ready to own?

5. In connecting with your Sexual Priestess and dialoguing with your yoni,  what did you discover?

6. Who you are on a deep soul level is what you are here to do and birth into the world.  How are

you committed to embodying what you stand for and desire in your daily life?

Daily Practices

❖ Be with the Temple Body Priestess daily. Every moment is an opportunity to do

something that fills you up and gives you pleasure.

❖ Make your life a ritual. From the moment you wake up, place one hand on your yoni,

breath into your yoni, and listen to what she desires.

❖ Tune into your Temple Body. How do you adorn your altar as the Temple Body

Priestess?

❖ Connect and nurture your relationship and marriage with the divine.
Devote to nurturing your spiritual, sexual, and creative aspects.

❖ Read the workbook and complete the practices: Awakening the Sexual Priestess

Sound Chakra Activation and Yoni Awakening. Explore these practices at your own pace and try

them more than once to deepen your dialogue with the Temple Body Priestess.

❖ FB Share Prompt: Reflect on the questions and respond to one of the questions via the

Video Prompt Announcements in video or written form.

❖ Practice the Temple Body Priestess Mantra ‘I am Divine Love Embodied’ to

remember your divine embodiment.
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Cycle 7: Temple Body Priestess
- Sacred Tools with Chakra Map -

As a Temple Body Priestess, an understanding of how to move your sexual creative energy

through your Temple Body and subtle body is essential. The chakras offer an essential map to connect

with the subtle body, which is made up of key energetic, physiological, and spiritual centers. Chakra is a

Sanskrit word meaning 'wheel’.

Temple Body Arts weaves practices with the chakras as a Sacred technology
to recognize where we need to focus, balance, and awaken the qualities of being that support us in being

magnetic, vibrant, and Living Artfully. To connect to the Temple Body Priestess, you are invited to explore

the chakras with the practices of breath, movement, and sound. Working with the chakras is included in

many Tantric practices. These simple tools can support your birthing process and awaken your Temple

Body Priestess. Through the embodiment of sound, movement, and breath, your Temple Body becomes

a channel for Divine Creative Spirit to flow through. A Temple Body Priestess is on fire with the passion of

what she is here to share and offer through her vessel and empowered voice.

Breath
Our breath is an Intimate exchange with life itself. With each in-breath, we expand and

open, and with each out-breath, we contract and release. Every breath is a chance to begin again.

Through the breath, we can access the qualities and essence of infinite space, where pure potentiality

can birth.

Movement
Through movement, we stretch, open, strengthen, and train our Temple
Bodies to be like bamboo, rooted, and flexible. As we empty and clear out our Temple

Bodies, we expand our capacity to hold and move energy. Movement is a spiritual and self-love practice

of emptying and purifying to be filled with the highest frequency of love.

Sound
Many of us have shame and experiences around expressing our voice and not
being heard. By giving ourselves permission to make sound and release the judgments of our sounds,

we can experience deeper layers of freedom. We can empower ourselves by making sound for sound’s

sake, as a way to emote and move stagnant energy and emotions. Integrating the voice with the breath

and our Temple Body allows for our fullest expression and embodiment. Each chakra represents different

emotions and aspects of the body. By expressing the sounds from the different chakra centers of the

body, we get to know ourselves more deeply and recognize what we need to clear out, release, and

integrate. There are bija seed syllable sounds for each chakra to balance and stimulate these centers. Bija

is a Sanskrit word meaning 'seed’. See the Resources Tab for more information on each chakra.

Chakra Names and Bija Sound Mantras
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First: Root Chakra - Muladhara

Color: Red   | Element: Earth   | Bija Sound mantra: LAM

Second: Sacral Chakra - Svadhisthana

Color: orange   | Element: water   | Bija Sound mantra: VAM

Third: Solar Plexus Chakra  - Manipura

Color: Yellow   | Element: Fire   | Bija Sound mantra: RAM

Fourth: Heart Chakra - Anahata

Color: Green   | Element: Air   | Bija Sound mantra: YAM

Fifth: Throat Chakra - Vishuddha
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Color: light blue   | Element: Ether   | Bija Sound mantra: HUM

Sixth: Third Eye Chakra - Ajna

Color: Indigo   | Element: Ether  | Bija Sound mantra: OM

Seventh: Crown Chakra - Sahasrara

Color: Violet   | Element: Ether  | Bija Sound mantra: AH

Additional Chakras

Soul Star Chakra

Colors: White & Gold

Location:  six inches above our crown chakra.

Earth Star chakra

Colors: Brown & Black

Location: twelve to eighteen inches below the bottoms of the feet.
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Cycle 8: Divine Impact

- The Birth Plan -
Foundations for sharing your signature soul offering 

& Path To Prosperity Timeline

You are here to map out the path of your Signature Soul Offering and 
create the income and impact you desire through being of service. 
This workbook is to bring into form and implement all the points of 

the Prosperity Star to create your Birth Plan. Ensure that the 
structures are in place to support the implementation of your 
offering with ease and grace.
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Foundations for your birth plan 
In order to birth your offering into the world, it is 
essential to have these foundations in place.

Sacred Why: 
What is your Sacred Why?
 (for the delivery of this program and serving your divine clients)

Unique Gifts: 
What are your unique gifts and experience holding space for others?
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Divine Clients (Niche): 
Who are your divine clients? Be specific and include what you have learned from your 

divine client interviews. 

What are they seeking?

What are their struggles or challenges?
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What's Your Sweet Spot? 
Describe your sweet spot (the meeting point of your unique gifts and what your 
divine clients are willing to invest in now.

Sweet 
Spot

Unique Gifts Niche Needs
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A statement of what I do and who I serve. 

How would you describe your signature soul essence?

Signature Soul Essence:

My "What I Do" Statement:

I work with/teach/train/mentor/empower............................................... (insert niche here)

To.......................................................  (insert result here)

So they can........................................  (insert benefit they receive or problmes you solve)

How do you embody what you stand for?
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Wealth Frequency: 
What is your Sacred Number? Find the number that bridges where you are now and 
where you’d like to be in the next 3-6 months.
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Medicine Pillars: 
What Medicine Pillar(s) & Theme(s) will you share in your Signature Soul Offering?
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Title of your Signature Soul Offering:  
 Connect to your brand and use your keywords.
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Sharing your Signature Soul Offering with the 
world

Magnetic message: 
What is your magnetic message and invitation for your Signature Soul Offering?

A 1-2 sentence description that promotes your offering.

Short Magnetic Description of your Offering:
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Benefits: 
What are the key benefits/results/transformation that you will provide?

Your Signature Soul Story: 
What is your Signature Story specific to this program and your niche?
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What is the transformation you provide to your divine clients?

What is your Signature Story that speaks to the transformation you provide to your niche?

Features: 
What’s included in your Signature Soul Offering? What are the details and ways of 
connecting with your clients? I.e.  FB Group, 3 calls a month, 1:1 sessions, 1 live retreat etc.
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Outline of your offering:
Program, list the steps or modules you will guide your divine clients through to help them get 
to their desired outcome. For each step or module, include one specific, tangible result or 
outcome your client will receive. Your numbers of steps will vary depending on the length of 
your program and the transformation you provide.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Start where you are. Recommendation of 3+ months of ongoing group and 1:1 work to
create sustainable income.

What is the Length, Dates & Times of your Offering:

Per month:

How many months:

Down Payment:

Pay in full:

Bonuses (Values Add, Early Bird etc.):

Length:

Dates & Times:

Investment:
What is the value of the transformation you provide through your offering?
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